Board of Commissioners
Work Session Agenda
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2020, 1:00 PM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611
A worksession agenda is structured to give the Board of Commissioners an opportunity to touch base with each other, staff, and
invited community members and organizations to discuss and work through issues the County is facing, but not ready to take official
action on at a regular board meeting. Work sessions are open to the public (with exception of executive session). However, public
input is typically not taken during a work session unless specifically asked for by the Board.

10:30 AM SPECIAL MEETING  JOINT BOCC AND OPEN SPACE & TRAILS EXECUTIVE SESSION
Open Space Acquisition and Negotiation
CRS 246402 (4)(a)
12:00 PM ADJOURN SPECIAL MEETING  JOINT EXECUTIVE SESSION
12:00 PM Lunch Break
1:00 PM

Staff/Community Presentations
This is time set aside for staff and community partners to formally present community or organizational
issues that may lead to future Board action.
1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Presentation on the Integrated Mobility System (IS) Phase 1 Study Results Funded by the
EOTC and RFTA  David Pesnichak (30 minutes)

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items
This portion of the agenda is intended to: 1) Provide the Board and Staff an opportunity to discuss items
that will come before the Board and public for formal adoption at a future Regular Meeting/Public
Hearing, 2) To review the calendar of business for future Board Work Sessions and Regular Meetings
1:30 PM

Aspen Airport Business Center Traffic Study  G.R. Fielding (45 minutes)

2:15 PM

Review of Future Agenda Calendars  Work Session / Regular Meeting (15 Minutes)

Discussion Items/Open Discussion
No formal written materials
2:30 PM

Board Open Discussion (15 Minutes)
Phillips Community Outreach, Phylis Mattice
Sen. Bennet's Broadband Bill, Phylis Mattice

2:45 PM

Break

3:00 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items (continued)
3:00 PM

ASE Vision Committee Decision Discussion (2 hours)
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5:00 PM

Adjourn
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:

September 22, 2020 (PitCo BOCC Meeting)

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Integrated Mobility Study (IMS), Phase 1 – Report Out

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

David Pesnichak, EOTC Regional Transportation Administrator

EOTC Guiding Principles:

Environmental Sustainability, Social Sustainability

EOTC Key Strategies:

Multi-Modal Network that Encourages Mode Shift

EOTC Regional Priorities:

First and Last Mile Solutions; Transit Speed, Accessibility,
Reliability, and Efficiency Enhancements; Congestion Mitigation
Measures; Technologies and Innovation to Encourage Mode
Shift

EOTC Upper Valley Priorities:

Multi-Modal Solution to Entrance to Aspen

The purpose of this memo and presentation are to report out the results from Phase 1 of the Integrated
Mobility System (IMS) study, which was jointly funded in 2020 by the EOTC and RFTA. No action is
requested at this time.
This Phase 1 Study is the next step in the development of the IMS, which was created by the 31-member
Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility that met between June 2016 and August
2017. This Task Force concluded with a report in 2017 called the Upper Valley Mobility Report that was
unanimously adopted by the Task Force members.
Fehr & Peers is currently under contract to complete the Phase 1 analysis this year. To date, final reports
for each of the tasks have been completed and those results are ready to be communicated out to RFTA
and the EOTC officials. For the EOTC, the results from this Phase 1 study and the anticipated upcoming
Phase 2 will inform future projects and expenditures.
The following components of the analysis are a part of Phase 1, as identified in the scope of work. Each
component is analyzed in a stand along memorandum from Fehr & Peers, which are attached.
1.
Review and Refinement of existing Strategies - Refine the five principle strategies
outlined in the IMS. This task would also add more definition so that the parameters of each of
the systems can be roughly identified and modeled for how effective the IMS could be at
improving mobility and managing traffic congestion (see next task).
2.
Perform a High-Level Effectiveness Analysis of the IMS - The consultant will evaluate the
potential effectiveness of the Integrated Mobility System using off-the shelf tools, travel
elasticities, and similar analytical techniques. The purpose of this analysis is not an exhaustive
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study of traffic implications or detailed GHG analysis, but a general picture of the potential
reduction in VMT, GHG emissions, and reduced SOV vehicle travel.
3.
Identify an Implementation Framework – While the IMS provides a robust approach to
managing vehicle travel in the upper valley, some elements are more complex and could take
more time to implement than others. This framework would help identify a potential “pilot
project” that brings together two-to-three of the IMS strategies that could be simpler to get off
the ground but would still have enough synergistic benefits to reduce demand for SOV travel.
This task would involve some additional analysis of how to combine different strategies along
with working with EOTC staff to understand which strategies might be the easiest to implement
(from a practical and political standpoint). This task was originally proposed as an in-person
workshop, however, due to COVID-19 this component of the original scope will not be able to be
completed as planned.
The components of the Integrated Mobility System (IMS) – Upper Valley Mobility Report

Staff from the EOTC, City of Aspen, Pitkin County, Town of Snowmass Village, and RFTA along with
representatives from the Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility participated in
several reviews leading up to this point.
With the IMS Phase 1 of the study wrapping up Staff has been looking ahead to Phase 2 in 2021, which is
expected to dive deeper into modeling and socio-economic impacts. More specifically, Phase 2 (not yet
fully funded) is anticipated to: 1) complete a more detailed greenhouse gas and travel analysis
identifying which trips are most likely to be affected, 2) develop performance measures and evaluation
framework, 3) develop an equity impact analysis, and 4) look at potential impacts from autonomous
vehicles.
To this end, Staff applied for and was awarded $30,000 from the CDOT Multi-Modal Options Fund
(MMOF) toward the anticipated $60,000 cost for Phase 2. These funds were awarded at the maximum
level of 50% of the project cost. In addition, RFTA has provided a tentative commitment letter in the
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amount of $10,000 towards the Phase 2 study. The EOTC will review funding allocation in the amount of
$20,000 for Phase 2 in October.

Some notable overall takeaways from the Phase 1 reports include:
- Interdependency. While individual measures can have limited impacts on reductions to congestion and
greenhouse gas emissions, their effectiveness can be multiplied when implemented as a system.
- No ‘Silver Bullet’. All of the strategies analyzed have a degree of effectiveness; however, there is no
‘silver bullet’. When moving forward with congestion mitigation and limiting greenhouse gas emissions,
small incremental steps that build on one another are expected to have the greatest overall impact.

Specific takeaways on the 5 tenants from the Phase 1 reports include:
- HOV Lane Enforcement Important, but Not as a Stand Alone Measure. It was identified that HOV lane
enforcement on Highway 82 would have “no VMT / GHG emission benefit as a stand-alone strategy”.
This said HOV lane enforcement is an important and integral component to other strategies that can
reduce VMT and greenhouse gas emissions.
- Ride Hailing Could Result in Short-Term Reductions, but Ride Sharing is More Impactful Long-Term. It is
anticipated that ride hailing could have limited effect short-term, with the greatest impacts among
visitors. Meanwhile ride sharing could have a positive benefit both short and long-term, particularly
among commuters, by providing more travel choices and better access to the transit system (and thus
less reliance on car travel).
- BRT Enhancements Could Have Positive Impacts Alone while Multiplying Benefits for Other Strategies.
For any congestion or greenhouse gas emissions reduction strategy to be impactful, an effective and
competitive alternative to a private vehicle must be in place. As a result, enhancing BRT service could
have a strong multiplier effect. However, BRT improvements alone will have limited potential congestion
and greenhouse gas reductions.
- Congestion Reduction Measures Could Have the Strongest Impacts but are also Notably Difficult to
Implement. Congestion Reduction Measures, including congestion and parking pricing, could have
strong impacts on reducing VMT and greenhouse gas emissions. Any reductions are dependent on a
strong and effective alternative mode, however. In addition, dynamic congestion pricing could be very
difficult to implement politically, would require significant coordination with CDOT, may require
legislative changes, and could have notable equity impacts that would need to be mitigated.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Presentation
Attachment 2 - 2017 Upper Valley Mobility Report
Attachment 3 - Final Report – Task 1, Dated April 6, 2020
Attachment 4 - Final Report – Task 2, Dated June 16, 2020
Attachment 5 - Final Report – Task 3, Dated July 28, 2020
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Attachment 1

Integrated Mobility System
(IMS)
Upper Valley Mobility Report
Phase 1 Analysis – Report Out
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Integrated Mobility System (IMS)
Phase 1 Analysis Report Out
Background:
- IMS Developed by 31-member Community Task Force on Transportation and Mobility
- IMS Outlined by Task Force in Upper Valley Mobility Report (2017)
- EOTC and RFTA jointly funded IMS Phase 1 Analysis in 2020
- Fehr & Peers Under Contract w/ Pitkin County for Phase 1 Analysis
Purpose of Presentation: Report out results from Phase 1 Analysis
Phase 1 Analysis Scope:
- Refine 5 Identified Strategies for Modeling
- Perform High-Level Analysis of Impacts on: 1) VMT, 2) GHG Emissions, 3) SOV Travel
- Identify Implementation Framework
5
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Integrated Mobility System (IMS)
Phase 1 Analysis Report Out
Fehr & Peers Team:
- Ann Bowers, Chris Breiland, and Marissa Milam
Local Review Team:
- EOTC: David Pesnichak
- RFTA: Dan Blankenship, David Johnson
- Pitkin County: Brian Pettet
- City of Aspen: John Kreuger, Mitch Osur
- Town of Snowmass Village: David Peckler
- CDOT: Andrew Knapp
Task Force on Transportation and Mobility / Aspen Institute:
- John Bennett, Bill Kane, Cristal Logan, Evan Zislis
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Integrated Mobility System (IMS)
Phase 1 Analysis Report Out
Link to EOTC Strategic Plan and Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (CVTP):
Guiding Principles:

Environmental Sustainability
Social Sustainability

Key Strategies:

Multi-Modal Network that Encourages Mode Shift

CVTP Regional Priorities:

First and Last Mile Solutions
Transit Speed, Accessibility, Reliability, and Efficiency Enhancements
Congestion Mitigation Measures
Technologies and Innovation to Encourage Mode Shift

CVTP Upper Valley Priorities:

Multi-Modal Solution to Entrance to Aspen
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Integrated Mobility System (IMS)
Phase 1 Analysis Report Out
Report Out Schedule:
- RFTA Board
- TOSV Council
- COA Council
- BOCC

Thursday Sept 10
Monday Sept 14
Monday Sept 21
Tuesday Sept 22

Next Steps:
- 2021 - Phase 2 Analysis
- Scope: Detailed Modeling and Socio-Economic Impacts
- GHG Emissions and Travel Analysis (which trips most impacted)
- Performance Measures and Evaluation Framework
- Equity Impact Analysis
- Impacts from Autonomous Vehicles
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Questions
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Community Forum Task Force
on Transportation and Mobility

Upper Valley
Mobility Report
September 2017
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Community Forum Task Force
on Transportation and Mobility
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Summary and Conclusions
Working under the auspices of the Aspen Institute, the 31 members of the Community Forum
Task Force on Transportation and Mobility met from June 2016 through August 2017. Its goal
was to create a values-based vision for transportation and mobility in the upper Roaring Fork
Valley for the year 2035 that would address traffic congestion as well as the mobility needs of
our residents, commuters and visitors. (See “What is the Problem?” on p. 6 and “Core Values”
on p. 8.) Task force members sought solutions that would meet the established goal and be
both politically achievable and financially viable.
When the Community Forum Task Force began its work in June 2016, many members expected
that it would focus on one or more large-scale, capital-intensive transportation solutions.
Instead, what emerged was a balanced “integrated mobility system” of programmatic solutions
that could be experimented with and phased in over time. To address the challenge of induced
traffic (see p. 7), this integrated system employs a balance of both carrots and sticks. Its
complementary measures could be implemented as budgets permit over short, mid, and longterm time frames.

Recommendation:
In its final meeting, the task force recommended unanimously that work begin immediately to
plan an integrated mobility system that includes the following five elements (see below). The
individual components of this system are interdependent. Some measures specifically reduce
traffic congestion; others increase mobility for the public. Some are capital and cost intensive,
while others would contribute revenue, making the system more affordable. (To promote
social equity, the task force recommends that 100% of any revenues raised be reinvested to
reduce the cost of transit and alternative mobility measures – or even make them free – for
those who use them.) These five elements lend themselves to experimentation, they are
flexible, and they are reversible.
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The Integrated Mobility System (from short to long-term):
1. Ride Sharing (short-term)
2. Ride Hailing (short-term)
3. Congestion Reduction Measures (short and mid-term), which include dynamic road pricing and dynamic
parking pricing
4. HOV-Lane Enforcement (short and mid-term)
5. Phased BRT Enhancement (short, mid and long-term), which may not necessarily cross the Marolt Open
Space. Could include enhanced service to Snowmass Village.

Additional measures supported by the task force’s matrix analysis:
•
•
•

Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing (mid and long-term)
Airport/Transit Connectivity, especially low-cost options (short and mid-term)
Snowmass Connection Enhancements (short and mid-term)

(Please see the Summary of Mobility & Transportation Options that begins on p. 9 for a discussion of all the
above measures.)
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A Single Planning Entity:
The task force recommends strongly that the three upper valley governments identify a single entity to coordinate
and facilitate regional mobility planning among governments, the private sector and the community. Over time,
this coordination should expand in scope to include the full region.

Observations:
•

Free-flowing traffic is not a reasonable expectation unless congestion reduction measures are sufficient to
reduce current traffic and mitigate future induced traffic.

•

The U.S. is undergoing a transition away from a car-centric culture. Millennials are buying fewer cars than
previous generations, and parking demand is expected to drop.

•

Regional and local land use decisions profoundly affect mobility challenges and traffic congestion.

•

A grassroots advocacy organization for an integrated mobility system is essential.

•

The community should seek public/private partnerships to help implement it.

•

The integrated mobility system adopted should leverage existing approvals and plans (e.g., the Entrance to
Aspen Record of Decision, Aspen Area Community Plan, etc.).

•

We should improve mobility incrementally and continuously.

•

Specific elements of the integrated mobility system will affect different people and different geographies in
varying ways. We should consider carefully which user group is affected by each element of the system and
plan accordingly.

•

We should engage innovators and entrepreneurs from all sectors to help create the mobility system we
envision.

The Community Forum Task Force recommends that the package of mobility experiments now being planned by
the City of Aspen should be used by Aspen, Pitkin County and Snowmass Village to help demonstrate and explore
elements of this integrated mobility system.

What Success Will Look Like:
If we fully implement the integrated mobility system, we will make upper valley travel substantially easier while
remaining true to our most important community values. Commuters would spend more time with their families
or on the job; visitors would gain a greatly improved vacation experience; and residents would enjoy an enhanced
quality of life.
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Introduction
What is the Problem?
Traffic congestion is a defining problem for residents, commuters and visitors in the upper Roaring Fork Valley.
Traffic jams detract from our community’s livability and waste valuable time that could otherwise be used for
productive work, recreation, or visiting with friends and families. Commuters lose countless hours per year in
stalled traffic, and Aspen residents cite downtown auto congestion as one of their biggest concerns. Businesses
find it increasingly difficult to hire the employees needed to maintain our status as a world-class resort. Auto
congestion clogs our streets and highway, creates noise and aggravation, and adds carbon and other pollution to
our air.
Traffic congestion hurts our community in three broad ways: reducing economic productivity for local workers
and businesses; damaging the visitor experience; and lowering the quality of life for everyone. Snarled traffic
does not reflect well on our community, which prides itself on responsible urban planning and sincere concern for
the environment. RFTA, while doing an excellent job at carrying over five million passengers per year, is operating
at capacity for much of the year, and its future growth faces possible limits from both budgetary challenges as
well as the reality that about 1,000 daily bus trips already enter and leave Aspen in peak season.
Our current challenges will only grow. The state demographer’s office projects that, by 2035, Pitkin County’s
resident population will grow by 25% and the Roaring Fork Valley’s population will grow by roughly 50% to a total
of 70,000 people. Visitor growth could be comparable – and all these increases will further stress an already
challenging traffic problem.
The Community Forum Task Force recognizes that we cannot build our way out of traffic congestion by simply
adding more highway or transit capacity. A more sustainable and effective long-term solution must be found.

The Work of the Transportation & Mobility Task Force
In 2016, the Aspen Institute convened a group of 31 community leaders to develop a values-based vision for
where we, as a community, want to be in 20 years (by 2035) with respect to transportation and mobility in our
upper valley (Basalt to Aspen/Snowmass). The group met for 15 months: from June 2016 through August 2017.
Through its research and meetings with local and national transportation experts, the Community Forum Task
Force reviewed the rapid changes taking place in demographics, technology, culture, mobility preferences,
autonomous and electric vehicles, ride hailing and sharing, carpooling, transportation demand management, and
the wide array of available mobility options, both new and old.
Early on, task force members identified nine core values by which to evaluate transportation and mobility options.
These ranged from community values like environmental quality and community character to operating system
values, such as financial feasibility and effectiveness at reducing traffic congestion. The task force then identified a
dozen transportation and mobility options representing diverse approaches to solving the traffic and congestion
issues facing our community, and it then developed a matrix by which to review each option in terms of its
compatibility with the core values.
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The Principle of Induced Traffic
Early on, task force members identified induced traffic as a critical principle that must be addressed by any
transportation/mobility system adopted in our valley.
In growing areas, when automobile congestion is reduced by increasing mobility alternatives and/or highway
capacity, new traffic is generated and highways normally return to their previous level of automobile congestion.
This reality has been demonstrated repeatedly in growing towns and cities around the U.S. and the world, as well
as here in our valley. The phenomenon has two primary causes, both rooted in human behavior:
(A) Latent Demand. When perceived auto congestion is reduced during peak hours, many people will use a
highway more often, shift their travel back to peak hours, or switch from transit to driving, thus increasing
congestion again. This is a specific application of the economic concept of “induced demand.” That is, when the
supply of a good increases, more of the good is consumed.
(B) Land Use Effects. A perceived shorter commute to a desired work or recreation destination spurs residential
and commercial real estate development in more distant areas. In short, a new or expanded highway can turn
land previously perceived to be distant in terms of commuting time into prime real estate development property.
Since traffic engineers estimate that each new unit of housing can typically generate 10 new one-way auto trips
per day, 100 units of new housing can result in 1,000 additional daily car trips on local roads and highways. The
effects of new residential and commercial development on traffic congestion are often dramatic.
For more information on induced traffic:
Building Bigger Roads Makes Traffic Worse
Wired 2014
https://www.wired.com/2014/06/wuwt-traffic-induced-demand/
Increasing Highway Capacity Unlikely to Relieve Traffic Congestion
University of California-Davis 2015
http://www.dot.ca.gov/research/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf
Generated Traffic and Induced Travel
Victoria Transport Policy Institute 2017
http://www.vtpi.org/gentraf.pdf

Regional Challenges, Regional Solutions
From the start, the task force recognized that regional problems demand regional solutions and that the upper
valley neither can, nor should, solve the valley’s transportation challenges on its own. Task force members, who
themselves live in different regions of the Roaring Fork Valley, discussed this reality at length. At the same time,
the members believed that the upper valley mobility problem was a good place to start, and it hoped that its work
would spark a broader and much needed regional conversation about mobility throughout the Roaring Fork Valley
and beyond. In addition, since a significant percentage of mid-valley traffic moves to or from Aspen/Snowmass,
upper valley solutions can help with some of the issues elsewhere.
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Core Values Underlying
Our Upper Valley Transportation System
Essential Community Values
➤ Community Character
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

➤ Convenience and Comfort

Preserves livability
Fewer cars/less traffic
Decreases urbanization
Reflects limits to growth
Compatible with affordable housing and
transit oriented development
Tranquility … community peace and
harmony
Promotes thriving community
Fun and cool
Aesthetically pleasing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

➤ Adaptable to the Future

Minimum System Requirements

➤ Environmental Quality
•

➤ Safety

Reduces carbon emissions and other
pollution

•
•

Operating System Values

•
•
•

Reduces long term traffic and congestion
Fewer single occupant vehicles

➤ Social Equity
•
•
•
•
•

Human safety
Cyber security

➤ Financial Viability

➤ Traffic & Congestion Reduction
•
•

Frequent
Fast
Reliable travel times
Easier commute
Seamless and integrated
Multiple modes and cross-modal ease
Connects mountains and tourist centers

Cost effective
Data informed
Cost and funding mechanisms acceptable
to community

➤ Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel

Affordable to users
Valley-wide benefits
Works for both residents and visitors
Positive shared experience
Builds community

Demand
• Adaptable to different travel demands
• Sufficient capacity and scale to make a
difference

Our 2035 vision for upper valley transportation is an integrated system that incorporates all
of the above values and creates a spectrum of innovative mobility options for our residents,
commuters and visitors.
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Summary of Transportation & Mobility Options
As presented by invited experts and discussed by the task force

Ride Sharing Systems
Ride Hailing Systems
Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit
HOV Lane Enforcement
Dynamic Road Pricing
Parking Strategies
Snowmass Village Connection Enhancements
Airport/Transit Connectivity
Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing
Light Rail Transit
Mountain-to-Mountain Connection
Increased Highway Capacity for Vehicles
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Ride Sharing Systems
An app-based ride sharing system could allow travelers to share automobile rides in two ways:
A. First and Last Mile Service: Moving riders between homes and transit stations, as well as between final
transit stations and workplaces, recreation areas or other destinations.
B.

Valley Trunk Line Service: Moving riders along RFTA’s valley trunk line route between origin communities
and destinations in the Aspen/Snowmass area.

This could be (1) a peer-to-peer app-based system matching private vehicle drivers with passengers, (2) a for-hire
app-based “microtransit” service such as Chariot, Lyft Line, UberPool, etc., or (3) a “casual carpool” system
requiring minimal third-party management. In the first two cases, the cost of a ride could be paid through the app
– no cash need be exchanged. For security, drivers might be prescreened during registration (See “issues”). Both
drivers and riders could be user-rated through the app.
The system could be optimized with a wide array of mobility resources, such as bike sharing, “kiss and ride”
stations, employer incentives and pedestrian improvements. To alleviate first-mile challenges, WE-cycle, our local
bike share provider, could be expanded to reach more riders throughout the valley.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could increase valley mobility without adding new cars to the highway or requiring RFTA to buy more
buses.
Simplicity of “one click” mobility. A ride sharing app could identify and reserve seats on private vehicles
already en route up or down the valley.
Ridesharing along the valley’s trunk line corridor could increase.
More efficient use of thousands of existing private vehicles in our valley.
Could build sense of community in valley.
Could attract riders currently unwilling to ride public buses.
Cheaper and easier than capital intensive alternatives such as LRT or enhanced BRT.
Ride sharing concepts are now being tried in different parts of country.
Target audiences can be reached through social media campaigns.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, ride sharing is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic congestion on
Highway 82.
Would enough riders use the system to significantly increase mobility?
Is driver screening actually needed? If so, what level of screening would drivers undergo and how would
it be managed?
An app-based system would need to use either an existing app (e.g., Transit App) or a new one created for
our valley. Building on an existing app would be preferable.
Could riders be picked up at RFTA stations without impacting bus operations?

Cost Implications:
•
•

Relatively low up-front capital cost compared to some other options. Would not require substantial
construction and equipment.
A for-hire provider (Lyft Line, UberPool, etc.) might require a public subsidy for riders.
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Ride Hailing Systems
Ride hailing systems include app-based services like Uber, Lyft, the Aspen Downtowner, and taxis that offer ondemand rides. They tend to be organized public or private services, rather than peer-to-peer citizen-based
systems. Like ride sharing, ride hailing could function in either of two ways:
A. First and Last Mile Service: Moving riders between homes and transit stations, as well as between final
transit stations and workplaces, recreation areas or other destinations.
B.

Valley Trunk Line Service: Moving riders along RFTA’s valley trunk line route between origin communities
and destinations in the Aspen/Snowmass area.

A ride could be summoned through an app, and its cost could be bundled with that of a RFTA bus ticket so that
only a single transit purchase (or click) would be needed.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplicity of “one-click” mobility.
Relatively low cost as an option to develop.
First and last mile service could make it easier to use RFTA’s trunk line buses moving up and down valley.
Concept now being tried by for-hire services in different parts of country.
Target audiences could be reached through social media campaigns.
Some existing transportation funding by governments, nonprofits and schools might be redirected to
more efficient uses.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, ride sharing is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic congestion on
Highway 82.
A for-hire system (UberPool, etc.) might require a public subsidy for riders.
Some locations have limited cell service and GPS mapping for apps is not always reliable.
Ride hailing companies (Uber, Lyft, etc.) would need to increase service levels in the valley.

Cost Implications:
•
•

Relatively low up-front capital cost compared to some other options. Would not require substantial
construction and equipment.
By potentially boosting ridership on RFTA’s trunk line buses, first and last mile service might increase
RFTA’s need to buy more buses and incur additional operating expenses.
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Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Enhanced BRT could consolidate existing BRT, express, local, and skier-shuttle riders at 10, 20, and 30-minute
frequencies, depending on time of day. Electric or Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) buses could be part of
enhanced BRT service operating between the Brush Creek BRT Station and Rubey Park. In the future, autonomous
electric buses might provide benefits similar to LRT at lower cost.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Could feel more like LRT: quiet and comfortable.
Could reduce overall bus congestion in Aspen by as many as 100 bus trips per day.
Electric buses are much quieter than CNG or diesel buses, although if the system started off with CNG
buses, this noise reduction benefit would be lost.
Could be phased more easily than LRT: electric buses and other enhancements could be introduced as
funding becomes available. Initially, up-valley passengers might not have to transfer to electric buses at
the Brush Creek Intercept Lot.
If the Modified Direct Alignment across the Marolt Open Space were used, this would save an average of
two minutes per trip and improve emergency access in and out of Aspen.
City buses would remain as in-town shuttles, but in the future they might become small autonomous
transit vehicles.
New transit stop at 7th Street. New end-of-line station might be created at Main and Galena.
Could include Snowmass Village Connection Enhancements
Future autonomous electric buses might safely travel within a few inches of one another, although digital
security would become extremely important.
Over time, BRT could build ridership and eventually lead to light rail.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, enhanced BRT is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic congestion
on Highway 82.
While Aspen residents voted to allow light rail across the Marolt Open Space, a new vote would be
required for bus lanes there. A new highway across Marolt would be politically difficult.
By requiring passengers to transfer to/from buses at the Brush Creek BRT Station, the BRT option may not
be as convenient as existing one-seat ride services for commuters and skiers, and it might incur a “transfer
penalty” in ridership. (A future all-electric valley bus system would resolve this issue.)
If the Modified Direct Alignment across Marolt was not constructed with its two-minute time savings,
nothing might offset an electric bus “transfer penalty” at Brush Creek, which could result in a loss of
ridership.
Electric buses likely require in-route charging stations and auxiliary heat in the winter.
Electric buses have higher capital costs, and RFTA is currently challenged just to replace its diesel and CNG
buses. Initially, some buses might have to remain diesel or CNG.

Cost Implications:
•
•
•

Significant capital cost ($159 million – $200 million, 2016 dollars), but lower than LRT.
Possibly reduced operating costs compared with today’s BRT, Local, Express, and Skier Shuttle bus
services.
Deployment of charging infrastructure could be expensive.
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High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane Enforcement
The Highway 82 Basalt to Buttermilk Record of Decision (ROD) included HOV lanes as a Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) measure introduced with the Basalt/Buttermilk four-lane highway project (1996-2004). HOV
restrictions were designed to increase carpooling and allow more efficient transit operations. Also, the right lane’s
reduced congestion should decrease travel time for car pools and transit users. Vehicles carrying two or more
passengers may use the HOV lanes during rush hours.
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) initially conducted a robust public relations campaign to
inform the traveling public about the SH 82 HOV program. Early on, the Colorado State Patrol (CSP) enforced the
HOV lanes, and motorist compliance was high. Pitkin County courts, however, were reluctant to fine motorists
who challenged tickets in court. Subsequently, enforcement dropped off, and tickets are no longer issued.
The lack of enforcement of existing HOV restrictions is negating the benefits of the HOV lanes. Efforts are needed
to secure judicial support, provide outreach, and fully enforce HOV laws.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Previous analyses estimate that full HOV compliance could reduce weekday traffic by over 2,500 vehicles
per day.
Provides for safer, more efficient transit operations.
Reduces parking demand due to decreased vehicle trips.
Could reduce auto emissions and pollution.
Existing technology can count the number of riders in a car and reduce enforcement costs.
Enforcement might also be subcontracted out to reduce the load on local resources.
Enforcement would reward and encourage carpooling/ride sharing.
Visible enforcement of HOV restrictions would also reduce speeding on Highway 82. This could address
the perceived “advantage” of single-passenger private vehicles speeding illegally.
Enforcement might “calm” Highway 82, shift attitudes and reduce stress and accidents.
Could create a “rules of the road” education and communication opportunity.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, existing HOV restrictions might not, by themselves, reduce
traffic congestion on Highway 82, but they might potentially, if tightened (e.g., three passengers).
May be difficult to secure judicial support for enforcement of HOV laws.
Additional enforcement efforts by the CSP and Pitkin County Sheriff would require additional law
enforcement resources. These might be provided by new enforcement revenues.
Would require partnerships with CDOT, Colorado State Patrol and local governments.
Might require a change of local law enforcement philosophy.
Would work best if the HOV lanes came all the way into Aspen.

Cost Implications:
•
•

Costs of additional law enforcement resources and whether new revenues would offset them.
Costs for a robust public outreach campaign to explain the HOV restriction, and why it is in place.
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Dynamic Road Pricing
For Aspen, dynamic pricing might include an electronic toll on traffic entering Aspen that could vary depending on
levels of congestion and purpose of trip. To avoid the toll, motorists could park at the Brush Creek lot and take a
free bus into Aspen or qualify for an exemption to the toll (car pool, etc.).
Road pricing is one of the few options that has demonstrated its ability to actually reduce traffic congestion. Trip
pricing could depend on different factors, such as time of day, number of passengers, level of congestion, and
environmental impact. For example, travel might be free for car pools, working parents with children in Aspen
preschools, or those working in essential services. While pricing sounds like a “stick,” it could seed many “carrots”
by funding transportation options that reduce the need for a private vehicle. Dynamic pricing could make travel to
Aspen significantly quicker and easier than today, and by reducing travel time would allow for higher productivity
for those who are paid by the hour.
For Aspen, dynamic pricing might include an electronic toll on traffic entering Aspen that could vary depending on
levels of congestion and purpose of trip. To avoid the toll, motorists could park at the Brush Creek lot and take a
free bus into Aspen or qualify for an exemption to the toll (car pool, etc.).

Features & Advantages:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

May be the most reliable tool available to reduce or eliminate traffic jams both on Highway 82 and in
downtown Aspen. Roadway capacity freed up by road pricing is less likely to be filled by induced-traffic
than other mobility options.
Aspen and Snowmass bound commuters and visitors could reduce or eliminate time lost sitting in traffic
jams.
Professionals who charge by the hour, such as electricians and plumbers, could benefit from a significant
increase in billable hours that would greatly exceed the cost of any toll.
Could significantly improve the visitor experience and stimulate the local economy.
If properly designed, could enhance social equity. (Versus the current traffic jams, in which everyone
loses.)
Toll revenues could be used to fund RFTA buses and other mobility options. Ideally, RFTA buses would
become less expensive (possibly even free), along with future driverless shuttle services, etc.
Would reduce carbon emissions and other forms of air pollution. Would support the City of Aspen’s
Canary Initiative.
Both automobile drivers and transit users could benefit in a potential “win/win.”

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Federal and state rules would control the development of this program.
A substantial public outreach effort would be necessary to build community support.
Without social equity measures (e.g., enhanced and/or free alternative mobility options), this might be
considered a regressive tax.
Safeguards would be needed to mitigate traffic diversion to McLain Flats Road.
Tolling facility should be close to Aspen to avoid charging for airport travel.
This plan must offer travelers an excellent value proposition in exchange for road pricing.
Implementation would require strong political will at all levels of government.

Cost Implications:
•
•

Would generate substantial new revenue to reinvest in existing and new mobility alternatives.
An initial investment would be required to fund the capital cost of tolling facilities (overhead detection)
and the program startup costs.
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Parking Strategies
Integrate parking into a larger, innovative mobility system through a combination of measures that might include
the following:
• Dynamic pricing, which varies parking prices to respond to traffic congestion, parking availability and
location, and special events.
• Centralized valet services, which could increase utilization of public and private parking spaces and
garages. (For some, this might reduce the need for circling around the block.)
• Zoning code changes to discourage car use in residential/commercial developments.
• Employer Carrot-Sticks: Employers would limit parking and offer alternative transit options to employees
instead of parking spaces. If parking were made more of a responsibility, neighborhoods might stop being
“storage lots.”
• Other City of Aspen ideas for parking innovations are currently under study.
Because individual actions taken by Aspen, Snowmass and Pitkin County often affect the other jurisdictions,
parking strategies should be considered and coordinated on a regional basis.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Each strategy or combination of strategies could be tested, modified, and refined over time.
Parking strategies could be designed to park more cars outside town to reduce the number of cars
downtown.
Roadway capacity freed up by dynamic parking pricing is less likely to be filled by induced-traffic than
other mobility options. This could complement dynamic road pricing.
New revenues could be directed toward subsidizing transit passes and other alternative mobility modes.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unless parking strategies include significant new dynamic pricing, the principle of induced traffic would
likely prevent this option from reducing traffic congestion on Highway 82.
User acceptability.
To be fair, a dynamic pricing plan would need to include social equity measures for commuting workers
(e.g., enhanced and/or free alternative mobility options).
Would not affect those with free parking spaces in downtown Aspen.
Simply reducing parking places could adversely affect stores and restaurants.
May prompt arguments about whether parking is a right or a privilege.

Cost Implications:
•
•
•

Little capital cost.
Modest operating costs.
Dynamic pricing might generate new revenue to reinvest in other mobility alternatives.
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Snowmass Village Connection Enhancements
More direct transit links to Snowmass Village on Brush Creek of Owl Creek roads (e.g., LRT or BRT) could be part of
the larger mobility enhancement program.
The successes of the free skier shuttle and the evening direct service between Snowmass Village and Aspen
demonstrate the potential to move travelers from private automobiles to transit “trunk line” service, which could
be aligned with the existing BRT service as a first step. Future steps could include dedicated direct bus service in
the peak periods. These services, combined with the possibilities of direct, aerial Mountain-to-Mountain
connections, could integrate the ski areas of Snowmass, Buttermilk, Highlands, and Aspen within one operating
system.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connects the two upper valley communities and tourist bed bases.
Expands on highly successful winter operations.
Uses existing infrastructure.
Focuses on tourism and employee mobility.
Has significant carrying capacity.
A scenic Owl Creek transit route might enhance the visitor experience.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, this option is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic congestion on
Highway 82.
Labor intensive.
Owl Creek would require costly improvements to accommodate transit.
If transit ran on Owl Creek, the existing system using Brush Creek as a transfer station would lose some
efficiencies.
Owl Creek is challenging, particularly in winter.

Cost Implications:
•
•

Relatively low capital costs, depending on system chosen.
High operating cost, which could strain existing resources.
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Airport/Transit Connectivity
Although the current airport bus station and Highway 82 pedestrian underpass serve the airport terminal, transit
ride-share to/from the airport is only about 3%, although a good portion of the remaining 97% doesn’t necessarily
drive a car the rest of the way. Based on current airport planning, this is not expected to change, even though
enplanements are projected to increase significantly over the next 20 years. Options for stronger transit access to
the airport:
•

•
•
•
•

Using the existing BRT station on Highway 82, stopping buses at the terminal doors, or creating a
designated airport transit shuttle. Options that use the BRT station would require some type of weatherprotected connection to the terminal doors (e.g., covered and/or moving walkway).
For a fee, hotel shuttles might be given the right to use bus lanes to and from the airport.
More passengers might be intercepted outside the airport and transported via special transit.
Empty hotel shuttles might “scoop up” passengers at bus stops.
Visitors’ luggage might be transported directly to and from hotels for them (as in Switzerland).

Features & Advantages:
•
•

Studies show that visitors would rather use transit than rent a vehicle.
Additional transit ride-share from the airport would:
o Reduce traffic growth facilitated by an expansion of rental cars.
o Provide an opportunity for visitors to begin their Aspen experience on transit.
o Decrease rental vehicles in Aspen and Snowmass Village.
o Potentially increase visitors’ use of transit in town.
o Provide savings on lodge and hotel shuttle costs.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, this option is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic congestion on
Highway 82.
It’s unclear who is responsible for costs and planning for airport transit amenities.
Bringing BRT to the terminal door would add significant travel time to the BRT system. This problem
would be eliminated if airline passengers boarded a bus at the existing BRT station.
Some lodges and hotels prefer to capture their guests at the terminal and provide transportation to
control and enhance their Aspen experience.
Some transit vehicles are not set up to take luggage.
Loading luggage adds time to transit trips.
Data on the mix of transportation modes is unavailable.

Cost Implications:
•
•

Costs associated with developing transit access to terminal door.
Loss of airport revenues from fewer vehicle rentals.
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Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH)
The concept of transit-oriented affordable housing (TOAH) has been pursued for many years in the upper Roaring
Fork Valley. Over the decades, over 2,800 affordable housing units have been created in the upper valley to retain
our sense of community, house our local workforce, and reduce the need for commuting on Highway 82.
Fortunately, over half of Aspen’s population lives today in deed restricted affordable housing. Unfortunately, over
60% of the town’s workforce must still commute to town each day, significantly exacerbating traffic congestion.
Job generation inside Aspen’s roundabout has outpaced the creation of affordable housing, locking in the need for
many to commute.
One option for reducing travel demand is to redouble local efforts to locate affordable housing close to work or
transit — and to do so in all local jurisdictions. For example, RFTA has located park and ride lots and transit stops
close to Basalt, El Jebel and Carbondale neighborhoods. Each might offer affordable housing opportunities to help
reduce travel demand on our highway.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•

•
•
•

TOAH works best when people can walk directly to work, eliminating the need to drive.
TOAH can build community while reducing peak-hour travel needs.
City and county governments are continually evaluating potential sites. Park and ride lots themselves
could be used for affordable housing built over the parking lot, thus becoming a “live and ride.” Likewise,
organizations located on campuses could be encouraged to build housing over parking lots and other land
near their facilities.
Many Aspen and Snowmass businesses are unable to hire sufficient employees during winter and summer
seasons.
Non-commuting employees enjoy more family time and arrive at jobs less stressed out.
Affordable housing near work or transit increases social equity.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Because of the proven principle of induced traffic, this option is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic
congestion on Highway 82. Local experience bears this out.
Even when it’s located near workplaces, new housing can still increase the number of cars on local roads,
although at a lower rate than non-transit-oriented housing.
Finding new upper valley housing sites has been a notorious problem for many years.
New housing projects often provoke resistance from neighbors.
New housing inevitably increases other community costs for things like schools, early education and
daycare, hospitals, social services, police and other emergency responders, etc.
While affordable housing and growth control have historically enjoyed support from many of the same
upper valley voters, the goals of creating new housing and retaining our small-town quality of life are now
beginning to conflict. Housing often generates significant opposition.
Transit Oriented Affordable Housing is most effective in destination communities, but the easy sites for
housing are often outside urban growth boundaries.

Cost Implications:
•
•

Affordable housing is expensive. Projects require significant local-government subsidy, private sector
investment, and/or compromising of local zoning requirements.
Funding strategies include affordable housing taxes, tax incentives, land use requirements and fees,
private initiatives, public/private partnerships, and federal/state programs.
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Light Rail Transit (LRT)
Light Rail Transit (LRT) is contemplated as the final phase for transit in the Entrance to Aspen Record of Decision
(ROD). The Elected Officials Transportation Committee (EOTC) of Pitkin County, Aspen and Snowmass recently
commissioned a study to update the LRT alternative from Aspen to the Brush Creek parking lot/transit station. As
currently designed, LRT would run from the Brush Creek lot to either Rubey Park or a new proposed station at
Galena Street and Main Street. In the Galena and Main option, local buses would run from Rubey Park, and small
autonomous transit vehicles would connect Rubey Park to the Galena & Main station.

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Studies show LRT to be a more enjoyable transit experience than buses. LRT might enhance the
visitor/commuter experience.
Voters have approved LRT across the Marolt Open Space, and LRT is the preferred alternative in the
Record of Decision for the Entrance to Aspen Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
Provides an opportunity for a future down-valley commuter rail connection.
Has substantial passenger carrying capacity.
Reduces more buses in downtown Aspen and across Castle Creek Bridge than BRT.
By requiring fewer drivers than BRT, LRT would reduce RFTA’s hiring challenge.
Onboard Charging Systems (OBS) represent a major breakthrough in LRT power technology, allowing a rail
vehicle to operate without overhead wires. Instead, rail vehicles would run off of batteries and charge at
stations using inductive charging.

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, LRT is unlikely, by itself, to reduce traffic congestion on
Highway 82.
Requires construction of the Modified Direct alignment across Marolt Open Space via the existing
transportation easement with a direct connection to 7th and Main Street.
By requiring passengers to transfer to/from buses at Brush Creek BRT Station, the BRT option may not be
as convenient as existing one-seat ride services for commuters and skiers, and it might incur a “transfer
penalty” in ridership.
Very high capital and operating cost for which federal funding is unlikely.
Although quiet, some might consider LRT out of scale with Aspen.
Projected to have about the same ridership as the BRT option.
Potential impacts to vehicle movements at at-grade intersections.
LRT is an inflexible investment – but one with great longevity.

Cost Implications:
•
•
•
•

Based on the recent EOTC study, LRT costs would range from $428 million to $528 million.
High capital cost exceeds currently available budgets and revenue streams.
LRT construction is more disruptive than BRT and complicated to phase. This could negatively impact
financing options.
Operating and maintenance costs are double those of the BRT option.
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Mountain-to-Mountain Connection
Aerial intermountain gondola connections between Aspen and Snowmass have been discussed for half a century.
They offer the potential both to significantly improve the skier experience and to alleviate some winter peak-hour
roadway travel demand. Potential connections include:
A. A Highlands-Buttermilk gondola connecting the bases of Buttermilk and Highlands with a stop at the top
of Buttermilk.
B.

A gondola connection from Highlands to Aspen Mountain.

C.

A gondola from Buttermilk to the summit of Elk Camp at Snowmass, designed to address stringent
environmental criteria.

A system of intermountain gondolas connecting Aspen, Snowmass, Buttermilk and Highlands as a single skiable
mountain complex could improve the Aspen-Snowmass winter experience and represent a major resort
enhancement. Snowmass/Aspen visitors and valley skiers could all benefit.

Features & Advantages:
•

•
•
•

During winter months, a mountain-to-mountain system could reduce peak-hour travel by taking skiers off
the road and potentially reducing pressure on Highway 82, Brush Creek Road, Maroon Creek Road, Owl
Creek Road and the entrance to Aspen roundabout.
A mountain to mountain connection would likely reduce demand for upper-valley RFTA buses, possibly
freeing up resources.
It could help parents avoid many Ski Club and other mountain drop-off trips for children.
Enhancing the winter resort experience would help protect Aspen’s appeal and competitive position as a
world class winter resort destination. A gondola connection might also be a major attraction for nonskiers (like Chamonix’s Aiguille du Midi cable car ride).

Issues & Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, this option by itself is unlikely to reduce traffic congestion on
Highway 82, unless it were combined with a substantial auto-disincentive.
Would require U.S. Forest Service approval and likely require support from all upper valley governments.
Some neighbors might object to gondolas in their view plane.
Environmental objections might be raised to a Buttermilk-Snowmass gondola, even if no access road were
constructed.
A gondola interconnection is not in the County’s master plan.
It would not directly connect areas with large bed bases.

Cost Implications:
•
•

A mountain to mountain interconnect system might be paid for with private investment.
Opposition could exist to a public investment that might serve only skiers, although connections and
integration with public transit might merit a public/private partnership or coordinated investment in
some form.
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Increased Highway Capacity for Vehicles
(unrestricted four-lane into Aspen)
[Note: Unlike the previous options, this one was not suggested by any outside experts consulted by the Community
Forum Task Force or by any task force member. It is included here simply because it has been debated for so many
decades in the upper valley.]
Traffic congestion exists on the two-lane portion on Highway 82 between Aspen’s four-lane Main Street and the
four-lane highway from down valley to Buttermilk. To increase highway capacity, this option would add lanes
without enforced restrictions (e.g., HOV or Bus). The option was rejected in the past, in part because it would
increase traffic congestion, noise, and air pollution in downtown Aspen. (Note that Aspen’s PM-10 pollution has
subsided since the 1990’s, and Aspen now meets federal air quality standards.)

Features & Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would reduce highway congestion in the short term.
Would allow safer operations and reduce accidents by eliminating the S-curves.
Could utilize the “preferred alignment” transportation easement across the Marolt Open Space.
Would be adaptable to tolling to generate revenues and manage travel demand.
Might improve emergency access in and out of Aspen in the short term.
May accommodate rubber–tired transit solutions.

Issues & Challenges:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Because of the principle of induced traffic, increased highway capacity (without dynamic road pricing)
would not reduce long term traffic congestion on Highway 82. This has been demonstrated in other
cities.
Would immediately increase traffic congestion and noise in downtown Aspen.
Would increase carbon emissions and other forms of air pollution in Aspen.
Would place rubber-tired transit in mixed traffic, which would slow transit.
Would require a City of Aspen public vote to cross the Marolt Open Space.
Would violate the Aspen Area Community Plan and the Canary Initiative.
Would require the Environmental Impact Statement process to be reopened because it is not currently
approved in the Aspen Record of Decision*.

Cost Implications:
•
•
•
•

Estimated cost is over $100 million.
In the short term, reduced travel times might provide savings to motorists and to businesses dependent
on the movement of goods and services. In the long term, traffic congestion would resume.
Increased traffic congestion, noise and air pollution in downtown Aspen might reduce Aspen’s quality of
life and resort appeal, harming the economy.
Environmental Impact Statement required by the National Environmental Policy Act.
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Other Options Not Studied for This Report
Over past decades, many mobility options have been considered for the Entrance to Aspen. Examples include a
large intercept parking facility located close to Aspen (under the Marolt open space) and the so-called “split shot”
in which traffic entering Aspen would cross the Marolt open space, while departing traffic would follow the
existing S-curves. While the Marolt intercept lot idea was advocated by one of its members, the task force did not
study either of these options, noting that both had been rejected in the environment impact review that was part
of the Aspen Record of Decision.
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4
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Task Force Members
Bill Kane, Co-Chair

Advisory Principal, Design Workshop
Bill is a 42 year resident of the Valley. He served as Planning Director for Aspen and Pitkin County from 1974-78.
He authored the Aspen/Pitkin County growth management
plan and oversaw the rezoning of Aspen and much of Pitkin
County. He also was a Principal at Design Workshop. Aspen
and served as VP in charge of Planning and Development for
Aspen Skiing Co. from 1995-2005. He currently resides in Basalt and is a commissioner on the Colorado Parks and wildlife
Commission. He is also on the Board of Great Outdoors Colorado and Aspen Valley Land Trust. Bill is an advisory principal
at Design Workshop.

Rose Abello

Director, Snowmass Tourism
Rose Abello was named Tourism Director for Snowmass
Tourism in September 2014. She first moved to the Roaring
Fork Valley in 1997 and served as director of communications
for Aspen Skiing Company. She has spent more than 25 years
marketing travel and tourism.

Pam Alexander

Aspen citizen
Formerly based in San Francisco, Alexander founded a technologyfocused public relations firm which was acquired by WPP. Clients
included Hewlett Packard, WebMD, EarthLink and the TED conference. She serves on the board of the Aspen Valley Ski Club, the
Aspen Valley Hospital Foundation and the Aspen Art Museum, and
is a former board member of the Aspen Community Foundation.

Markey Butler

Mayor, Town of Snowmass Village
Markey Butler is the first woman to be elected Mayor of
Snowmass Village in its 37-year history. Butler is also the executive director of Hospice of the Valley.

Ward Hauenstein

Aspen citizen, City Councilman
Ward moved to Aspen in the fall of 1976. He is an enthusiastic bicyclist both mountain and road. In the winter he enjoys
XC skate and classic, AT, and Alpine skiing. He is active in the
Aspen Chapel and has been politically involved in local Aspen
issues. He was elected to the Aspen City Council in May 2017.

Nina Eisenstat

Aspen Marketing and Communications
Nina Eisenstat provides marketing and strategic communications consulting services to businesses, professional services
firms, public institutions, and non-profit organizations. She
is serving her third term as an elected member of the Aspen
Chamber Resort Association’s board of directors and sits on
its marketing advisory and public affairs committees. She
was a six-year member of the board of directors of the Buddy
Program, president of its first national council, and a member
of its community relations and development committees.

Brent Gardner Smith

Executive Director, Aspen Journalism
Brent Gardner-Smith is founder, editor and executive director
of Aspen Journalism, a local nonprofit investigative journalism
organization. Brent has over 30 years of experience in journalism, broadcasting and public affairs and has worked at the
Aspen Daily News, The Aspen Times, Aspen Public Radio and
Aspen Skiing Company. He has a master’s degree in journalism from the University Of Missouri School Of Journalism.

Tom Heald

Asst. Superintendent, Aspen School District
With long family ties to western Colorado (family homesteads on
American Flats near Silverton and Dallas Divide near Telluride),
Tom and his family have lived in the Roaring Fork Valley for 25
years, with equal stays in Carbondale, Silt, Glenwood and now
Aspen. As assistant superintendent for the Aspen School District,
Tom has a sphere of influence in constructing meaningful activities for students and staff to thrive as learners, while his greatest
joy is being outside with his wife, sons, and dogs to climb, raft,
41
ski, ride and wrestle with gravity.
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David Houggy

Melony Lewis

David Hyman

Cristal Logan

President, Aspen Science Center Board of Directors
David joined the Buddy Program team as new Executive
Director in 2012, bringing a wealth of experience in business
development and strategic planning. He is a founding member
of the Advisory Board of Mentor Colorado, an organization
founded to promote and advocate for mentoring throughout
Colorado. He is also President and a member of the Board of
Directors of the Aspen Science Center, dedicated to bringing
STEM programming to the youth of the Roaring Fork Valley.

Former Owner, High Mountain Taxi
David worked for many years in the transportation industry as
the owner of High Mountain Transportation, a taxi, shuttle and
delivery company. He has served on several transportation
committees and study groups over the years, and has a keen
interest in transportation issues.

Michael Kinsley

Facilitator and Strategic Planner
Michael was a county commissioner from 1975-85, the period
in which Pitkin County transitioned to progressive policies. So
he can talk about Aspen’s good ol’ days ad nauseum. Since ‘83,
he has worked for Rocky Mountain Institute on sustainable
communities and campuses, plus designing and facilitating
many RMI corporate workshops and charrettes. Now that he’s
part-time with RMI, he provides mediation, facilitation and
strategic planning services valley wide. And he’s a painter.

John Krueger

Director of Transportation, City of Aspen
John has worked for the City of Aspen for over 20 years. He
started in the Parks department as the Trails Supervisor managing and building trails in the Aspen area. He worked closely
with CDOT to build the trail along Highway 82, the underpasses at the golf course, Truscott and Buttermilk. As Director of
Transportation, John coordinates with CDOT, RFTA, the EOTC,
Pitkin County, Snowmass, and Glenwood Springs on planning
and valley wide transportation projects and issues. He is also
responsible for the management of the local transit system,
car share program, the Downtowner, employer outreach and
various Transportation Demand Management programs.

Aspen citizen
Melony has worked with various organizations nationally and
locally, primarily focusing on the environment and education.
She currently serves on the board of Vanguard Chapter of the
Aspen Institute, Aspen Country Day School and Aspen Center
for Environmental Studies. Her employment experience has
included public relations and marketing, medical employment
recruiting and placement, guiding cycling tours throughout
Europe, and executive language coaching.

Vice President, Aspen Institute
Cristal Logan is Vice President, Aspen and Director of Community Programs at the Aspen Institute. During her 18 year tenure
at the Institute, Cristal has expanded the number of community events to over 70 days of programming per year including
lectures, seminars for teens, and discussion series year round.
A fourth generation resident of the Roaring Fork Valley, Cristal
served as one of the inaugural members of the Aspen Community Foundation Spring Board, and is Vice Chairman of the
Board of the Aspen Chamber Resort Association.

Mirte Mallory

Founder & Executive Director, WE-Cycle
An Aspen native, Mirte is the Co-Founder and Executive Director of WE-cycle, the Roaring Fork Valley’s bike transit service.
WE-cycle features 190 bikes at 43 stations between Aspen,
Basalt, Willits, and El Jebel and is designed to serve as the
first/last mile connection to RFTA and for short, quick, pointto-point trips. Mirte is the former Chair of the Pitkin County
Planning & Zoning Commission and the Curator of the BERKO
Photo Collection.

Tom Melberg

Real Estate Broker, Sotheby’s
Tom moved to Aspen, Colorado on June 1, 1975 and never looked
back. He got his real estate license in 1978 and has found the work
to be the best job one could have. Tom is envied by his fellow
colleagues by how he is consistently one of the top producing
real estate brokers in the Aspen area while balancing his joy and
commitment to skiing, golf, yoga, fly fishing, hiking, hockey, bird
hunting and meditation. Tom is forever grateful for making his move
to Aspen and living the dream with his wife, Lindy, for the past 28
years and their now three grown children, Ella, Wylie and Maggie.
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Michael Miracle

Director, Community Engagement, Aspen Skiing Company
Michael Miracle is the director of community engagement
at Aspen Skiing Company. In that role, Michael is tasked with
deepening ASC’s connection to communities throughout the
Roaring Fork Valley. That work could involve digging in on specific issues such as housing and transportation, or simply listening to and responding to community members concerns. Prior
to joining ASC, Michael edited Aspen Sojourner magazine for a
decade. His previous job in publishing was at Skiing magazine,
where he worked for seven years, first as an assistant editor,
then associate editor, and finally senior editor.

Maria Morrow

Attorney and Principal, Oates, Knezevich, & Gardenschwartz,
P.C.
Maria Morrow is an 18-year Aspen resident, and has practiced
law locally with OKGKM since her move from Chicago, where
she began her legal career. After an impressive beginning as a
federal court law clerk followed by practice as a litigator at the
100-year-old firm Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Maria moved to Aspen
and joined Oates, Knezevich, & Gardenswartz, P.C. She became
a shareholder of this 34 year-old firm in 2007. Maria specializes in real estate transactions, business transactions, contracts,
litigation, homeowners’ associations, and employment matters.

George Newman

Member, Board of County Commissioners, Pitkin County
George is on the Board of County Commissioners for District 5,
and has been a Pitkin County resident since 1974. He holds a
BS in Economics and an MA in Public Administration. He has a
desire to protect the natural environment while maintaining a
commitment to citizen involvement. He was a founding member and director of both Leadership Aspen (now Roaring Fork
Leadership) and the Emma Caucus.

Steve Skadron

Mayor of Aspen
Steve Skadron is in his second term as Mayor of Aspen. Prior
to becoming mayor, Skadron served as an Aspen City Council
member for six years. Before that, he spent four years on the
city Planning and Zoning Commission.

Greg Rucks

Transportation Principal, Rocky Mountain Institute
Greg Rucks is a principal in RMI’s Transportation Practice
and is currently managing a multi-year partnership with the
Austin community to develop and implement technology and
world-class solutions for transforming mobility. With an eye on
replicability, Greg is also helping scale solutions from Austin to
other global cities, starting with Denver. Since joining RMI in
December 2010, Greg led a commercialization effort focused
on lightweight-vehicle design and development that has since
been funded by the Department of Energy.

Sheri Sanzone

Owner and Founder of Bluegreen
Landscape Architect and Urban Planner
Sheri is a landscape architect, planner and urban designer and
founder of Bluegreen, a leading edge and environmentally
responsible design studio based in Aspen. A former board
chairperson of the Aspen-Pitkin County Housing Authority and
Roaring Fork Leadership, Sheri also served on the US Green
Building Council Colorado Chapter board. Before founding and
nurturing Bluegreen, Sheri was Principal-in-Charge of Design
Workshop’s Aspen office.

Zoë Brown

Senior Associate
The Aspen Institute
Zoë served as an excellent manager of logistics for the Community Forum. While she was not an official task force member,
she served as a key member of the team who worked tirelessly
on this project.

John Sarpa

President, Sarpa Development
John has been a major real estate figure in Aspen and the Roaring Fork Valley since 1985. He co-chaired the citizens group
that master planned and re-developed the Aspen Meadows,
home of the Aspen Institute, Aspen Music Festival and School
and the Aspen Center for Physics. He is currently the Vice
Chairman of the Aspen Valley Hospital Foundation, a board
member of the Valley Health Alliance and Chairman of the
Aspen Institute Community Forum.
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Ralph Trapani

Program Director, Parsons Transportation Group
Mr. Ralph J. Trapani, P.E. is an award-winning engineer with
over 40 years of transportation engineering experience. He is a
Program Director with Parsons Transportation Group. He serves
on the board of directors for CLEER (Clean Energy Economy for
The Region). He spent 28 years with the Colorado DOT, serving as
the I-70 Glenwood Canyon project manager for 12 years, and the
State Highway 82 corridor manager for 10 years. He lives in Glenwood Springs, Colorado with his 16 year old son Lucca. He enjoys
telemark skiing at Highlands, motorsports and cycling.

Barry Crook

Assistant City Manager
City of Aspen
Barry Crook, is one of two Assistant City Managers for Aspen.
He oversees affordable housing planning/development, the
Transportation Department, the Parking and Downtown Services
Department, the City Council’s Top Ten Goals effort and the city’s
customer service/continuous improvement efforts. Mr. Crook has
over 30 years of experience working in state and local government in both the budget/finance and quality/customer service
areas.

Katie Viola

Partner, Kissane Viola Design
Katie Viola is partner at Kissane Viola Design in Aspen, Colorado.
She and her husband Paul have been living in Aspen for 16 years.
Katie and Paul relocated from NYC where they were design directors for a wide variety of print publications and websites. Currently Kissane Viola Design specializes in brand development, art
direction and graphic design, with many national and local clients.
Kissane Viola Design is located in downtown Aspen. Katie is on the
board of the Aspen Education Foundation and her son John is a
proud student of Aspen Middle School.
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EXPERT SPEAKERS

Session 1, December 13 and 14, 2016
Jim Charlier, President, Charlier Associates
Wheeler Opera House and taskforce meeting

Charlier is a well-known transportation and land-use planner based in Boulder. He’s
worked extensively in Aspen, in the Western US and in resort communities. Charlier
discussed the influence of economics, demographics, settlement patterns, and technology on transportation systems and mobility, as well as the changing behavior and
expectations in both public and private transportation.
LINK: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/events/community-forum-reimagining-mobility-roaring-fork-valley/

Session 2, March 9 and 10, 2017
Ann Bowers and Chris Breiland, Fehr & Peers
Doerr-Hosier Center and taskforce meeting

Bowers and Breiland, who have worked on transportation in the Roaring Fork Valley
for years, discussed practical new ways to reduce demand for transportation
systems, while increasing convenience; emerging technologies that affect design,
safety, and efficiency of all travel modes; how lifestyle and behavioral trends
influence transportation systems; and how big data helps us better understand
travel patterns. Bowers’ expertise includes the most advanced, state-of-the-practice
transportation analysis techniques, and Breiland is an expert in complex multimodal
corridor analysis.
LINK: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/events/community-forum-transportation-mobility-reimagining-transportation-mobility-upper-roaring-fork-valley-session-2/
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Session 3, May 24 and 25, 2017
Tony Dutzik, senior policy analyst, Frontier Group
Doerr-Hosier Center and taskforce meeting

Frontier Group is a public policy think tank focusing on the intersection of transportation,
energy, and the climate. Dutzik discussed innovative mobility technologies and services—
what they are and what they do; case studies in US cities where these technologies and
services have been applied; and the opportunities and challenges that innovative mobility
solutions present.
LINK: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/events/community-forum-transportation-mobility-reimagining-transportation-mobility-upper-roaring-fork-valley-session-3/

Session 4, June 6, 2017
Greg Rucks, Rocky Mountain Institute’s transportation practice
Wheeler Opera House and taskforce meeting

Rucks addressed the technological innovations that are providing cost-effective, lowcarbon solutions to traffic and congestion issues in other cities. He also discussed the
pilot program he’s managing in Austin, Texas, and how the Roaring Fork Valley is
well-suited to implementing such a program.
LINK: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/events/community-forum-transportation-mobility-positioning-roaring-fork-valley-mobility-future-session-4/
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Options Matrix & Scoring System

ESSENTIAL COMMUNITY VALUES

OPERATING SYSTEM VALUES

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Social Equity

Convenience &
Comfort

Adaptable to
the Future

Safety

Financial
Viability

Capacity to Move
People and/or
Reduce Travel
Demand
47

Community
Character

Environmental
Quality

Traffic &
Congestion
Reduction

Ride Sharing Systems

67

51

43

45

39

62

29

61

Ride Hailing Systems

62

43

37

34

52

65

45

52

40

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

37

51

58

50

50

13

63

-29

55

Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

53

52

51

52

42

56

61

32

56

Snowmass Connection Enhancements

49

43

31

37

44

45

53

22

35

Mountain to Mountain Connection

54

38

14

18

33

13

46

4

16

Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing

55

50

44

45

51

34

49

21

37

HOV Lane Enforcement

48

42

42

38

29

48

52

59

38

Dynamic Road Pricing (VMT fees, etc.)

17

50

57

-6

20

59

46

60

53

Parking Strategies

45

47

44

6

3

47

33

49

34

Airport/Transit Connectivity

65

53

38

39

56

50

53

38

42

Increased Highway Capacity

-35

-37

-25

18

5

-13

-7

-23

-23

OPTIONS

OPTION/VALUE RATING SYSTEM
3 = Fully consistent with this value. Substantial progress
2 = Adequately consistent with this value
1 = Minimally consistent with this value
0 = Neutral or Not Applicable
-1 = Inconsistent with this value
-2 = Extremely inconsistent with this value. Detrimental impacts
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A. SURVEY RESULTS OPTIONS SCORING
1 - Ride Sharing Systems

Value
Total
Score

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

0

0

1

0

8

17

67

2 Environmental Quality

0

0

1

7

10

8

51

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

0

3

8

10

5

43

4 Social Equity

0

2

3

5

6

10

45

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

3

2

6

9

6

39

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

0

1

3

7

15

62

7 Safety

0

3

6

5

9

3

29

8 Financial Viability

0

0

1

1

12

12

61

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

0

1

2

5

11

7

47

0

9

20

40

82

83

444

#

Question

Total Responses
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-2

-1

0

1

2

3

2 - Ride Hailing Systems

Value
Total
Score

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

0

0

0

2

12

12

62

2 Environmental Quality

0

2

1

8

8

7

43

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

2

2

9

9

4

37

4 Social Equity

0

2

6

7

4

7

34

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

1

1

4

11

9

52

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

0

0

2

9

15

65

7 Safety

0

1

4

2

13

6

45

8 Financial Viability

0

1

1

5

9

10

52

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

0

1

1

12

7

5

40

0

10

16

51

82

75

430

#

Question

Total
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3 - Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Value
-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

0

6

2

3

5

10

37

2 Environmental Quality

1

1

1

4

7

12

51

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

0

1

4

9

12

58

4 Social Equity

0

0

4

3

10

9

50

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

2

2

3

8

11

50

6 Adaptable to the Future

3

4

5

7

5

2

13

7 Safety

0

0

1

3

6

16

63

13

7

2

4

0

0

-29

0

2

1

3

6

14

55

17

22

19

34

56

86

348

Question

8 Financial Viability
Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand
Total Responses

4 - Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
#

Total
Score

-2

#

Question

Value
Total
Score

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

0

0

0

7

11

8

53

2 Environmental Quality

0

0

0

6

14

6

52

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

0

1

7

10

8

51

4 Social Equity

0

2

1

2

11

10

52
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5 Convenience & Comfort

0

0

3

8

11

4

42

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

0

1

4

11

10

56

7 Safety

0

0

0

4

9

13

61

8 Financial Viability

1

2

4

5

11

3

32

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

0

0

0

4

14

8

56

1

4

10

47

102

70

455

Total Responses

-2
3

-1

0

1

2

5 - Snowmass Connection Enhancements
#

Question

1 Community Character

Value
-2

-1

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

4

11

8

Total
49
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2 Environmental Quality

0

2

3

4

10

7

43

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

2

4

9

9

2

31

4 Social Equity

0

1

5

7

8

5

37

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

0

1

10

11

4

44

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

0

4

7

7

8

45

7 Safety

0

0

1

6

10

9

53

8 Financial Viability

2

2

4

10

6

2

22

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

1

0

3

9

11

2

35

3

8

27

66

83

47

359

Total

6 - Mountain to Mountain Connection

Value
Total

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

1

0

2

5

3

15

54

2 Environmental Quality

2

3

3

2

5

11

38

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

1

4

6

10

5

0

14

4 Social Equity

2

3

6

8

4

3

18

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

3

3

6

12

2

33

6 Adaptable to the Future

5

2

4

7

6

2

13

7 Safety

0

2

3

3

9

9

46

8 Financial Viability

4

5

7

5

3

2

4

#

Question
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Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand
Total

1

4

3

15

2

1

16

16

26

37

61

49

45

236

7 - Transit Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH)

Value
-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

0

0

2

4

9

11

55

2 Environmental Quality

1

0

2

4

9

10

50

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

1

1

2

4

11

7

44

4 Social Equity

0

2

1

7

8

8

45

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

0

2

7

7

10

51

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

2

6

5

8

5

34

7 Safety

0

0

5

1

12

8

49

8 Financial Viability

2

2

5

10

4

3

21

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

1

1

3

7

9

5

37

5

8

28

49

77

67

386

2

3

#

Question

Total

8 - High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane
Enforcement
#

Question

Total

Value
-2

-1

0

1

Total
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1 Community Character

0

3

3

1

7

12

48

2 Environmental Quality

0

1

4

7

6

8

42

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

2

0

9

10

5

42

4 Social Equity

0

3

3

6

7

7

38

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

3

5

8

6

4

29

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

1

2

5

10

8

48

7 Safety

0

1

3

2

9

11

52

8 Financial Viability

0

1

0

2

11

12

59

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

0

2

3

7

9

5

38

0

17

23

47

75

72

396

Total

9 - Dynamic Road Pricing
#

Question

Value
Total

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

3

6

1

8

3

5

17

2 Environmental Quality

0

1

3

3

9

10

50

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

1

1

3

8

13

57

4 Social Equity

5

8

6

3

3

1

-6

5 Convenience & Comfort

2

2

9

4

5

4

20

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

0

0

5

9

12

59

7 Safety

0

0

5

5

7

9

46

8 Financial Viability

1

0

0

4

5

16

60
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Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand
Total

1

0

2

3

8

12

53

12

18

27

38

57

82

356

10 - Parking Strategies

Value
Total

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

0

1

4

4

9

8

45

2 Environmental Quality

0

0

2

8

9

7

47

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

1

1

9

9

6

44

4 Social Equity

4

4

7

7

1

3

6

5 Convenience & Comfort

1

8

7

7

3

0

3

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

0

2

9

7

8

47

7 Safety

0

0

10

6

3

7

33

8 Financial Viability

0

0

3

5

10

8

49

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

1

0

4

10

7

4

34

6

14

40

65

58

51

308

#

Question

Total

11 - Airport/Transit Connectivity
#

Question

1 Community Character

0
-2

-1

0

1

2

3

0

0

0

1

11

14

Total
65
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2 Environmental Quality

0

0

1

6

10

9

53

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

1

2

13

4

6

38

4 Social Equity

0

1

5

7

6

7

39

5 Convenience & Comfort

0

0

0

6

10

10

56

6 Adaptable to the Future

0

1

2

4

10

9

50

7 Safety

0

0

3

3

10

10

53

8 Financial Viability

0

2

4

6

8

6

38

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand

0

0

2

11

8

5

42

0

5

19

57

77

76

434

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1 Community Character

17

4

2

3

0

0

-35

2 Environmental Quality

18

5

0

2

1

0

-37

3 Traffic & Congestion Reduction

13

7

1

3

1

1

-25

4 Social Equity

3

4

5

4

6

4

18

5 Convenience & Comfort

6

5

1

7

6

1

5

6 Adaptable to the Future

8

7

4

4

3

0

-13

7 Safety

6

5

8

4

3

0

-7

8 Financial Viability

9

12

1

1

3

0

-23

Total

12 - Increased Highway Capacity
#

Question

Total
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Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
9 Demand
Total

13

6

2

1

4

0

-23

93

55

24

29

27

6

-140

B. VALUE AREAS SCORING
Essential Community Values
(Community Character and Environmental Quality)
#1

Ride Sharing and Airport Connectivity (TIE)

#3

Ride Hailing, Enhanced BRT and Affordable Housing (TIE)

Operating System Values
(Congestion Reduction, Social Equity, Convenience/Comfort, Adaptable to Future)
#1

Enhanced BRT

#2

Ride Sharing

#3

Ride Hailing

Minimum System Requirements
(Safety, Financial Viability, Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel Demand)
Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility Survey Results
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#1

Dynamic Road Pricing

#2

Enhanced BRT and HOV Lane Enforcement (TIE)

C. HIGHEST SELECTION SUMMARY OF OPTIONS
Overall “Favorite” Options of Forum Members
#1

Enhanced BRT

#2

Ride Sharing System

Overall, what are your three
favorite options?
Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

18

Ride Sharing System
Transit Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH)

12
9
9

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane Enhancement
Dynamic Road Pricing

7

Ride Hailing Systems
Parking Strategies

6
5

Snowmass Connection Enhancement
Airport/Transit Connectivity

4
4
2

Light Rail Transit (LRT)
Mountain to Mountain Connection
Increased Highway Capacity

2
0
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Overall Top Scoring Options by Values Assessment
#1

Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

#2

Ride Sharing System

#3

Airport/Transit Connectivity

#4

Ride Hailing Systems
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Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

455

Ride Sharing System

444

Airport/Transit Connectivity

434

Ride Hailing Systems

430

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane Enhancement

396

Transit Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH)

386

Snowmass Connection Enhancement

359

Dynamic Road Pricing

356

Light Rail Transit (LRT)

348
308

Parking Strategies
236

Mountain to Mountain Connection
Increased Highway Capacity

-140

D. ADDITIONAL EVALUATION
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Participant Point Selections
Ride Sharing System
Ride Hailing Systems
Light Rail Transit (LRT)
Enhanced Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Snowmass Connection Enhancement
Mountain to Mountain Connection
Transit Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH)
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane Enhancement
Dynamic Road Pricing
Parking Strategies
Airport/Transit Connectivity
Increased Highway Capacity
-2

-1

0

1

2

3

14 - Please weigh the relative importance of each value.
(1= least valuable, 3 = most valuable)
Question

1

2

3 Mean

Capacity to Move People and/or Reduce Travel
Demand

0

4

22

2.85

Traffic & Congestion Reduction

0

5

21

2.81

Environmental Quality

0

8

18

2.69

Safety

4

5

17

2.5

Community Character

2 10

14

2.46

Adaptable to the Future

2 13

11

2.35

Convenience & Comfort

1 17

8

2.27

Financial Viability

5 12

9

2.15

Social Equity

6 10

10

2.15
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Total

20 84 130
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Memorandum
Date:

April 6, 2020

To:

David Pesnichak, AICP, Regional Transportation Administrator, Pitkin County

From:

Ann Bowers, PE, PTP; Chris Breiland, PE; and Marissa Milam

Subject:

Integrated Mobility Study
DN20-0650

Background
Fehr & Peers is working with the Elected Officials Transportation Committee (EOTC) and the
Roaring Fork Transit Authority (RFTA) to evaluate the Integrated Mobility Study (IMS) proposal

outlined in the Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility's 2017 Upper
Valley Mobility Report to identify both near- and long-term solutions that would improve

mobility and reduce air pollution emissions in the upper Roaring Fork Valley. The evaluation
considers the effectiveness of each strategy at managing traffic, reducing congestion, and
reducing air pollution through both literature review and analytical techniques. Upon conclusion
of the analysis, a pilot program will be identified that brings together two or three of the IMS
strategies to be implemented in the short-term that would improve the region’s mobility, traffic
congestion, and air quality issues. A strategy to implement a more comprehensive long-term
solution will also be identified.
This memorandum outlines Task 1: Review and refine the five principle strategies outlined in the
IMS:

•
•
•
•
•

Ride Sharing

Ride Hailing

Congestion Reduction Measures

HOV Lane Enforcement

Phased BRT Enhancement

Task 1 adds more definition so that the parameters of each of the systems can be roughly

identified and modeled for how effective the IMS could be at improving mobility and managing
traffic congestion.
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The table below reflects our work on Task 1 of this project and provides a more extensive

description of the IMS’s initial strategies and outlines the parameters, assumptions, and additional
information needed for modeling each strategies effectiveness in reducing traffic congestion,
improving mobility, and reducing air pollution emissions.
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IMS Strategy Review

Strategy

Ride Sharing

Refined Definition

Ride sharing in the Upper Valley would be most successful
using an app-based peer-to-peer system to move riders from
down valley communities and park-and-ride lots to the job
centers/resorts in Aspen and Snowmass. The primary markets
for ride sharing are commuters and skiers/snowboarders. The
most common and widely-adopted ride sharing apps are
created and operated by private organizations and include
WazeCarpool, Scoop, Duet, Sameride, Carma and others. We
could not find any examples of successful ridesharing apps
developed by a public entity. Research suggests that the
critical mass of riders to make these types of programs work is
about 200 active riders per day. This level of ridership is
feasible to the resort areas in Aspen and Snowmass.
To help facilitate adoption, RFTA, employers, and local
jurisdictions could designate existing park-and-rides or other
underutilized community owned/retail parking lots as the
organizing place for riders and drivers. This would allow for
trips to be on-demand or scheduled, depending on the
number of commuters in the program. As is typical for these
apps, we assume that drivers would be compensated for
driving by the rider, using the standard IRS mileage
reimbursement rate, currently set at 57.5 cents/mile. The app
would also add on a fee to maintain the platform – this fee is
also charged to the rider. The benefit to the driver is usage of
the HOV lanes. This strategy would be enhanced if there were
higher parking costs or a toll entering Aspen and with
improved HOV lane enforcement (see descriptions of these
strategies below).

Modeling Parameters,
Assumptions, and
Additional
Information Needed
for Analysis
For analysis purposes, it
is assumed that there
will be one fewer car
trip entering Aspen for
every new ride sharing
participant. We also
assume that VMT will
decrease by 80% for
each new ride sharing
participant, since some
people will drive to
meet their driver.

Based on carpooling
commuting data from
the US Census Bureau
and examples from
other communities, we
expect that
approximately 1 percent
of commute trips and
0.5 percent of resort
trips could shift to
ridesharing.

One other area to be mindful with on ride sharing is that the
additional ridesharing participants do not come at a large
expense to bus ridership. Shifting people from bus to
ridesharing does not achieve the goals of congestion
reduction or reduced greenhouse gas emissions. If this is
occurring, then further changes to parking pricing or HOV
lane enforcement/occupancy requirements may be warranted.
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Ride Hailing

It should be noted, that in many dense, urban communities,
ride hailing generates more VMT and GHG emissions than a
non-ride hailing scenario. This is because, in these
communities, ride hailing tends to replace lower-carbon trips
like transit, walking, or biking. However, in Pitkin County and
Aspen in particular, ride hailing could reduce vehicle trips and
GHGs if ride hailing replaces private vehicle trips (both tourist
and local resident trips). Shared ride hailing (like the Aspen
Downtowner) is even more effective at reducing VMT and
GHGs. Ride hailing works particularly well in conjunction with
higher parking fees and/or tolls, because they provide
residents and visitors with a lower cost alternative to driving
private vehicles.

Based on a literature
review, ride hailing
resulted in an 8 percent
decrease in car rental
market share between
2016 and 2017,
although that decline
was mostly from
business trips, not
tourism. Given that
Aspen is a tourist
destination, we
conservatively estimate
that ride hailing could
To ensure effectiveness of ride hailing as a solution to reduce reduce tourism-related
congestion and GHG emissions, periodic monitoring of traffic VMT by about 2
volumes and ride hailing VMT should be performed. As an
percent. This is less than
example, New York City performs biennial checks on ride
was observed in areas
hailing vehicle odometers to develop a baseline of whether
with a strong business
this mode is beneficial or detrimental to congestion relief and travel market and also
GHG emissions goals.
accounts for the
deadhead trips made by
ride-hailing vehicles.
If this strategy is
combined with parking
pricing, elasticities could
be used to figure out
mode shift from single
occupancy vehicles. This
is particularly true for
local resident (or down
valley resident) travel. In
the absence of pricing,
we don’t expect to see a
notable decrease in
traffic from local
residents as a result of
ride hailing.
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Congestion
Reduction
Measures

For Pitkin County, congestion reduction measures could
include dynamic road pricing and dynamic parking pricing.
Dynamic road pricing would be most effective at pinch-points
like the Castle Creek Bridge or on Highway 82, just east of the
Brush Creek Park and Ride. Dynamic parking pricing could be
effective in both central Aspen and Snowmass Village.
Increasing public pricing costs in these more central areas is
likely a less controversial and easier-to-implement short-term
solution to reduce the number of vehicles in downtown Aspen
and Snowmass.

For parking prices: use
NCHRP elasticities to
find reduction in vehicle
trips with respect to
higher downtown
parking fees.

For road pricing: can
use road pricing
elasticities from
NCHRP– add toll by
time of day and mode
Because Colorado policy does not currently permit parking
taxes, the jurisdictions could only influence the costs of
to the inbound Highway
publicly-owned parking. To be more effective, Pitkin County
82 links outside of the
and area cities should lobby the state legislature to allow for City of Aspen and
parking taxes enacted at the local level. This would enable the calculate reduction in
County and cities to enact parking taxes on private parking
single occupancy
lots and create higher parking fees at key areas that generate vehicle trips.
traffic congestion.
In general, price
elasticities are often in
Dynamic road pricing would work well in Aspen because
the range of 0.4. In
Highway 82 is the only access road to downtown. Cordon
pricing, where vehicles are charged to enter a specified area, other words, doubling
the price of travel
could be implemented using electronic tolls on Highway 82,
results in a 40 percent
and could vary by time of day depending on levels of
decrease in travel.
congestion and mode choice. This would be a more longTypical traffic decreases
term solution, given the time needed for implementation,
in response to parking
construction, and potential toll exemptions for key
and tolling range
constituencies like residents, service vehicles, or certain
between 5 and 20
employees. Under Colorado law, two or more local
governments must create a public highway authority in order percent.
to establish, collect, and increase tolls on the highway that it
finances, operates, and maintains. Therefore, any tolling
would require input and cooperation from CDOT.
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HOV- Lane
Enforcement

HOV lane enforcement on Highway 82 could improve mobility
during peak periods when congestion is the worst; if HOV
violation went down, the more efficient HOV lane could cause
mode shift from single occupancy vehicles to carpools and
transit. However, it is likely that the existing HOV lane is
underutilized even with violations and increasing enforcement
would do little to improve mobility.

Overall, we do not
expect that this strategy
would substantially
change people’s travel
modes without other
programs in place.

HOV enforcement has always been a challenge because of the
burden it places on law enforcement. However, HOV lane
verification has evolved in recent years due to new
technologies. One potential enforcement tool is app-based,
where a prospective user must take pictures of all the people
in the car to self-verify they are a carpool. If they choose not
to self-verify, they can’t use the lane. UDOT is testing this type
of technology on the I-15 HOT lanes in Salt Lake City to allow
verified carpools to opt out of paying the tolls. There are
other technologies in testing that use high-definition cameras
or infrared sensors to detect occupants. Better HOV lane
enforcement could complement many of the other strategies
in this document, but is likely an enabling tool, rather than a
stand-alone solution to reducing traffic congestion and GHG
emissions.
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Phased BRT
BRT Enhancement has both short- and long-term benefits to
Enhancement improving mobility in the Upper Valley. A near-term strategy
could involve improving the existing line with increased
frequencies to downtown Aspen. Other short-term strategies
could examine the current BRT travel times and identify speed
improvements such as additional bus/HOV lanes, better HOV
lane enforcement, transit que jumps, or transit signal priority.
Long-term goals could include constructing additional park &
rides, adding service to connect to Snowmass, additional
down valley service and improved first mile/last mile
connections. The improved first mile/last mile connections
could be in conjunction with the improvements to the ridehailing Aspen Downtowner service. The proposal to
consolidate the express, local, and skier-shuttle bus routes
would require further analysis, as the consolidated BRT line
may not be as convenient as existing services and would add
travel time for riders through transfers or longer routes.

Assuming 20 percent
improvement in transit
speeds, we would
expect about an 8
percent increase in BRT
ridership and a
corresponding
decrease in vehicle
trips. Based on
expanded coverage, we
would expect a transit
commute mode share
of 9 percent for new
areas served by BRT
connections to Aspen/
Snowmass (for trips to
Aspen/ Snowmass,
specifically).

Source: Fehr & Peers.
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Memorandum
Date:

June 16, 2020

To:

Pitkin County

From:

Ann Bowers, PE, PTOE; Chris Breiland, PE; and Marissa Milam

Subject:

Aspen Institute’s Integrated Mobility Study – Task 2 Results
DN20-0650

Background
The table below reflects our work on Task 2 of the Integrated Mobility Study and provides a
refined description of the IMS’s initial list of mobility strategies. Based on this refined description,
we have prepared a high level effectiveness analysis for each strategy in reducing traffic
congestion, improving mobility, and reducing air pollution emissions. Table 1 summarizes the
expected VMT and GHG emission reductions for each strategy.
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Table 1: High Level Effectiveness Summary
Short Term Effectiveness1
Strategy
VMT reduction

VMT reduction

Commute VMT:

Commute VMT:

3,575 vehicle-miles-

35,600 vehicle-

traveled/day
Ride Sharing

GHG emission
reduction

Long Term Effectiveness

Visitor VMT: 600

478 metric
tons/year

miles-traveled/day
Visitor VMT: 1,300

vehicle-miles-

vehicle-miles-

traveled/day

traveled/day

GHG emission
reduction

3,800 metric
tons/year

Additional benefits of long-term ride
Visitor VMT: 2,400
Ride Hailing

vehicle-milestraveled/day

hailing captured in conjunction with
532 metric

the congestion reduction measures,

tons/year

but without implementation of other
measures, ride hailing is not expected
to reduce GHG emissions alone.

Congestion Reduction
Measures

HOV Lane Enforcement

Commute VMT:
47,500 vehiclemiles-traveled/day

Commute & Visitor

4,674 metric

VMT: 150,000

17,600 metric

tons/year

vehicle-miles-

tons/year

traveled/day

No VMT/GHG emission benefit as a stand-alone strategy. Integral part of
implementing the other strategies in the IMS
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Additional benefits of long-term BRT
enhancements captured in conjunction
with the congestion reduction
measures; additional BRT and local bus
Commute/Resident
Phased BRT Enhancements VMT: 6,885 vehicle-

miles-traveled/day

service likely necessary to achieve the
772 metric

full congestion and GHG emissions

tons/year

benefits outlined in the Congestion
Reduction Measures. If BRT
enhancements are the only strategy
implemented, long-term effectiveness
would be the same as the short-term
effectiveness.

1. Short term effectiveness is estimated within a 0 – 10 year time frame, but could vary based on funding and political
challenges of implementing change (either faster or slower). Long-term time frame is estimated at being 10+ years
from today.
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IMS Strategy Review
For each IMS strategy, we have provided a refined definition, as well as modeling parameters and
high-level effectiveness analysis. For more detailed definitions of each strategy, refer to the Task 1
memo.

Ride Sharing
Ride sharing in the Upper Valley would be most successful using an app-based peer-to-peer
system to move riders from down valley communities and park-and-ride lots to the job
centers/resorts in Aspen and Snowmass. To help facilitate adoption, RFTA, employers, and local
jurisdictions could designate existing park-and-rides or other underutilized community
owned/retail parking lots as the organizing place for riders and drivers. This would allow for trips
to be on-demand or scheduled, depending on the number of commuters in the program. This
strategy would be enhanced if there were higher parking costs or a toll entering Aspen and with
improved HOV lane enforcement (see descriptions of these strategies below).
If additional ridesharing participants are coming at a large expense of bus ridership, then further
changes to parking pricing or HOV lane enforcement/occupancy requirements may be warranted.
The City of Aspen should monitor both program usage and carpool parking, in both the
residential and downtown areas, to determine if parking fees should apply to participants. For
ridesharing to act as a complement to BRT, the program should serve communities that cannot
easily reach BRT, such as south Carbondale, Glenwood Springs, and other towns along I-70, such
as New Castle.
Effectiveness
For analysis purposes, it is assumed that there will be one fewer car trip entering Aspen for every
new ride sharing participant. We also assume that VMT will decrease by 80% for each new ride
sharing participant, since some people will drive to meet their driver.
Based on carpooling commuting data from the US Census Bureau and examples from other
communities, in the short term we expect that approximately 2%of commute trips to both Aspen
and Snowmass and 0.5% of resort trips could shift to ridesharing. Aspen’s current ridesharing
program has about 300 active riders, with these new improvements, we expect about 150 new
riders per day, with approximately 110 commuters to Aspen, and 40 to Snowmass. This reduction
will lower commute VMT to 171,700 vehicle-miles-traveled/day, from 175,275. Likewise, visitor
VMT will decrease by 0.5%, to 119,400 vehicle-miles-traveled/day, from 120,000. With these near
term VMT reduction measures, we would expect a GHG emission reduction 1 of 478 metric
tons/year along Highway 82. To put these reductions in perspective, an average household’s
transportation GHG emissions are 7.7 metric tons per year.

1

GHG emissions calculated using EMFAC emission factors for the Lake Tahoe Air Basin, assuming that VMT
falls into the 35-40 mph speed bin.
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In the long term, we would expect commute carpool rates to double given that people are likely
to be more comfortable with technology and the ability to match up with empty seats, decreasing
commute VMT by 18.5% based on current employment numbers. 1% of annual visitor trips may
switch to carpooling, which would decrease annual visitor VMT from 70,588,000 vehicle miles
traveled, to 69,882,000. This increase in carpooling rates could reduce annual GHG emissions by
3,457 metric tons/year.

Ride Hailing
It should be noted, that in many dense, urban communities, ride hailing generates more VMT and
GHG emissions than a non-ride hailing scenario. This is because, in these communities, ride
hailing tends to replace lower-carbon trips like transit, walking, or biking. However, in Pitkin
County and Aspen in particular, ride hailing could reduce vehicle trips and GHGs if ride hailing
replaces private vehicle trips (both tourist and local resident trips). Ride hailing works particularly
well in conjunction with higher parking fees and/or tolls, because they provide residents and
visitors with a lower cost alternative to driving private vehicles.
To ensure effectiveness of ride hailing as a solution to reduce congestion and GHG emissions,
periodic monitoring of traffic volumes and ride hailing VMT should be performed. As an example,
New York City performs biennial checks on ride hailing vehicle odometers to develop a baseline
of whether this mode is beneficial or detrimental to congestion relief and GHG emissions goals.
Effectiveness
Based on a literature review, ride hailing resulted in an 8% decrease in car rental market share
between 2016 and 2017, although that decline was mostly from business trips, not tourism. Given
that Aspen is a tourist destination, we conservatively estimate that ride hailing could reduce
tourism-related VMT by about 2% to 69,176,00 annual vehicles miles traveled, from the baseline
of 70,588,000 vehicle miles traveled by visitors. This is less than was observed in areas with a
strong business travel market and also accounts for the deadhead trips made by ride-hailing
vehicles. Reducing visitor VMT by 2 percent would reduce GHG emissions by 532 metric
tons/year.
In the long term, in the absence of complementary congestion pricing measures, we don’t expect
to see a notable decrease in traffic from local residents as a result of ride hailing.

Congestion Reduction Measures
For Pitkin County, congestion reduction measures could include dynamic road pricing and
dynamic parking pricing. Dynamic road pricing would be most effective at pinch-points like the
Castle Creek Bridge or on Highway 82, just east of the Brush Creek Park and Ride. Dynamic
parking pricing could be effective in both central Aspen and Snowmass Village. Increasing public
parking costs in these more central areas is likely a less controversial and easier-to-implement
short-term solution to reduce the number of vehicles in downtown Aspen and Snowmass
compared to dynamic road pricing.
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While often pitched as a straightforward solution to traffic congestion and air pollution generated
by driving, higher costs to park or drive are truly only effective in locations where there are viable
alternatives to driving. Fortunately, Aspen and Snowmass have strong transit service and roadway
treatments to facilitate carpooling, which make these solutions more viable than would be the
case in most small cities or resort town settings.
Dynamic road pricing would work well in Aspen because Highway 82 is the only access road to
downtown. Cordon pricing, where vehicles are charged to enter a specified area, could be
implemented using electronic tolls on Highway 82, and could vary by time of day depending on
levels of congestion and mode choice. This would be a more long-term solution, given the time
needed for implementation, construction, and potential toll exemptions for key constituencies like
residents, service vehicles, or certain employees. Public knowledge and acceptance of the tolls,
revenue allocation, and economic impact is key to successful congestion pricing, as public
support is necessary to overcome the political difficulties of implementation. There are also legal
challenges to implementing congestion pricing; more details on Colorado-specific tolling can be
found in the Task 1 memo.
Effectiveness
Using data from the American Community Survey (ACS) and Longitudinal Employer-Household
Dynamics (LEHD), we assume there are about 9,500 SOV commute into Aspen/Snowmass each
day. We do not anticipate major reductions in non-commute trips with higher parking prices, as
many of these trips will park at private lots. In the short term, doubling the price of parking
(particularly for long-term employee parking) and extending the hours of parking fees would
result in a 20% decrease in commute trips, reducing VMT to 190,000 vehicles-miles-traveled/day,
from 237,500. This reduction would result in a decrease in GHG emissions of 4,674 metric
tons/year. Under this scenario, traffic across the Castle Creek Bridge could decrease by about
1,000 vehicles/day. While Aspen currently has high parking prices during the peak hours of peak
season compared to other resort communities, the prices are low compared to many urban areas,
especially for all-day garages and off peak prices.
In general, price elasticities are often in the range of 0.4. In other words, doubling the price of
travel results in a 40% decrease in travel. Typical traffic decreases in response to parking and
tolling range between 5 and 20% although more substantial decreases can result from higher
charges. Long term, with both higher parking prices and tolling along Highway 82, a 40%
decrease in vehicle trips to Aspen/Snowmass would result in a GHG emission reduction of 17,600
metric tons/year.2 The Castle Creek Bridge could see a decrease around 6,000 vehicles/day with
long term congestion reduction measures in place.

2

Assumes a 10% increase in overall traffic over the long-term (10+ years in the future). For reference, Pitkin
County grew by about 10% per decade between 2000-2019.
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HOV Lane Enforcement
HOV lane enforcement on Highway 82 could improve mobility during peak periods when
congestion is the worst; if HOV violation went down, the more efficient HOV lane could cause
mode shift from single occupancy vehicles to carpools and transit. However, it is likely that the
existing HOV lane is underutilized even with violations and increasing enforcement would do little
to improve mobility as a stand-alone strategy. However, increasing enforcement is necessary to
get the efficacy expected from the BRT and ridesharing strategies described in this document.
HOV enforcement has always been a challenge because of the burden it places on law
enforcement. However, HOV lane verification has evolved in recent years due to new
technologies. One potential enforcement tool is app-based, where a prospective user must take
pictures of all the people in the car to self-verify they are a carpool. If they choose not to selfverify, they can’t use the lane. UDOT is testing this type of technology on the I-15 HOT lanes in
Salt Lake City to allow verified carpools to opt out of paying the tolls. There are other
technologies in testing that use high-definition cameras or infrared sensors to detect occupants.
Better HOV lane enforcement would complement many of the other strategies in this document,
but is likely an enabling tool, rather than a stand-alone solution to reducing traffic congestion and
GHG emissions.
Effectiveness
Overall, we do not expect that this strategy would substantially change people’s travel modes
without other programs in place.

Phased BRT Enhancement
BRT Enhancement has both short- and long-term benefits to improving mobility in the Upper
Valley. A near-term strategy could involve improving the existing line with increased frequencies
to downtown Aspen during commute hours in order to relieve crowding. Other short-term
strategies could examine the current BRT travel times and identify speed improvements such as
additional bus/HOV lanes, better HOV lane enforcement, transit queue jumps, or transit signal
priority. Long-term goals could include constructing additional park & rides, adding service to
connect to Snowmass, and improved first mile/last mile connections. A new park & ride at
Catherine Store would serve multiple communities along the BRT line. While the new park & ride
may not induce more transit trips, it would reduce VMT for commuters traveling to the bus since
they can park closer to home. However, adding this BRT stop would increase travel time for the
route, so a travel time analysis is needed in order to identify other speed improvements that
could make up for the additional delay.
A BRT connection to Snowmass is highly desired by residents and may be best served through an
express overlay route during commute periods that serves Snowmass as the final destination
(with the rest of the line continuing through Glenwood Springs). This new service would eliminate
the current transfer penalty for commuters who have to transfer routes at the Brush Creek Park
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and Ride. The improved first mile/last mile connections could be in conjunction with the service
improvements to the ride-hailing Aspen Downtowner service, or the City of Aspen’s carsharing
program. The proposal to consolidate the express, local, and skier-shuttle bus routes would
require further analysis, as the consolidated BRT line may not be as convenient as existing services
and would add travel time for riders through transfers or longer routes.
Effectiveness
Assuming 10% improvement in transit speeds, we would expect about a 1.5% increase in BRT
ridership and a corresponding decrease in vehicle trips. Based on expanded coverage, we would
expect a transit commute mode share of 15% for new areas served by BRT connections to
Snowmass, which equates to a 36% increase in transit mode share for commutes to Snowmass.
These near-term BRT improvements would reduce VMT by 80% for the approximately 360 new
riders on the system (since we assume that some of the new riders would be driving to the BRT
line) and would reduce annual GHG emissions by 772 metric tons.
In the long term, BRT must be able to support higher demand in concurrence with the congestion
reduction measures. Further VMT and GHG reductions will be tied to higher parking pricing or
roadway tolls.

Other Measures
There are multiple other measures that could complement the strategies above to reduce both
VMT and GHG emissions in the Aspen/Snowmass area. To support GHG emission reductions,
future parking pricing or tolls could include electric vehicle/low emission vehicle pricing
incentives. Furthermore, the City of Aspen’s carsharing program has frequent requests to expand
their service; future improvements should include fleet electrification. Other measures could
include expanding the Aspen Downtowners’ service and fleet, as well as providing additional
transit options down valley to connect to BRT.
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Memorandum
Date:

Updated July 28, 2020

To:

David Pesnichak, AICP, Regional Transportation Administrator, Pitkin County

From:

Chris Breiland, PE; Marissa Milam; and Ann Bowers, PE, PTOE

Subject:

Integrated Mobility Study – Task 3 Results
DN20-0650

Background
Figure 1 reflects a phased implementation framework for improving mobility and reducing the

environmental impacts of transportation in the Aspen/Snowmass area. This approach recognizes

that some strategies will take more time to implement than others due to political, technical, and

financial obstacles. Based on our experience in a variety of communities, the short-term strategies

identified in this framework can be implemented within a few years given a community

willingness to advance transportation mobility and sustainability. These short-term strategies,

when implemented together will help to reduce vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) and transportation

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 22%, for commute trips, and 0.5% for resort/visitor trips. See

the Task 2 memo for quantification of the VMT and GHG reduction benefits for each strategy, and
the Task 1 memo for detailed definitions of each strategy.

Over the long-run, as the region continues to grow and mobility technologies change, more
aggressive mobility management strategies may become necessary. Further mobility
management will help ensure a sustainable transportation system from the perspective of
economic vitality, quality of life, and environmental outcomes. As noted, these more aggressive
strategies will require greater levels of funding, agency/jurisdictional cooperation, and public
willingness for additional costs/restrictions on mobility. In exchange, there will be even greater
levels of GHG emissions and VMT reductions, particularly for resort/visitor trips.
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Figure 1: Implementation Timeline
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Short Term Strategies
The short-term strategies identified in the section below can be implemented in the 0-5-year

timeframe and are generally easier to implement with community support and less substantial

financial investments by local jurisdictions. All the short-term strategies identified in this section

are in-place in other similar areas across the country; these examples show there is a good return
on investment for mobility improvements after implementation.
HOV lane enforcement
HOV lane enforcement will not improve mobility as a stand-alone strategy, but it is required to

get the expected efficacy out of the other strategies, such as ridesharing and BRT improvements.
HOV lane enforcement has been inconsistent along Highway 82 in the past, and the Sheriff’s

office has indicated that more staff and funding would be required to begin enforcement. This

strategy faces a few political and legal obstacles, such as local judges dismissing HOV lane noncompliance citations, and securing the Sheriff’s Office buy in. This strategy can be implemented
quickly with additional funding (note that some states and jurisdictions set HOV lane violation

fees to more than cover the police/sheriff and court expenses related to enforcement) and the

Sheriff’s Office support. HOV lane enforcement is also generally popular with the public

nationwide and is the first or second most requested enforcement (after speeding) emphasis
areas in many jurisdictions that have HOV lanes. As we note in our Task 2 memo, there are

emerging technologies that may reduce the costs and level of manual enforcement required for
HOV lanes that should also be considered in the future.
Parking Pricing
Increasing parking pricing through higher rates or dynamic parking pricing can also be

implemented in the short term and is an effective strategy at reducing SOV commute trips. Like

HOV lane enforcement, parking prices support the longer-term strategies discussed later in this

document. Higher parking prices discourage SOV trips, and with implementation of a ridesharing
service and BRT improvements, commuters, visitors, and residents have viable alternative

solutions to driving and parking. Extending the hours of parking prices in downtown spaces as

well as publicly owned garages will discourage commuters from taking these spaces during the
morning peak period. With dynamic parking pricing, rates increase on blocks where demand is

high using sensors that track occupancy. This system can help geographically distribute demand
for parking and can encourage employees to park outside of the downtown core where prices

may be lower. During Aspen’s peak season, higher midday parking prices can encourage residents
and visitors to park for shorter durations in the downtown core and shift some trips to greener

alternatives such as walking and biking. Since the City of Aspen already has relatively high parking
prices compared to other resort areas, it is likely that collaboration will be required between the

City of Aspen, Snowmass, and private entities that provide parking in the area, such as hotels and
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ski resorts. 1 Cities that raise public parking costs without addressing private parking costs can see
a limited VMT and GHG benefit. While raising parking prices is not typically a popular policy, with
the proper information about why parking prices are being raised, where the revenues are going,
increasing bus/shuttle service to areas that have less frequent transit service, cooperation with
retail/recreation interests, and a phased approach over several years can go a long way to
reducing public opposition.
Ridesharing
A pilot ridesharing app for commuters can likely be implemented within the next 2-4 years in the
Upper Valley. Aspen’s existing carpooling program shows that a critical mass of users exists

already; the main obstacle to implementation is developing the app and managing the program.
This will likely require that jurisdictions/organizations like Pitkin County, Aspen, Snowmass, the

Aspen Institute, and the Aspen Skiing Company partner with a private company (e.g., Waze,

Scoop), who would develop and manage the program, with coordination and oversight from the
participating parties. This strategy would further benefit from coordination between RFTA,
employers, and down-valley jurisdictions to designate existing park-and-rides or other

underutilized community owned/retail/church parking lots as the organizing place for riders and

drivers. The City of Aspen may also need to monitor the change in carpool parking usage after

implementation, to determine if parking fees should apply to help manage the carpool parking

supply or to adjust how carpool and SOV parking is allocated downtown. This strategy would be
most successful following the implementation of both HOV lane enforcement and increased

parking prices. Higher parking prices for employees will further discourage SOV usage and more

efficient use of parking spaces (getting more people in town per parking space), while the HOV
lane enforcement should provide additional travel time benefits for those in the ridesharing
program.

A longer-term strategy could include building off of the ridesharing app to create a Mobility as a
Service (MaaS) app that integrates multimodal trip planning with payment services in order to
facilitate trip and route planning across multiple modes of transportation. Integrating transit,
bike-share, car-share, and ride-hailing and ridesharing into one platform provides the

convenience of a car and makes it easier for residents and visitors to choose alternative

transportation modes. While fairly new, MaaS platforms have been successful in Europe, created
by both public agencies and private companies. Private companies, such as Hamburg’s MaaS
Global, tend to have more resources and technological skills to develop and maintain an

integrated platform. However, one of the first US MaaS platforms was created by Louisville,

Kentucky’s Transit Authority of River City, with the help of a private developer. Combined with
policy measures such as roadway pricing, dynamic parking pricing, and investment into

1

The Aspen Skiing Company charges relatively high parking fees of $20-30 at the parking lots closest to the
mountain bases. Given the high fees, these may not need to be adjusted in the short-term, but the slightly
outlying free lots would benefit from a parking fee (e.g., Town Park lot) to further encourage people to
carpool or use buses to get to the mountain.
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alternative transportation modes, MaaS can help lead to permanent changes in people’s travel
choices. Portland’s TriMet is also piloting a MaaS app, combining the bus, rail, streetcar,
bikeshare, scooter, and Uber/Lyft into a single platform. In the Aspen area, MaaS would

complement all strategies outlined in this document, and would benefit both residents and

tourists with more transparent and flexible multimodal transportation options. However, in the

US, the only MaaS implementations have been taken through a public agency that can compel or
cajole a mix of private transportation providers into joining a single platform. This requires public
funding or some sort of surcharge on MaaS users/service providers to pay for the setup and
ongoing maintenance of the system.

BRT Speed & Reliability Improvements
Speed and reliability improvements along the VelociRFTA BRT route, such as strategic transit

queue jumps or transit signal priority, can be implemented within 2-5 years. These travel time

improvements, along with better HOV lane enforcement, can increase ridership up to 1.5% along
the Highway 82 corridor. These improvements should be made around the same time as the
increased parking prices to provide commuters and visitors with a competitive and reliable

transportation option, which would further increase ridership. Identifying down-valley park-and-

ride options may also be necessary to accommodate the new riders who cannot walk, roll, or bike
to transit.

Complementary Strategies
Aspen, Snowmass, and Pitkin County may also want to further explore complementary strategies

that could be implemented in the short term. For example, the City of Aspen currently operates a
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program; expansion of this program would provide
further VMT and GHG reduction benefits. An expansion could happen by either

encouraging/requiring more businesses to participate in the TDM program and to increase the
incentives and disincentives related to non-SOV and SOV travel, respectively. Other TDM

strategies could include provision of a trip reduction ordinance, expansion of the Emergency Ride
Home program, and working closely with employers and schools to reduce SOV trips through

existing programs and incentives. Adding/strengthening TDM programs in other Pitkin County

communities could also dovetail with the strategies outlined above. These TDM programs can be
modeled after Aspen’s successful program, with some modifications to reflect the unique
characteristics of the other communities along the Highway 82 corridor.

Medium Term Strategies
The strategies described in this section can be implemented within a 3-10-year timeframe, as they
require additional planning, coordination between jurisdictions, and financial investments.
Ridehailing
Ridehailing (using an app to hail a ride from a company like Uber or Lyft or expanding/modifying
Aspen’s Downtowner service) in the Upper Valley could be implemented within 3-6 years,
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depending on current operators’ current growth plans, and/or Downtowner’s service costs and
ability to scale up, although there is considerable uncertainty in timing due to COVID-19

economic disruptions. 2 Due to the relatively isolated location of Aspen and Snowmass, there may

not be a critical mass of drivers or year-round travel demand to ensure success for the current
for-profit ridehailing companies. If the current private operators choose not to expand in the
Upper Valley, this strategy would likely fall under long term implementation due to the time
required to pivot towards a smaller pilot program, which could be operated by a private

company, and coordinated and managed (and possibly subsidized) by local governments. As

noted in the Task 2 memo, while Ridehailing can reduce the need to own vehicles for residents

and likely reduces VMT for visitors, ridehailing can also run the risk of increasing traffic congestion
and GHG emissions if not monitored and managed. If ridehailing substantially expands or is
subsidized by local governments, the ridehailing companies should be required to provide

monthly VMT reporting to ensure deadhead trips do not override the potential benefits of fewer
resident and visitor trips caused by less private vehicle and rental car travel.
BRT Service Improvements
More substantial BRT improvements that would improve mobility in the Upper Valley could be

implemented in the 5 to 8-year range. These improvements would include construction of a new
park-and-ride at in the Carbondale/El Jebel/Basalt area, new peak period BRT service to

Snowmass Village, consistent daily service to the West Glenwood park-and-ride and downtown
Glenwood Springs, and improved first mile/last mile connections. Some first mile/last mile

improvements could build off the other proposed strategies, such as the expansion of the Aspen

Downtowner and new/expanded ridehailing services. This strategy implementation requires more

time due to the collaboration required between RFTA, local jurisdictions, and the public, as well as
additional funding.

Carsharing and Downtowner Improvements
Other medium-term strategies would focus on GHG and VMT reductions through expansion of

the City of Aspen’s Downtowner and carsharing program and shift towards the carsharing fleet’s
electrification. While these strategies have broad public support, both strategies require

additional government investment which may take 5-8 years to implement. Downtowner may also
require larger vehicles and a more robust technical infrastructure to significantly expand its
service area. The Downtowner expansion faces significant opposition from taxi and limo

companies, and more legal review is required to determine boundaries that best balance the
improvement of public mobility while protecting private businesses from publicly supported

transportation services. Building off the short-term strategies, additional parking revenue from
higher fees could be allocated towards these programs. Electrification of Aspen’s carsharing

program may also benefit from medium-term implementation as less expensive, longer range

electric vehicles are now regularly entering the market. Also, as more electric vehicles enter the
2

Note that Lyft currently operates in Aspen, but service can be limited or unavailable due to a lack of drivers.
See additional discussion on Downtowner expansion at the end of this section.
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market, Aspen and other communities will also benefit from private sector investment in new DC
fast charging stations, which can allow an electric vehicle to be charged in about 15 minutes.

Aspen and other communities who embrace shared electric vehicles will still likely have to install
standard electric vehicle charging infrastructure at the vehicle’s home parking place, but the

private sector infrastructure will greatly expand the range and practicality of zero GHG vehicle
travel in the area.
Other Strategies
Another medium-term strategy is improved airport/transit connectivity, which would aim to

reduce VMT and GHG impacts from the region’s high visitor volumes. This strategy could include
creating a designated airport transit shuttle from the existing BRT stop on Highway 82. Another
option would expand the options to directly transport visitors’ luggage to their hotels or ski

equipment to the mountain bases or hotels. These types of “visitor concierge” services, while not
new to Aspen or other resort areas (particularly in Canada and Europe) could help to reduce the

incentive for visitors to rent a vehicle. However, this strategy faces legal obstacles due to security
requirements by Homeland Security. Recently, there have been a few companies cleared to

operate in the Orlando metro area, such as HoldMyLuggage; more review is required to

determine the viability of this strategy in Colorado. Consideration for using locally generated

transportation revenues to encourage transit/shuttle travel to the Denver, Grand Junction, and
Vail airports may also be worth considering.

Long Term Strategy
Implementing dynamic roadway pricing on Highway 82 is a long-term strategy, given the time

needed for implementation, construction, and potential toll exemptions for key constituencies like
residents, service vehicles, or certain employees. Public knowledge and acceptance of the tolls,
revenue allocation, and economic impact is key to successful congestion pricing, as public

support is necessary to overcome the political difficulties of implementation. Furthermore,

beginning stages of roadway pricing discussion need to be focused on mitigating and managing
equity issues that may arise with implementation. Specifically, equity considerations in setting
tolling prices, expanding alternative modes of travel, and providing low-cost access to lower-

income groups, and toll revenue allocation to support mobility improvements for all modes must
be considered. There are also legal challenges to implementing congestion pricing that require
coordination with CDOT and the High-Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE), which

finances Express Toll Lanes in Colorado.
Other Strategies

Other potential long-term strategies identified in the Upper Valley Mobility Report could likely be
implemented in the beyond 10-year time frame, due to the extensive financial investment and

planning required. The options below are complementary to the other strategies identified in this
document, and likely have differing levels of public and political support. Additional analysis
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would be required to identify the level of VMT and GHG reductions associated with these
strategies.

A mountain-to-mountain aerial connection has been proposed in Aspen and Snowmass for

decades. This strategy could alleviate some winter peak-hour roadway travel demand and may

also reduce crowding on peak hour BRT buses traveling to Aspen. However, expanded BRT and

local bus service may be a more practical way to achieve the same goal of making it easier to get
between Aspen and Snowmass.

Light Rail Transit (LRT) is another transit option that has been proposed along Highway 82

between Aspen and the Brush Creek lot. LRT may provide a better visitor/commuter experience
than buses, provide greater passenger capacity, and provides an opportunity for future down-

valley rail connections. However, it is unlikely that there would be sufficient ridership density to
support the capital costs of LRT over the successful BRT in the near-to-midterm.

Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) has been pursued for years in the Upper Valley, as
most of Aspen and Snowmass’ workforce commutes along Highway 82 from down-valley. This

strategy would focus local efforts to build affordable housing near RFTA park-and-ride lots and
transit stops along Highway 82 to reduce travel demand along the highway. Subsidizing

affordable housing near existing transit infrastructure may be a more cost-effective way to reduce
vehicle trips into Aspen and Snowmass than some of the other large-scale transportation options
that have been considered over the years. Affordable housing essentially moves people to

existing transit as opposed to bringing new transportation infrastructure to existing residential
areas.
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
WORK SESSION DATE: September 22, 2020
AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Aspen Airport Business Center Traffic Study

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

GR Fielding, County Engineer

ISSUE STATEMENT:
Given current development planning in the area of the Aspen Airport Business Center (AABC) and
pending infrastructure capital improvements that will be required, it is important for the County to
understand: development traffic generation, its impact to roads and intersections, triggers for
infrastructure improvement needs, as well as, other traffic study analysis requirements to adequately
plan and budget for infrastructure needs.
BACKGROUND:
In May, the BOCC gave Staff direction to bring a traffic study back to them which addresses:





Timing of infrastructure changes needed near the AABC to implement the SH 82 Access
Control Plan (SH 82 ACP)
High level cost estimates for improvements
Alternatives for changes at several locations
Look at potential transit impacts

For this study, the findings of the SH 82 ACP have guided the range of alternatives analyzed.
Generally, 3 areas of Capital Improvements were identified:
 Baltic Avenue stacking upgrades
 Frontage Road between the AABC and Lumberyard
 Light controlled intersection at the Lumberyard
Additionally, Staff have discussed at a high level the costs to develop a circulator route.
Two preliminary reports are attached for the BOCC to consider. One lines out the expected traffic
growth in the AABC area, with the known possible developments. The other conceptualizes several
capital improvements warranted by the possible increase in traffic.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN:
Flourishing Natural and Built Environment
 Responsibly maintained and enhanced County assets
 Ease of mobility via safe and efficient transportation systems
 Well planned and livable built environment
Safe Community
 A sense of personal and community safety
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Vibrant and Sustainable Community
 Responsible and accountable stewardship of County assets
KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS:
Staff will present:
 History of the SH 82 ACP through this area
 Study area, and why that was picked
 Traffic Impacts
 Capital Project to address traffic impacts
 Triggers for Capital Improvements
 What a bus circulator route may look like
 Fees, budgeting, and capital costs
BUDGETARY IMPACT:
A discussion around fair share fees, transportation impact fees, and capital project costs and
budgeting will be part of the work session. This study was conceived to have a first presentation,
then further follow up study. It is anticipated a modest amount
RECOMMENDED BOCC ACTION:
This is an informational item. The BOCC may elect to direct Staff to further analyze certain
options presented.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment # 1: Memo AABC Interim TIS
Attachment # 2: Memo AABC Intersection Alternatives
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Attachment #1

MEMORANDUM
TO:

G.R. Fielding, Pitkin County

FROM:

Dan Cokley PE, PTOE - SGM

DATE:

September 14, 2020

RE:

Aspen Airport Business Center (AABC)
Interim Traffic Impact Study Results

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide interim Traffic Impact Study (TIS) results for
the Level III TIS along the SH 82 corridor in the vicinity of the AABC in Pitkin County, Colorado.
The study is being completed for Pitkin County in order to understand existing and future traffic
conditions and the effect of proposed development in the area. One of the TIS goals is to
determine the trigger for new access permits at SH 82 & Baltic Avenue and SH 82 & BMC
(Lumber Yard) intersections. The trigger will result in the need for infrastructure improvements
and / or new intersection construction per the 2012 Access Control Study (ACS) near the BMC
(#15 ACS) intersection. The study area is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 – Study Area
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The proposed developments on the horizon include the North 40 Fire Place Housing (green),
currently in the County land use process. The others are in less advanced stages of planning
and not yet in the County development review process. Those projects include Aspen Airport,
Colorado Mountain College (CMC) and former BMC lumber yard property (City of Aspen);
those projects are shown in brown.
This memo includes an initial operational assessment and modeling of the following existing
AABC area intersections:
1. SH 82 & Baltic Avenue
2. Baltic Avenue & Sage Way /100 Rd
3. SH 82 & 200 Rd (Right In, Right Out)
4. SH 82 & Lumber Yard (BMC, 2012 ACS #15)
Methodology
The TIS included the review and consideration of the following documents and data.
• 2012 State Highway 82 Access Control Study
• CDOT State Highway Access Code
• Historical traffic count data provided by CDOT, Pitkin County and the City of Aspen
• CDOT Traffic Analysis and Forecasting Guidelines_v01.072018
• CDOT Level 3 Traffic Impact Study guidelines
Analysis Years
Operational analysis of 2020 Baseline, 2040 Background traffic and 2040 Total traffic of the
study area has been completed. 2020 Baseline traffic volumes at study intersections are
based upon July 2020 traffic counts, with SH 82 mainline volumes increased by 10% to
account for the effects of COVID. 2040 Background traffic volumes are factored by CDOT’s
20-year factor (1.11) provided on the OTIS website for Station 103522 for mainline traffic. 2040
Background traffic volumes were factored by 1.05 for side street traffic. 2040 Total traffic
volumes include the traffic from the four proposed developments being considered above.
Trip Reductions
Multi-modal trips could consist of walking, biking and transit options. The developments are all
adjacent to the SH 82 corridor and multi-use trail systems that provide a location that is
convenient for all transportation modes. RFTA operates bus service between Rifle and Aspen,
and specifically the Airport and AABC area. The existing RFTA routes will have the ability to
service each of the proposed developments.
A multi-modal trip reduction rate of 5% is applied to all external trips for each proposed
development.
Development Land Use Rates
The TIS used trip generation rates from the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition. The
level of development is based upon current planning scenarios provided by each development,
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Table 1 – Development Trip Generation Volumes

Trip Generation
Land Use
Fire Place Housing
Multi-Family (Low-rise)
Single Family Detached
Lumber Yard Housing
Multi-Family (Low-rise)
CMC Dormitory
Community College
Aspen Airport
Passenger increase 8%

Variable
units / ksf

ITE
Code

16
1

220
210

Weekday Design Hour Traffic (Reduced)
MultiAM
AM
PM
PM
Modal
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
5%
5%

2
0
2

6
1
7

7
1

4
0

8

4

300

220

5%

29

99

81

48

175

540

5%
5%

45
3

10
2

21
3

16
2

8%

021-022

Project Traffic Distribution
The directional distribution for site traffic is developed primarily through existing traffic
distribution data at each intersection. ITE web-based Trip Generation Manual provide the
design hour entering and exiting distribution based on the land use types.
Design Hour Volume
The developed design hour volumes calculated in this study are based upon the peak hour of
the adjacent street traffic for the proposed development land use types. The developed design
hour traffic volumes are added to the 2040 Background volumes for the weekday AM and PM
design hour.
Intersection Capacity Analysis
AM and PM level of service estimates were prepared in accordance with the Highway Capacity
Manual (Transportation Research Board, 2010). For signalized intersections, the HCM
measures level of service in terms of seconds of delay per vehicle. This is also a measure of
driver discomfort, fuel consumption, and lost travel time. The table below relates the LOS to
seconds of delay per vehicle at a signalized intersection.
Table 2 - Level of Service (LOS) Criteria
Signalized Intersections
Level of Service
Delay (seconds)
A
< 10.0
B
10.1 to 20
C
20.1 to 35
D
35.1 to 55
E
55.1 to 80
F
> 80.0
Source: Highway Capacity Manual, 2010
For unsignalized intersections, the Highway Capacity Manual defines level of service and
delay in terms of seconds of stopped delay per vehicle, which is based on the number of
acceptable gaps in the conflicting traffic stream. In general, the traffic movements analyzed
are those controlled by stop signs or yield signs, and the left turn movements from the
uncontrolled major street. The following table represents the level of service criteria for
unsignalized intersections:
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Table 3 - Level of Service (LOS) Criteria
Unsignalized Intersections
Level of Service
Delay (seconds)
A
< 10.0
B
10.1 to 15
C
15.1 to 25
D
25.1 to 35
E
35.1 to 50
F
> 50.0
The “overall” intersection level of service at an unsignalized intersection corresponds with the
average delay experienced on the minor street approaches and the uncontrolled major street
movements. The unconflicted major street through movements are considered to have no
delay. Because the majority of the intersection movements are major street movements with
no delay, the overall intersection results in a LOS with less delay than the minor street
approaches and conflicting major street movements (left turns) actually experience.
In general, CDOT and the County consider the overall intersection operation of LOS “D” or
better acceptable during the peak hours. The goal is to also provide a similar LOS for each
controlled intersection movement and/or approach.
This study will assess the operational measures of effectiveness (MOE’s) including Level of
Service (LOS), Delay, and 95th percentile queue. The MOE analysis by movement provides
an overview of all intersection approach and conflicting movements and provides a more
realistic picture of operations by controlled movement or approach as experienced and
perceived by users. The MOE’s also provide a valuable reference point for comparison of LOS,
Delay and Queue between scenarios.
Interim Operational Results
Results of the operational analysis for the MOE’s are tabulated and presented as an
attachment to this memo. In reviewing the results, the following considerations are proved
below by intersection.
• SH 82 & Baltic Avenue
o The 2020 Baseline Delay values do not increase significantly when considering
the additional 2040 Background traffic and 2040 Total traffic volumes for the
EB, WB AM, and NB AM movements.
o The same comparison for NB PM and SB movements results in an increase of
Delay of approximately 10%.
o For the WB PM movement, an increase of Delay of approximately 30% occurs
between those scenarios
o The LOS for each scenario remains the same for each scenario.
o The WB PM movement is at LOS E, all other design hour movements are at
LOS D or better in each scenario.
o The WB AM movement has a 95th percentile queue distance of approximately
90 feet. The existing distance from the SH82 Stop line to the Baltic crosswalk
is 75 ft, generally blocking the cross walk.
o The WB PM movement has a 95th percentile queue distance of approximately
100-120 feet. The existing distance from the SH82 Stop line to the Baltic
crosswalk is 75 ft. The intersection is modeled as “Do Not Block”, so this queue
spills across the unblocked intersection to the east side of the Sage Way
intersection.
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•

Baltic Avenue & Sage Way / 100 Road
o The 2020 Baseline LOS, Delay and 95th percentile queue values do not
increase significantly when considering the additional 2040 Background traffic
and 2040 Total traffic volumes for the EB, WB AM, and NB AM movements.
o All movements continue to at LOS C or better for all scenarios
o 95th percentile queue lengths increase 15% to 100% from 2020 Baseline to
2040 Total traffic volume
o 95th percentile queue lengths for WB and NB PM movements are
approximately 120 ft (6 vehicles)
o 95th percentile queue length for EB AM and PM movements are approximately
40 ft (2 vehicles). Queuing back into SH 82 is not anticipated in an unblocked
intersection.

Figure 2 – Baltic Avenue intersection 95th Queues
•

SH 82 & 200 Road (RI/RO)
o The 2020 Baseline LOS, Delay and 95th percentile queue values do not
increase significantly when considering the additional 2040 Background traffic
and 2040 Total traffic volumes the WB right movement
o 95th percentile queue length is 40 feet for the 2020 Baseline to 2040 Total
traffic volumes

•

SH 82 & Lumber Yard (BMC)
o The 2020 Baseline LOS, Delay and 95th percentile queue values see a
significant degradation when considering the additional 2040 Background
traffic and 2040 Total traffic volumes for all design hour movements.
o The WB left PM movement operates at LOS F in the 2020 Baseline scenario
o The 2020 Baseline Delay values increase significantly when considering the
additional 2040 Background traffic and 2040 Total traffic volumes for the WB
movements.
o 95th percentile queue lengths increase 150% to 250% from 2020 Baseline to
2040 Total traffic volume. Queue lengths are 70 ft to > 150 ft for the WB
movements using a two-lane approach
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o

The WB left and right movements operate at LOS F for the AM and PM design
hour in the 2040 Total scenario. PM delays are in excess of 400 seconds for
the WB left movement

Figure 3 – Lumber Yard intersection 95th Queues
Access Permit Triggers
•

SH 82 & Baltic Avenue
o Operational – The intersection does not significantly degrade with the
development of Fire Place, CMC and the Airport.
o Access Permit – The existing Access Permit is for 600 DHV. A new Access
Permit is triggered when volumes increase 20% or more, or at 720 DHV
 2020 Baseline DHV = 557
 2040 Total DHV = 659
 Access Permit not required based on volume

•

SH 82 & Lumber Yard (BMC)
o Operational – The intersection currently operates at LOS F for the side street,
which is typical for the SH 82 corridor. Mainline movements operate
acceptably. The 2040 Total traffic significantly degrades the operation of the
side street movements
o Access Permit – There is not an existing Access Permit. The 2020 Baseline
DHV is 34. A new Access Permit is triggered when volumes increase 20% or
more, or at 41 DHV
 2040 Total DHV = 128
 Access Permit required based on volume
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SH 82 AABC TIS
Interim Operational Result Summary

EB

LOS

Delay

D
D
D
E
A
B
A
B

43.3
48.1
43.2
59.8
8.7
16.1
7.6
10.2

36_49
42_55
82_81_57
102_104_116
35_99_104_34
33_251_265_53
83_110_110_9
98_76_91_5

WB
NB
SB

Baltic / Sage Way / 100 EB Left

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

A
A
A
A
B
C
A
B

7.6
7.9
7.6
7.7
12.4
15.4
9.6
10.7

WB Left
NB
SB

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Overall
Delay

B
C

12.6
22

2040 BACKGROUND TRAFFIC
95th % Q
(L_T_R)

Approach Movement
SH 82 / Baltic

2020 BASELINE TRAFFIC
Overall
LOS

Overall
LOS

Overall
Delay

B
C

12.7
23.6

2040 TOTAL TRAFFIC

LOS

Delay

95th % Q
(L_T_R)

D
D
D
E
A
B
A
B

43.2
48
43.4
65.5
8.7
17.7
7.9
10,9

37_49
45_56
90_88_59
96_102_122
40_101_108_33
34_305_322_57
83_127_132_10
106_86_101_9

21
36
19
96
60
89
46
51

A
A
A
A
B
C
A
B

7.6
7.9
7.6
7.8
12.7
16.2
9.7
10.9

Overall
LOS

Overall
Delay

LOS

Delay

95th % Q
(L_T_R)

B
C

13.3
26

D
D
D
E
A
B
A
B

43.2
47.8
43
77.8
9.1
18
8.5
11.3

38_49
47_56
87_88_63
102_100_119
39_126_135_43
61_342_352_127
99_124_125_12
119_96_111_10

28
44
25
112
72
108
47
59

A
A
A
A
C
C
A
B

7.7
8
7.6
7.8
15.4
19.2
9.8
10.9

42
44
27
120
70
122
52
64

SH 82 / 200 Rd

WB Right

AM
PM

B
C

10.4
15

44
47

B
C

10.7
16.4

44
45

B
C

11
16.9

42
46

SH 82 / Lumber Yard

WB Left

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

D
F
B
C
A
B

32.3
69.8
10.5
15.4
9.1
13.2

61
37
43
41
26
19

E
F
B
C
A
B

41.2
101.5
10.8
16.9
9.3
14.5

70
35
48
43
31
21

F
F
B
C
A
C

131
400+
11.5
18.2
9.6
16.6

150+
94
90+
70
41
66

WB Right
SB

BASELINE TRAFFIC - 7/20 COUNTS COVID Adjusted SH 82 Mainline
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Attachment #2

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Gerald Fielding, Pitkin County

FROM:

Ron Nies, PE - SGM Roadway Engineer

DATE:

September 7, 2020

RE:

Aspen Airport Business Center (AABC)
Intersection Improvement Alternatives

Purpose
The purpose of this memorandum is to discuss alternatives for intersection improvements at
SH82/Baltic Avenue/Sage Way/100 Road and SH82/BMC West within the AABC. Also
presented are alignment alternatives for the extension of 100 Road between Baltic and BMC
West.
Project Background
Existing Condition
The study site (Figure 1) encompasses roads within the AABC east of SH82. Location 1
shown in the figure is the intersections of SH82/Baltic Avenue and Baltic Avenue/Sage
Way/100 Road. Location 2 is the SH82/BMC West intersection, and location 3 is an existing
right-in/right-out off of SH82. The 82/Baltic intersection is signalized. The Baltic/Sage/100
intersection is stop controlled on Sage and 100.

Figure 1 – Intersection Locations
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Proposed improvement
The intent of the proposed intersection improvements is as follows:
1. Baltic Avenue- The distance between SH82 and Sage Way/100 Road is only about
100 feet. This gives minimal stacking in both directions for traffic making left turns
onto SH82 or Sage Way. The purpose of this alternative study is to look at ways of
adding capacity to this intersection to avoid back-ups onto 82 or blocking the Sage
Way/100 Road intersection.
2. 100 Road extension- This extension is in conjunction with the closure of the existing
SH82 right-in/right-out. The extension of 100 Road will provide a continuous frontage
road between Baltic and BMC West
3. BMC West- The site that is served by this intersection is proposed for redevelopment
by the City of Aspen. A future traffic signal will be installed here once the site is
redeveloped. Alternatives for this intersection include the existing condition and for
the future development based on the most current site plan.
Design Alternatives
See the corresponding exhibits for conceptual design of each alternative presented below.
The exhibits are the basis of the order-of magnitude cost estimate provided for each
alternative.
Baltic Avenue
Alt. 1- Add EB Baltic to Sage Way left turn lane:
Add a 2nd EB lane to south side of Baltic between 82 and Sage Way. This will create a left
turn lane and possibly decrease backups onto SH82. A redirect taper of 15:1 for the EB
through lane will require modification to the Roxy Market entrance drive, and may impact the
existing dumpster enclosure. Retaining wall may be required for the grade difference near
the dumpster enclosure.
Advantages: minimal cost and impacts; improves EB movement through intersection
Disadvantages: may not improve operations significantly; no improvement for WB Baltic
Cost range: $380,000 to $420,000
Alt. 1a- Add EB Baltic to Sage Way left turn lane and EB Baltic to 100 Road right turn lane:
Add a 2 EB lanes to Baltic between 82 and Sage Way. This would require widening to both
south and north edge of Baltic. This will create left and right turn lanes and possibly decrease
backups onto SH82. No EB redirect through the intersection. Will require modification to the
Roxy Market entrance drive, and may impact the existing dumpster enclosure. Retaining wall
may be required for the grade difference near the dumpster enclosure. WB Baltic through
lane would shift. Requires restriping of intersection leg on WEST side of SH82 for through
lanes to align.
Advantages: minimal cost and impacts; improves EB movement through intersection
Disadvantages: requires restriping on other side of SH82; assumes future closure of West
airport frontage road
Cost Range: $520,000 to $560,000
Alt. 2a and b- Add access control median to prevent EB and WB left turns onto Sage Way
and 100 Road:
Add a raised center median along Baltic across the Sage/100 intersection to prevent turns.
Alt. a is a short median with substandard redirect tapers, while Alt. b has a longer median
with 15:1 redirect taper
Advantages: least cost and impacts; prevents backups in both directions; maintains access
to gas station
Disadvantages: changes circulation patterns in the AABC; U-turns for EB to NB will be
common
Cost Range: $160,000 to $200,000
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Alt. 2c- Add access control median to prevent EB and WB left turns onto Sage Way and 100
Road plus EB and WB right turn lanes between 82 and Sage/100:
This would require widening to both south and north edge of Baltic. This will create 6 lanes
total on Baltic between 82 and Sage Way 100 and separate out all turn and through
movements, eliminating backups onto SH82. No EB redirect through the intersection. Will
require modification to the Roxy Market entrance drive, and may impact the existing
dumpster enclosure. Retaining wall may be required for the grade difference near the
dumpster enclosure. WB Baltic through lane would shift. Requires restriping of intersection
leg on WEST side of SH82 for through lanes to align.
Advantages: higher cost and impacts; best operational improvement for the intersection;
discourages U-turns; partial access to gas station maintained
Disadvantages: changes circulation patterns in the AABC
Cost Range: $500,000 to $530,000
Alt. 3a- Add access control median and mini roundabout mid-block along Baltic:
The median would run the length of Baltic from SH82 to the roundabout located near the Car
wash and driveways on the south side of Baltic. Left turns from Baltic to Sage Way/100 Road
would be prohibited. Direct access to the gas station from EB Baltic would be prohibited.
Roundabout would be 64’ diameter and would allow safer U-turns for changing directions on
Baltic.
Advantages: eliminates backups at Baltic/Sage/100 intersection; provides safe U-turn
movement on Baltic
Disadvantages: high cost; high ROW impact; eliminates direct access to gas station from EB
Baltic; gas tanker truck access issues
Cost Range: $575,000 to $625,000
Alt. 3b- Add access control median and mini roundabout mid-block along Baltic:
Roundabout shifted slightly south from Alt. 3a location
Advantages over 3a: less impact to Car Wash property
Disadvantages to 3a: slightly higher ROW impact
Cost Range: $670,000 to $710,000
Alt. 3c- Add access control median and mini roundabout mid-block along Baltic:
Roundabout diameter increased to 80 feet, same location as 3b
Advantages over 3b: may accommodate some truck U-turn movements
Disadvantages to 3a: higher ROW impact
Cost: $630,000 to $670,000
Alt. 4- Add access control median along Baltic and mini roundabout at the intersection of
Baltic and 300 Road:
The median would run the length of Baltic from SH82 to the roundabout located at 300 Road.
Left turns from Baltic to Sage Way/100 Road would be prohibited. Direct access to the gas
station from EB Baltic would be prohibited. Roundabout would be 64’ diameter and would
allow safer U-turns for changing directions on Baltic.
Advantages over mid-block roundabout location: a roundabout at Baltic/300 Road would
make that intersection operate at a higher level, so Alt. 4 improves an existing intersection
without adding an additional intersection mid-block; lower right of way impact than the midblock roundabout
Disadvantages to mid-block location: high access impacts to more businesses along Baltic;
High impact to all four corners at the Baltic/300 Road intersection.
Cost Range: $650,000 to $700,000
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100 Road Extension
Alt. 1- Alignment goes through vacant property west of Woodward Lane:
Two-12 foot lanes with sidewalk on west side. Two new intersections of existing roads (200
and 300 Road) to new 100 Road alignment. Removal of existing right-in/right-out.
Advantages over Alternative 2: most direct connection to the existing BMC driveway if
extension occurs prior to redevelopment
Cost Range: $500,000 to $520,000
Alt. 2- Alignment uses portion of existing Woodward Lane:
Two-12 foot lanes with sidewalk on west side. Two new intersections of existing roads (200
and 300 Road) to new 100 Road alignments. Removal of existing right-in/right-out.
Advantages over Alternative 1: uses part of existing Woodward Lane and provides good tie
in to future (developed) intersection location
Cost Range: $500,000 to $520,000
BMC West Intersection
Future Development Alignment:
This alternative assumes construction of a new BMC intersection based on the latest site
development plans. 100 Road extension intersection would be 250 feet east of the
SH82/BMC West intersection, which would be signalized when development occurs.
Cost Range: $600,000 to $630,000 (includes SH82 traffic signal)
Existing Condition Alignment:
This alternative assumes the extension of 100 Road before the redevelopment of the BMC
site has occurred. All existing business and accesses are maintained. 100 Road extension
intersection would be 140 feet east of the SH82/BMC West intersection, which would be
signalized when development occurs.
Cost Range: $180,000 to $220,000 (does not include SH82 traffic signal)
BMC West intersection costs begin at the property line between the existing storage unit
facility and Builders Firstsource and continue south. Costs north of the property line are
included in the 100 Road extension cost.
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Board of Commissioners
Work Session Agenda

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2020, 10:00 AM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611
A work-session agenda is structured to give the Board of Commissioners an opportunity to touch base with each other, staff, and
invited community members and organizations to discuss and work through issues the County is facing, but not ready to take official
action on at a regular board meeting. Work sessions are open to the public (with exception of executive session). However, public
input is typically not taken during a work session unless specifically asked for by the Board.

10:00 AM SPECIAL MEETING - EXECUTIVE SESSION
11:55 AM Adjourn Executive Session
12:00 PM Lunch Break
1:00 PM

Staff/Community Presentations
This is time set aside for staff and community partners to formally present community or organizational
issues that may lead to future Board action.
1:00 PM

1:30 PM

3:15 PM

Environmental Health Fees, Kurt Dahl (30 minutes)

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items
This portion of the agenda is intended to: 1) Provide the Board and Staff an opportunity to discuss items
that will come before the Board and public for formal adoption at a future Regular Meeting/Public
Hearing, 2) To review the calendar of business for future Board Work Sessions and Regular Meetings
1:30 PM

ASE Visioning Discussion, Jon Peacock & Rich Englehart (90 minutes)

3:00 PM

Review of Future Agenda Calendars - Work Session / Regular Meeting (15 Minutes)

Discussion Items/Open Discussion
No formal written materials
3:15 PM

Board Open Discussion (15 Minutes)

3:30 PM

Facilities / Construction Update, Jodi Smith (15 minutes)

3:45 PM

Break

4:00 PM

JOINT MEETING WITH PLANNING & ZONING BOARD

6:00 PM

Adjourn

AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Board of Commissioners
Work Session Agenda

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2020, 10:30 AM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611
A work-session agenda is structured to give the Board of Commissioners an opportunity to touch base with each other, staff, and
invited community members and organizations to discuss and work through issues the County is facing, but not ready to take official
action on at a regular board meeting. Work sessions are open to the public (with exception of executive session). However, public
input is typically not taken during a work session unless specifically asked for by the Board.

10:30 AM Upcoming Regular Meeting Items
This portion of the agenda is intended to: 1) Provide the Board and Staff an opportunity to discuss items
that will come before the Board and public for formal adoption at a future Regular Meeting/Public
Hearing, 2) To review the calendar of business for future Board Work Sessions and Regular Meetings
10:30 AM Presentation of Proposed 2021 Budget, Connie Baker (90 minutes)
12:00 PM Lunch Break
1:00 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items (continued)
1:00 PM

Presentation of Proposed 2021 Budget, Connie Baker (90 minutes)

2:30 PM

Review of Future Agenda Calendars - Work Session / Regular Meeting (15 Minutes)

2:45 PM

Break

3:00 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items (continued)

4:15 PM

4:45 PM

3:00 PM

HOLD for Phillips Relocation Brochure, Phylis Mattice

3:45 PM

Hold for CB Interviews

Discussion Items/Open Discussion
No formal written materials
4:15 PM

Board Open Discussion (15 Minutes)

4:30 PM

Airport Curfew / Noise Update, Rich Englehart (15 minutes)

Adjourn

AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Board of Commissioners
Regular Meeting Agenda

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2020, 12:00 PM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611

Pitkin County Cares Virtual Awards / Presentation
Additions/Deletions to Agenda
Public Comments (please limit to 3 minutes per speaker unless otherwise advised by the Chair)
Call in numbers for public comment:
669-900-6833 or 929-205-6099
Webinar ID: 811 8995 6470
Password: 796056
If you are calling to make a comment on an item during public hearing, you can watch the meeting on the Pitkin County website
(pitkincounty.com) and make public comment as the item is presented and acknowledged by the Chair.

Commissioner Comments
Consent Items: Consent items are generally perceived as non-controversial and allow the Board to spend its time on more

complex items elsewhere on the agenda. A Board member or member of the public may ask for a Consent item be removed for
individual consideration. Consent items typically have been discussed in work sessions with the Board and are approved by a single
motion.

Consent Items - Single Reading:
1. Minutes of
Individual Consideration Items:
Individual Consideration Items / First Readings set for Public Hearings on October 28, 2020:
2. Resolution Adopting the Redstone Coke Ovens into the Pitkin County Open Space & Tails Portfolio - Dale
Will
Individual Consideration Items / Public Hearing, One Reading:
Individual Consideration Items / Public Hearing, 2nd Readings:
Individual Consideration Items / Emergency Ordinance and Resolution Confirmatory Reading:
3. Emergency Resolution Authorizing Submittal of a Grant Application to the State of Colorado Department of
Local Affairs Energy and Mineral Impact Assistance Funds for the Phillips Mobile Home Park
Redevelopment Project and Acceptance of Grant Funding, if Awarded, Phylis Mattice; Jen and Chris Lopez
Land Use Items:
Land Use Public Hearings:
4. Ordinance of the Board of County Commissioners Conditionally Rezoning Certain Real Property on
Richmond Ridge owned by the United States and the Aspen Skiing Company from Agricultural Residential
10 from Agricultural Residential 10 Acre and Rural/Remote Zone Districts to Ski-Recreation Zone District
and Amending the Zoning Map to Reflect this Change, 2nd Reading - CONTINUE TO 1/13/2021 Suzanne Wolff
5.

Resolution Approving the Schoeberlein Activity Envelope & Site Plan Review, Halene Burklow

6.

Aspen Valley Ranch Agricultural Facilities Parcel, Leslie Lamont

a.

Ordinance Rezoning a Portion of the Agricultural Facilities Parcel (AFP) from the Affordable Housing (AH)
Zone District to the Resource-20 (RS-20) Zone District - Second Reading

b.

Resolution Approving Minor Amendments to Resolution 081-2008 and Resolution 069-2014 for Aspen
Valley Ranch (continued from 9/23/20)

7.

Ordinance Approving a Land Use Code Text Amendment - Standards for Rock Fall Hazard Areas - Second
Reading, Suzanne Wolff & Catherine Christoff CONTINUED FROM 9/9/20

8.

Resolution Approving the Kloser Investments LLC Activity Envelope, Site Plan Review, Special Review, and
GMQS Exemption, and AM Summit 105 LLC Activity Envelope, Tami Kochen
AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Land Use Actions:
Open Discussion
Adjourn Regular Meeting

AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Board of Commissioners
Work Session Agenda

Commissioner Clapper not attending

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2020, 10:00 AM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611

A work-session agenda is structured to give the Board of Commissioners an opportunity to touch base with each other, staff, and
invited community members and organizations to discuss and work through issues the County is facing, but not ready to take official
action on at a regular board meeting. Work sessions are open to the public (with exception of executive session). However, public
input is typically not taken during a work session unless specifically asked for by the Board.

10:00 AM SPECIAL MEETING - EXECUTIVE SESSION
12:00 PM Adjourn for Executive Session
12:00 PM Lunch Break
1:00 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items
This portion of the agenda is intended to: 1) Provide the Board and Staff an opportunity to discuss items
that will come before the Board and public for formal adoption at a future Regular Meeting/Public
Hearing, 2) To review the calendar of business for future Board Work Sessions and Regular Meetings
1:00 PM

Update on Growth Management Public Outreach Effort, Cindy Houben, Elen Sassano, Zach
Hendrix (1 hour)

2:00 PM

Prep for EOTC Meeting, David Pesnichak (30 minutes)

2:30 PM

Break

2:45 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items (continued)

3:45 PM

2;45 PM

HOLD for Phillips Relocation Brochure, Phylis Mattice (45 minutes)

3:30 PM

Review of Future Agenda Calendars - Work Session / Regular Meeting (15 Minutes)

Discussion Items/Open Discussion
No formal written materials
3:45 PM

4:00 PM

Board Open Discussion (15 Minutes)

Department Updates and Board Membership Reports
Department Updates provide an opportunity for staff to share accomplishments, trends, issues and
challenges with the Board. Board Membership Reports is time set aside for Board members to report on
the activities of other boards, commissions and entities they have been appointed to as representative of
Pitkin County.
4:00 PM

APCHA, Board of Health, NWCCOG, RRR, CORE, QQ, CCI, Club 20, CRRTB, RWPA,
ACRA, RFTA, Senior Council, NC, Intermountain TPR, Colorado Communities for Climate
Action, Compact for Colorado Communities, Colorado Commissioners Acting Together
(CCAT) (30 minutes)
AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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4:30 PM

Adjourn

AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Board of Commissioners
Work Session Agenda

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2020, 9:00 AM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611
A work-session agenda is structured to give the Board of Commissioners an opportunity to touch base with each other, staff, and
invited community members and organizations to discuss and work through issues the County is facing, but not ready to take official
action on at a regular board meeting. Work sessions are open to the public (with exception of executive session). However, public
input is typically not taken during a work session unless specifically asked for by the Board.

9:00 AM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items
This is time set aside for staff and community partners to formally present community or organizational
issues that may lead to future Board action.
9:00 AM

Livable & Supportive Community Budget Presentation - Connie Baker (3 hours)

12:00 PM Lunch Break
1:00 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items (continued)
This portion of the agenda is intended to: 1) Provide the Board and Staff an opportunity to discuss items
that will come before the Board and public for formal adoption at a future Regular Meeting/Public
Hearing, 2) To review the calendar of business for future Board Work Sessions and Regular Meetings
1:00 PM

Livable & Supportive Community Budget Presentation - Connie Baker (90 minutes)

2:30 PM

Break

2:45 PM

Upcoming Regular Meeting Items (continued)

4:30 PM

2:45 PM

Livable & Supportive Community Budget Presentation - Connie Baker (90 minutes)

4:15 PM

Review of Future Agenda Calendars - Work Session / Regular Meeting (15 Minutes)

Discussion Items/Open Discussion
No formal written materials
4:30 PM

4:45 PM

Board Open Discussion (15 Minutes)

Adjourn

AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Board of Commissioners
Regular Meeting Agenda

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2020, 12:00 PM
BOCC Meeting Room, 1st Floor
530 E Main St, Aspen, CO 81611

Additions/Deletions to Agenda
Public Comments (please limit to 3 minutes per speaker unless otherwise advised by the Chair)
Call in numbers for public comment:
669-900-6833 or 929-205-6099
Webinar ID: 811 8995 6470
Password: 796056
If you are calling to make a comment on an item during public hearing, you can watch the meeting on the Pitkin County website
(pitkincounty.com) and make public comment as the item is presented and acknowledged by the Chair.

Commissioner Comments
Consent Items: Consent items are generally perceived as non-controversial and allow the Board to spend its time on more

complex items elsewhere on the agenda. A Board member or member of the public may ask for a Consent item be removed for
individual consideration. Consent items typically have been discussed in work sessions with the Board and are approved by a single
motion.

Consent Items - Single Reading:
1. Minutes of
Consent Items Set for Public Hearing on DATE:
Individual Consideration Items:
Individual Consideration Items / First Readings set for Public Hearings on DATE:
Individual Consideration Items / Public Hearing, One Reading:
Individual Consideration Items / Public Hearing, 2nd Readings:
2. Resolution Adopting the Redstone Coke Ovens into the Pitkin County Open Space & Tails Portfolio - Dale
Will
Individual Consideration Items / Emergency Ordinance and Resolution Confirmatory Reading:
Land Use Items:
Land Use Public Hearings:
3. Resolution Approving the MM Rosemary Circle LLC Activity Envelope Review and Affirming the Entitlements Granted Pursuant to
BOCC Resolution No. 109-2001, as Amended, Tami Kochen CONTINUED FROM 9/9/20

Land Use Actions:
Open Discussion
Adjourn Regular Meeting

AGENDA and TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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BRIDGE ACT
U.S. Senator Michael Bennet (D-Colo.) | U.S. Senator Angus King (I-Maine)
Social Media Guidance
● Use the hashtag #BRIDGEAct to amplify the legislation on Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram.
● Call on Congress to pass the #BRIDGEAct and share why the #BRIDGEAct is critical to
help rural and underserved communities connect to the internet for school and work.
● Tag @SenatorBennet and @SenatorKing—the authors of the bill.
Core Message
● The pandemic has pushed Americans to rely on high-speed broadband more than ever
to work, learn, and connect remotely. Yet up to 42 million Americans still lack access to
broadband.
● Our rural areas, low-income neighborhoods, and communities of color are
disproportionately impacted by the digital divide. Even when communities have access
to broadband, many are stuck with slow speeds, high costs, and few choices.
● The legislation from Senators Bennet and King helps bridge the digital divide by
providing $30 billion in flexible funding to States and $1 billion to Tribal Governments to
deploy affordable, high-speed broadband in unserved and underserved communities
nationwide. The legislation puts communities in the driver’s seat—not Washington.
● As Congress considers a new relief package, it is vital that we make investments to not
only get to the other end of the crisis, but to also lay the foundation for a more
competitive and inclusive economy going forward. High-speed, affordable broadband is
critical to that foundation, allowing more Americans to enjoy the benefits of telework,
telemedicine, online learning, and other emerging technologies such as 5G and the
Internet of Things.
● We urgently need Congress to pass the BRIDGE Act so communities can start investing
in 21st century broadband that’s able to meet America’s needs not only today, but for
years to come.
Resources
● Summary of the BRIDGE Act
● Bill Text
Fast Facts on Broadband
● Up to 42 million Americans still lack access to affordable, high-speed broadband.
● The most recent Census data (2015) shows that although 21% of White Americans
lacked broadband access at home, that number is 30% for Hispanics and 36% for Black
Americans. Without action from Congress, this divide will only widen.
● In a survey this May, among low-income parents whose child’s school is closed, 40%
reported using public Wi-Fi to finish schoolwork because of unavailable or unreliable
internet at home.
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● In 2013, 17% of consumers in both the U.S. and China had access to a fiber connection.
By 2019, China’s fiber infrastructure had grown nine times faster than ours.

Sample Social Media Posts
● High-speed broadband is essential to full participation in modern American life. We’re
calling on Congress to pass the #BRIDGEAct so states and tribal govts can invest in a 21st
century broadband infrastructure able to meet Americans’ needs not only today, but for
years to come.
● Important Read: @SenatorBennet’s latest op-ed on high-speed, affordable broadband
explains exactly why it’s so critical to pass the #BRIDGEAct. Families, students, and
workers everywhere need access to the internet to succeed in our modern economy.
[LINK TO OP-ED]
● In the 21st century, the expectation that students could learn at home without access to
the internet is like expecting them to learn without textbooks. Congress must pass the
#BRIDGEAct to help provide students the quality education they deserve.
● Our students should not have to sit in parking lots to do homework because their family
cannot afford broadband. Congress must pass the #BRIDGEAct to require that new
broadband networks provide at least one low-cost option for low-income families.
● The #BRIDGEAct will help connect unserved communities, hospitals, schools, libraries,
and other anchor institutions to high-speed broadband by providing:
○ $30 billion in flexible funding to States
○ $1 billion to Tribal Governments
More details on the legislation here: https://bit.ly/3hilbZH
● As Americans adapt to life during a global pandemic, they rely on broadband to access
telemedicine. The #BRIDGEAct raises the minimum speed requirements for any funded
network to no less than 100/100 Mbps, while requiring low latency for modern uses like
videoconferencing.
● Many of our rural communities suffer from a lack of choice and competition. Congress
must pass the #BRIDGEAct to lift arbitrary restrictions on the right of local communities
to invest in their own future by deploying their own broadband networks.
● The U.S. needs future-proof broadband infrastructure if we’re going to keep up with
countries like China. The #BRIDGEAct will invest in 21st century broadband that’s able to
meet America’s needs today, and for years to come.
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
WORK SESSION MEETING DATE:

September 22, 2020

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Board Review and Direction on: The Final Report of the Airport
Vision Committee - The Common Ground Recommendations

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

Jon Peacock, County Manager &
Rich Englehart, Deputy County Manager

ISSUE STATEMENT: Additional time has been set aside for the Board to discuss The Final
Report of the Airport Vision Committee - The Common Ground Recommendations. Staff is
seeking guidance from the Board how to proceed with these recommendations.
BACKGROUND:
In January of 2019 the Board appointed 123 citizen volunteers to five Airport Advisory Groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Airport Vision Committee
Community Character Working Group
Technical Working Group
Airport Experience Working Group
Focus Working Group

As noted in the cover letter to the final report: “The purpose of the ASE Vision process was to
advise the BOCC on how the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport should be modernized to
accommodate the community’s air service needs and reflect changes in the air service industry,
while also remaining true to the character and values of the community.”
Airport Advisory Groups worked over a 15 month period to develop the final recommendations
for the Board’s consideration. Along the way there were over 70 meetings, including 63
working group meetings, 9 joint all airport advisory group meetings, and a symposium on The
Future of Aviation in a Carbon Constrained World. Over 200 pieces of meeting materials were
produced and evaluated by committee members. In total, there were thousands of hours of
citizen time dedicated to developing the recommendations now in front of you for your
consideration. Working groups presented their findings to the Vision Committee in December
2019. The Vision Committee reviewed the findings and conducted their own research in weekly
three hour meetings. On March 10, 2020 the Vision Committee voted 20-1 to approve the
Recommendations to Achieve Community Goals which includes 71 recommendations that make
up the core of the Common Ground Recommendations.
In March, the Vision Committee had recommended that the Board and Staff quickly convene
discussions with Airlines and the FAA on some of the recommendations, and reconvene the
Vision Committee within 90 days to review the outcomes of those discussions. However, due to
the impacts of COVID-19 on the airline industry it was not a good time to convene those
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conversations. Instead, on August 13th and 17th the Board provided an opportunity for the
public to comment on The Final Report of the Airport Vision Committee - The Common Ground
Recommendations.
It should be noted that the ASE Vision Process was just that, a vision process. It was not a
design exercise. Depending on the direction the Board gives regarding these vision
recommendations, there will be ongoing design work, and more public process, as vision is
turned to reality.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN:
The Airport Vision process and any subsequent direction given by the Board for future airport
development touches on all core focus areas of the County’s strategic plan.
KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS:
The Vision Committee’s report is divided into sections that build upon one another. Staff will
ask the Board to work through the Vision Committee’s recommendations sequentially, seeking
Board consensus or amendment to the Vision Committee’s consensus recommendation. Key
discussion items will include:
• Does the Board agree with the ASE Vision Community Values Summary?
• Does the Board agree with the Core Community Goals established by the Vision
Committee and Working Groups?
• Does the Board have questions regarding the Key Findings of the Vision Committee?
• Does the Board agree with the Recommendations To Achieve Our Community Goals?
• Does the Board agree with the Airport Layout Plan proposed by the Vision Committee?
• What additional information does the Board need to provide direction?
ATTACHMENTS:
1.Cover memo to the Final Report of the Airport Vision Committee
2.The Final Report Of The Airport Vision Committee - The Common Ground
Recommendations
3.Written public comments
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Attachment #1

TO

Pitkin County Board of Commissioners

FROM

John Bennett, Vision Committee Pilot; Meg Haynes, Vision Committee Copilot; and
Jackie Francis, Vision Committee Navigator

DATE

April 16, 2020

RE

Vision Committee Final Report to BOCC

As you know, in January 2019, you appointed 123 citizens to serve as part of the ASE Vision process and
offer advice on the future of the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport (ASE). Some of these citizens
represented various neighborhoods, businesses, and civic interests, while others offered general views
from around our community. Together, they (we) reflected a wide diversity of perspectives. Our ASE
Vision Kick-Off meeting was held in February 2019.
The purpose of the ASE Vision process was to advise the BOCC on how the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport
should be modernized to accommodate the community’s air service needs and reflect changes in the
air service industry, while also remaining true to the character and values of the community. As part of
the process, you created five Airport Advisory Groups:
• Airport Vision Committee
• Community Character Working Group
• Technical Working Group
• Airport Experience Working Group
• Focus Group
The four Working Groups concluded their work and presented their findings to the Vision Committee in
December 2019. (A link to each working group’s recommendation and presentation is included in
Appendix A.) The Vision Committee reviewed closely the recommendations of the Working Groups and
then conducted considerable additional work of its own to research, digest, thoroughly vet, and
formulate its final recommendations.

We are attaching the FINAL REPORT of the Airport Vision Committee.
After holding weekly three-hour meetings throughout the beginning of the year, on March 10, 2020,
the Vision Committee voted 20-1 to approve the Recommendations to Achieve our Community Goals
that form the heart of the Final Report. On behalf of the Vision Committee, we are pleased to submit it to
you today.

Additional Considerations:
As the Vision Committee’s “Pilot, Copilot and Navigator,” we offer the following additional thoughts
that were discussed by the Vision Committee but whose language was never finalized before our formal
meetings ended amid the COVID-19 crisis. While these additional thoughts contain no specific,
actionable airport recommendations, we offer them to stimulate community thinking about the
realities of uncertainty and some other important issues that were beyond the primary scope of the
Committee’s work.
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1. ACKNOWLEDGING UNCERTAINTY
A. Rapid Technological Change
In January 2020, Wired Magazine ran a story with the headline: BELL AND HUYNDAI SOAR INTO
THE AIR TAXI RACE — Helicopter maker and global manufacturing giant unveil concept for flying
urban mobility.
The article reported separate initiatives by Bell Helicopter and Hyundai to build electric, verticaltakeoff-and-landing (VTOL) air taxis that could eventually revolutionize travel for trips up to 200
miles. Both companies are partnering with Uber. These “personal air vehicles” will work with a
“new ground-based infrastructure system that will include an air taxi station called a Hub and a
network of electric PBVs—Purpose Built Vehicles—that will shuttle people to and from the air
taxis.”
While such recent announcements do not affect the Vision Committee’s current recommendations
for our future airport, they do underscore the rapid technological changes that will likely alter the
aviation landscape over the next ten to twenty years. The Committee’s Final Report stresses the
need to monitor carefully the growth and functionality of our new airport and to make nimble
course corrections as needed to achieve our four Core Community Goals. Rapid technological
change offers one more reason to remain watchful.
B. Future National Policy Changes
Current federal policy severely limits the ability of states and local communities to regulate aircraft
in order to attain important environmental goals. This limitation could possibly change in the not
distant future.
As the effects of climate change on the wellbeing of both human society and the natural world
become increasingly obvious through fires, floods, storms, disease and drought, federal law may
loosen to allow greater community control over the environmental effects of aviation. For
example, the federal Clean Air Act of 1970 strictly prohibits the regulation of harmful aircraft
pollution: “No State or political subdivision thereof may adopt or attempt to enforce any standard
respecting emissions of any air pollutant from any aircraft…”
This counterintuitive language embedded in something called the “Clean Air Act” may soon
become viewed as a harmful anachronism that our nation can no longer afford. Were this federal
policy to change over the next five to ten years, Pitkin County could find many new tools available
for achieving our community’s environmental goals.
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2. IMPORTANT ISSUES BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
A. Regional Growth
Throughout this public process, overarching questions related to regional growth arose frequently.
Because such issues deserve their own focus in a community-wide forum, the Vision Committee
recommends that the BOCC initiate these discussions in order to provide a compass for future
community decisions related to infrastructure and other needs.
B. Valley Transportation
The Committee’s Final Report offers a number of recommendations aimed at creating seamless
ground connectivity for the airport. The Report also reiterates the Focus Group’s statement that
“More convenient and easy ground transport would include a mix of public and private modes of
transportation to and from the airport. Consideration should be given to a variety of mass
transport possibilities including light rail, monorail, gondola and greater utilization of RFTA, if
feasible.”
Much like regional growth, issues related to upper valley transportation — and especially airport
connections to Aspen and Snowmass — arose repeatedly during our deliberations. While ultimate
solutions to our upper valley transportation and mobility challenges have been debated for
decades and were beyond the scope of this report, we urge the BOCC to reinvigorate this
important discussion and to work with other elected bodies and RFTA to identify and implement
workable solutions.

Our Concluding Thoughts…
We thank the Board of County Commissioners for your support throughout the fifteen months of this
ASE Vision process, and we express our deep appreciation to the many dozens of citizen volunteers
who worked on this project. Rarely have so many citizens come together to work so hard for so long on
such an important community issue. Only a deep love for our valley could motivate this kind of citizen
effort.
We also thank the Pitkin County staff for all their stellar support. The Vision Committee could never
have finished our work without them. And thanks to the many aviation consultants who provided
countless spreadsheets and calculations to answer our endless questions.
We hope that the Vision Committee’s Final Report properly reflects the extraordinary qualities of the people
and landscape of this remarkable valley that we call home.
John Bennett

Meg Haynes

Jackie Francis
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THE FINAL REPORT OF THE AIRPORT VISION COMMITTEE
— The Common Ground Recommendations —
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
In its review of alternatives for the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport (ASE), the Airport Vision
Committee explored the core question facing Pitkin County: whether to pursue the airport
improvements outlined in the 2018 Environmental Assessment (EA), including the increased
runway/taxiway separation required by the FAA for federal funding. Our decision could have been
simple and binary. Either recommend proceeding with the measures described in the EA or
recommend that Pitkin County forgo any significant “airside” improvements and focus primarily on
other issues such as terminal improvements or ramp and energy efficiency projects.
Either of those “bookend” choices offered its own advantages and risks, but our research revealed
that neither would achieve the Core Community Goals that the four ASE Working Groups and our
Committee established for the airport: safety, substantial reductions in airport air pollution,
managed growth of airline enplanements, and a substantial reduction in noise. Instead of either
bookend option, we recommend a balanced middle-path called the Common Ground
Recommendations. We believe this path represents creative, out-of-the-box thinking that will
appeal to most of our community and truly benefit our valley.
Common Ground Recommendations
The Common Ground Recommendations are a package of interrelated measures all designed to
reflect the Community Values and Goals on which we have agreed. Some of these measures would
be relatively straightforward for Pitkin County to implement on its own. Others are complex and
would require the agreement of the additional airport stakeholders. Some of these would require
working with the FAA, others would require negotiations with airlines, and still others would
require agreements with the airport’s fixed base operator (FBO).
Because many of the measures contained in our Recommendations are interdependent, we
propose that the Board of County Commissioners adopt them together as an integrated package
to ensure that they reflect and balance the community values and goals we have identified.
Safeguards to Maintain the Integrity of the Common Ground Recommendations
Our Common Ground Recommendations represent a careful balance between competing airport
perspectives. This balance rests directly on our shared community values and goals. The Vision
Committee’s decision-making process asked all of us to move outside our comfort zones to seek
middle-path solutions that address these shared goals, even if certain aspects of our solutions may
have made many of us initially uneasy.
For example, some of us for whom enhancing the visitor experience and ensuring the county’s
future economic vitality are especially high priorities may be skeptical of managing growth through
the terminal’s seven “flexible gates.” Likewise, some of us for whom protecting our community
character and quality of life are primary priorities undoubtedly feel some discomfort with the
notion of allowing larger airliners to serve ASE. Our first group may be made more comfortable by
assurances that appropriate larger aircraft will be able to serve ASE and that seven flexible gates
will accommodate today’s level of airline service as well as gradual future growth. For our second
2
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group, the knowledge that any new, larger airliners allowed will emit significantly less greenhouse
gas and other emissions, be quieter, and fit within the managed growth constraints of seven
flexible gates may be an essential consideration.
To maintain this critical balance of community assurances, we recommend that the Pitkin County
Commissioners not allow them to be forgotten in future years or changed arbitrarily by future
elected officials or County staff. To that end, we recommend the following safeguards:
A. The Common Ground Recommendations should be adopted by a formal county ordinance or
resolution so that it could never be changed without future public hearings and a full
community discussion.
B. The County Commissioners should create a permanent Airport Advisory Board of citizen
volunteers who represent balanced, diverse viewpoints to advise the County on future airport
issues.
C. The County Commissioners should require the Airport to provide an annual report on progress
made toward meeting our Core Community Goals.
D. The airline agreements necessary to the Common Ground Recommendations should be
enforceable through long-term legally binding contracts.
Negotiation Time Period and Possible Alternate Recommendation
The Common Ground Recommendations’ major strength lies in the fact that their targeted goals —
reduced greenhouse gas and other emissions, managed growth, and less noise — already appeal to
many Pitkin County citizens. The Recommendations’ inherent challenge, however, is that some of
its most important measures rely on stakeholder negotiations and agreements that may or may
not be attainable.
We recommend that the County should test quickly whether those measures that require
negotiation are attainable. Specifically, we suggest that the County engage immediately in
discussions with the three airlines that serve Aspen today. (Based on our research, we can suggest
a negotiation approach.) We also propose that the County Commissioners set a fixed time period
for these initial negotiations — perhaps 60-90 days.
After these negotiations, the BOCC should reconvene our Committee for no more than 14 days to
evaluate the success of the negotiations and make an alternate airport recommendation if
necessary. Were such an alternate recommendation needed, our Vision Committee process could
be as simple as a single meeting with a new vote to recommend either of the original “bookend”
options to replace the Common Ground Recommendations. Of course, we might well end up in a
split vote that produced both a new majority recommendation and a minority report.
In implementing the Common Ground Recommendations, the Vision Committee urges the County
to follow an incremental decision-making model that is flexible, adaptable, and focused always on
attaining our Core Community Goals. For example, over time, the number of terminal gates we’re
recommending might turn out to be either too low or too high to meet our goal of approximately
3
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.8% annual airline enplanement growth while also providing a comfortable traveler experience. In
such a case, we recommend that the County meet with its Airport Advisory Board to agree on the
appropriate course correction. Because accurately foretelling the future is impossible, this kind of
adaptability will be essential to successfully achieving our airport and community goals.
In addition, we recognize that our .8% enplanement growth goal is both aspirational and
approximate. Federal law limits our ability to set exact enplanement limits, but we urge using our
limited tools as best we can. The intent of this approximate target is to serve our travelers and
maintain economic vitality, while guarding against either a cruise ship syndrome that could
overwhelm our airport with waves of people or out-of-control overall enplanement growth that
might threaten our valley’s long-term quality of life for residents and visitors.
Likewise, our goals for lowering greenhouse gas and other emissions and also substantially
reducing noise will undoubtedly require course corrections of their own over future years. Great
new ideas for accomplishing these goals will no doubt arise, and some that we’ve recommended
may require replacement or improvement.
Flexibility, adaptability, and skillful course corrections as needed will be essential to ensure the
success of our future airport, reflect our character and values, provide a great traveler experience,
and attain our long-term Core Community Goals.
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II. ASE VISION COMMUNITY VALUES SUMMARY
Safety in the Air and on the Ground
Adaptable, Flexible, Future-Proof
• Ability to serve aircraft of the future
• Ability to adapt to future uses.
Preserve space for future.
Environmental Responsibility. Address:
• Noise Pollution
• Air Pollution
• Carbon emissions – aspire to net carbon
neutrality
• Light Pollution
• Sustainability – energy efficiency
• Respect wildlife habitat, open space
and natural surroundings
Community Character – Reflect local
culture and values
• Connection to place: It should feel like
Aspen and Pitkin County
• Unique mountain airport feeling –
unpretentious
• Tell Aspen story: reflect culture, mining
heritage, skiing, ranching, etc.
• Retain rural and small-town feel
• “Small is important” “Don’t build it too
big”
• “Reasonable growth” “Modest
expansion”
• Control growth through number of
gates, etc.
• “Just Big Enough” “Right-Sized”
Economic Vitality
• Adaptable to the economic
sustainability of our resort
• Convenience: More direct flights
• More carriers and competition
• Take valley growth into consideration
Warm and Welcoming
• Friendly and personable for both

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

residents and visitors
Comfortable with excellent food & drink
amenities
Guest-friendly for stranded passengers
and peak crowds.
Stress free
Improved, but not so different from
today. Still welcoming.
Views of mountains
A practical airport: Better waiting rooms
and employee areas
Convenient access to/from airport

Design Excellence
• Unique – Distinctive – Great architecture
• Should look like Aspen – Small is
important – Small but beautiful
• Incorporate mountain surroundings
• Awe-inspiring views
• It should be surprising!
Efficiency – an airport that works well
• Well planned. Better functionality than
today
• Incorporate new technology
• Efficient in service, time, operations
• In design, give commercial passengers
priority over private planes
• Reliable gateway for visitors
Preserve High Quality of Life
• Neighbor Friendly
• Mitigate noise.
• Maintain curfew
Convenient & Easy Ground Transportation
• Multi-modal transit options
• Seamless connectivity to transit
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III. Core Community Goals for
the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport
1. Safety
2. Reduce greenhouse gas and other pollutant emissions by at least 30%
3. Manage the growth of airline enplanements to be consistent with
approximately .8% growth per year
4. Reduce noise by at least 30%

Notes to the Goals:
Emissions Reduction Goal: This 30% goal includes both the emissions from the airport itself and from
the aircraft flying to and from ASE.
Managed Growth Goal: The .8% compound growth rate is an aspirational goal. The Committee
recognizes that airport growth cannot be “tuned” to any precise number, but the goal represents a
commitment to a reasonable level of managed growth. In addition, the Committee believes that airline
operations should be emphasized over nonairline ops (e.g., general aviation/air taxi operations). Since
non-airline operations amount to approximately 75% of total airport operations, their growth, too,
should be managed.
Noise Reduction Goal: This goal applies to noise both on and around our airport.
Timeframe: The emissions and noise reduction goals should be attained by 2030.
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IV. Key Findings
1. Safety
Challenging Airport. Two national pilot surveys have named Aspen-Pitkin County Airport (ASE) as
the most challenging commercial airport in the U.S. Over the last four decades, there have been
over 40 accidents, all involving private, non-airline aircraft, that caused substantial damage or the
complete loss of the aircraft in the vicinity of ASE. ASE’s challenges arise from factors like the
airport’s altitude, its surrounding mountains, its sloping runway that requires most aircraft to land
to the south and takeoff to the north, wind currents, etc.
Runway/Taxiway Separation. Today the FAA classifies ASE as a non-standard “Airport Design
Group-III” airport because it does not meet the 400-foot required safety separation between the
runway and the taxiway. For safety reasons, the FAA specifies that ASE, and all Group III airports,
should have 400 feet of separation between the centerlines of our runway and taxiway and runway
widened to 150’. The FAA has allowed the current separation, which is 320 feet, under a 1999
“modification to standards”; but the FAA is trying to eliminate such modifications to standards
wherever possible to have consistent national safety standards. After these changes ASE would
still have unavoidable modifications to standards such as sloped runway
Pilot Training. Airline pilots undergo extensive training in the Aspen Airport’s special challenges
before they are certified to fly in or out of ASE. Airline pilots are also required to have FAA
approval to fly the special instrument procedures used primarily by the commercial carriers. GA
are not required to have the same level of training as airline pilots to fly into ASE. GA Pilots require
no additional training for flying into ASE during daylight hours. However in order to land or take off
at night, all pilots (GA and commercial) are required to have prior FAA approval.
Community Emergency Resources. While the FAA believes that increasing our runway/centerline
separation to 400’ would make our airport safer, some County residents fear that opening our
airport to all capable Group III aircraft would invite large future planes with potentially twice the
passengers of today’s CRJ-700. This, they argue, could create a serious safety issue over the
imbalance between the number of passengers on a single plane and our community’s off-airport
emergency resources, such as the Aspen Valley Hospital’s 25 beds, our limited local ambulance
capacity, etc.
ASE and Pitkin County currently surpass Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) standards for
current ASE aircraft and also future ADG-III planes that could potentially serve ASE if the airfield
were changed to full ADG-III standards. ASE trains to “worst case” scenarios and assumes up to 150
casualties, which would cover the range of ADG-III aircraft with the performance capabilities to
operate at ASE. That number of injuries, however, would exceed the capacity of the Roaring Fork
Valley’s hospitals and require mass transportation to more distant facilities.
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2. The Airport, Community Character and Our Economy
Community Character. Protecting the County’s rural character and quality of life is extremely
important. Much of our uniqueness and success has arisen from the “Aspen Idea,” the notion of a
community nourishing the mind, body and spirit of its citizens through music, culture, art,
intellectual stimulation, and physical activity in nature. In the words of the ASE Vision Community
Character Working Group: “The 2000 AAMP states ‘recommendations on Economic Sustainability
that endeavor to make our community better without getting bigger.’ We rely on economic harvests
of character, vibrant culture and active lifestyle, clean air, quiet (compared to the rest of the world),
open lands, and preserved history… Maintaining character makes money as well as improving our
quality of life. It is also conducive to both our physical and mental health. It’s profitable to protect
the goose that provides these golden eggs.” In a similar vein, the Airport Experience Working
Group recommended that “to preserve our high quality of life,” ASE should “maintain our existing
level of air service, plan for small growth increases, implement the highest environmental
standards and provide the best guest experience.”
Economic and Societal Benefits. Locals, visitors and businesses all depend on the Pitkin CountyAspen Airport. It is essential to maintaining our local economic vitality, and many jobs depend on
it. It is also an important piece of infrastructure for locals traveling to and from our valley.
Maintaining affordable air access is critical to our local quality of life.
New Terminal. The current terminal is woefully inadequate to serve today’s travelers, employees
and aircraft operations at a reasonable level of service.
3. Airport Connectivity
Connectivity. In the words of the Focus Group, “More convenient and easy ground transport would
include a mix of public and private modes of transportation to and from the airport. Consideration
should be given to a variety of mass transport possibilities including light rail, monorail, gondola
and greater utilization of RFTA, if feasible.”
4. Environmental Issues
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Pitkin County was one of the first airports in the US to prepare a total
airport-related emissions inventory that captured the emissions of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) sources
by ownership and/or control. In 2017, total airport-related emissions were 81,566 tons of carbon
dioxide (CO2), representing approximately 5% of GHG emissions for all emitters in Pitkin County.
Of the airport emissions, only ~2% were under the ownership and/or control of Pitkin County. The
other 98% were under the ownership/control of airlines and tenants. Aircraft emissions reflect
~89% of total airport related emissions. The quantity of Jet A fuel dispensed at the airport (a rough
proxy for aircraft greenhouse gas emissions) increased by 40% between 2014 and 2017.
Local Air Quality. In addition to Greenhouse Gas Emissions, the Community Character Working
Group also identified concerns about airport impacts on local air quality. Aviation emissions
8
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typically represent less than 5% of a region’s criteria pollutants, which are indicators of local air
quality. ASE has collected emission inventories with criteria pollutants in 2008, 2012 and 2015,
with forecasts for 2023, 2028 and 2033 and can be used to establish baselines for our local
measures.
New VS Old Aircraft. Newer commercial and private aircraft are generally more fuel efficient and
quieter than older aircraft. For example, because it is newer, more fuel efficient and larger, the
Airbus A220-100 emits 51% less CO2 per-passenger than the CRJ-700 during a landing and takeoff
(LTO) cycle. The Airbus A220-300 emits 60% less CO2 per passenger than the CRJ-700 during LTO.
In terms of flyover noise level, the A220 is 3.6 decibels quieter than the CRJ. Similarly, on the
General Aviation side, a new Gulfstream 650 is 3 decibels quieter than the Gulfstream 4. (For
reference, 3 decibels represent 50% less sound pressure.) (See Appendix for detailed aircraft noise
data.) Direct Flights. When compared with a two-segment flight requiring a stopover, a direct
nonstop flight will emit less greenhouse gas and other forms of air pollution.
Nonstop Flights. The ability to operate nonstop flights to cities outside the range of current aircraft
serving ASE could reduce GHG emissions significantly. In a detailed comparison completed by
American Airlines on Miami/ASE and New York/ASE trips, the fuel burn per passenger was reduced
by 20% and 31% respectively when flown nonstop compared to the current required 1-stop routing
through a hub (Dallas and Chicago). The major emissions differences between the nonstop and 1stop routing are primarily the fuel burned on the 2nd takeoff cycle, taxiing on the ground at the hub,
and flight time in normal arrival and departure routing procedures.
Noise. The Community values its quiet rural areas as well as less noise within the urban growth
boundary where the airport is located. The County adopted one of the first “Fly Quiet/Fly Clean”
programs in the country and now has over a decade of data collected daily on-site at a location in
Woody Creek and field measurements taken twice per year. The goal of the Aspen/Pitkin County
Fly Quiet program is to influence pilots to fly as quietly as possible in and around ASE. Monitoring,
collecting, and analyzing comprehensive amounts of operational and noise data helps highlight
both airport trends and individual aircraft performance to better understand specific noise
abatement issues. Reduced use of accessory power units and fossil fuel powered ground
equipment will reduce noise and emissions on the ground.
5. Aircraft
Status of Bombardier CRJ-700. The CRJ-700 – which United, American and Delta use today to serve
Aspen – was last delivered in North America in 2011. The current average age of a CRJ-700 is 15-16
years, and this type of small regional jet is generally replaced by more cost-effective models after
around 20 years. As of January 2020, United has 18-19 CRJ-700’s remaining in its fleet, and Delta
has approximately 12. American has more and is the largest user of the CRJ-700. Since aircraft
become more expensive to maintain as they age, and older planes are less fuel-efficient, it is our
finding that airlines are likely to retire the CRJ-700 by or around the end of decade. As of January
2020, United, American and Delta are retiring the CRJ-700 more quickly than anticipated.
Airline Fleet Forecast. In their 2019 “Fleet Forecast,” the airlines serving ASE identify three Group III
9
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aircraft that they expect will replace the CRJ-700 when it retires: the Embraer E-175, the Airbus A319, and the Airbus A-220-100.
Status of Embraer E-175. If ASE retains its current 95’ wingspan restriction, the Embraer E-175
could become the only regional commercial jet aircraft with more than 50 passengers capable of
landing in Aspen after the current Bombardier CRJ-700 retires. Because the E-175 is heavier than
the CRJ-700 and lacks sufficient power to serve ASE year-round with a full load of passengers and
fuel, it would have to carry fewer passengers than the CRJ-700, be limited to a shorter range, and
serve fewer destinations. This is why the E-175, despite being one of the most popular regional
airliners today, has not been used for ASE. The E-175 is also a noisier and more polluting aircraft
than the CRJ-700.
Status of Mitsubishi SpaceJet M-100. The wingspan of the planned Mitsubishi SpaceJet M-100 is
intended to be under 95’, so it may be able to land in Aspen. The aircraft is currently in design
development with production of its first prototype yet to begin. Mitsubishi says that it will deliver
the M-100 in the mid-2020’s. In January 2020, Mitsubishi announced that delivery of the M-90 (the
M-100’s larger sibling now in flight-testing) would be delayed until late 2021 or early 2022. The M90’s delivery had previously been scheduled for summer 2020, and the new delay means that the
plane is now eight to nine years behind schedule. Given the difficulty that Mitsubishi has had
building and certifying the M-90, it is difficult to know when the M-100 will actually be flying
commercially in the U.S. Once the M-100 is built and certified it would still have to be evaluated to
confirm that its performance allows it to land safely at the Aspen Airport.
Status of Airbus A220-100. A new airliner, the A220 was designed by Bombardier and sold to
Airbus. Delta Airlines introduced it in the U.S. in 2019 and has 29 in service. In Delta’s
configuration, the plane seats 109 passengers, which is 33 more than the CRJ-700, but only 9 more
than the BA-146 that served the Aspen Airport for close to 20 years. The A220 is capable of serving
ASE, but its wingspan is wider than 95’, so the FAA would not currently permit it to land here under
normal airport operations. The A220-100 is listed in ASE’s Aviation Activity Forecast (“Fleet
Forecast”) as a plane the airlines would like to use seasonally for future ASE service were it allowed
to land here.
Scope limitations. Only two aircraft currently are flying for United, Delta and American within the
50 to 76 passenger “scope clause” – the CRJ-700 and the E-175. Per scope limitations, for any new
aircraft delivered to an airline, another aircraft within the scope must be retired, meaning as
airlines order new E-175s, either CRJ-700s or older E-175s must be removed from their fleets.
Status of 737s. While not included in the airlines’ Fleet Forecast of planes likely to be used for ASE,
the Boeing 737 has been a concern to many county residents because of its size and potential
impact on our valley. Some 737 models, such as the 737-700 and the 737-MAX 8, would be unlikely
to land commercially at ASE because of their significant performance constraints, making it
unlikely they could operate profitably. The Boeing 737-700 does have the performance capabilities
to operate safely at ASE, but it is no longer in production and is starting to be phased out of carrier
fleets. One model that could theoretically serve ASE is the 737-MAX 7. However, it has not been
ordered by any of the three carriers that serve ASE and the only airline to place 737-Max 7 orders in
the country has delayed them indefinitely. The 737-MAX 7 would seat 138 to 153 passengers.
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Emissions and noise data for the MAX 7 are not yet available.
Future GA (non-airline) Aircraft Technology: In the words of the Technical Working Group, “GA
Aircraft that have wingspans larger than 95 feet are relatively rare and all of them are very new
designs with the most efficient engines and quietest operation of any of the ADG III GA planes.”
Future Aircraft Design. According to Amory Lovins and others who study the evolution of aircraft
technology, future commercial aircraft are likely to have wider wings and lower landing speeds
than today’s planes. They are also likely to be more fuel efficient, less polluting and quieter.
Electric Aircraft. Hybrid electric and eventually all-electric airliners are on the horizon, but ones that
could serve Aspen are likely still 10-15 years away and are likely initially to be 10 to 15 passengers in
size. Fully electric aircraft carrying 75 passengers to the destinations currently served by ASE are
farther in the future. Small electric propeller planes and vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL)
electric “on-demand” air taxis may be available sooner. With many companies investing heavily in
electric aviation, the technology is evolving rapidly. The biggest current challenge is the ratio of
battery capacity to weight.
6. Airport Decision Making
Airside Decision Making. The County has relatively little control over the “airside” of airport
operations: the runway, taxiway, landing and takeoff procedures, etc. Under federal law, the
County cannot “unjustly discriminate” in favor of one type of aircraft over another.
Landside Decision Making. As the Airport Operator, Pitkin County has substantial control over the
terminal in terms of its size, design, commercial services, tenants, boarding gates, and ramp
(aircraft parking) space to help attain the community goals identified by the Vision Committee. It
can establish landing fees to help fund airport operations and improvements.
Negotiation with Airport Stakeholders. The County may be able to negotiate the terms of
agreements with airlines serving ASE and with the airport’s Fixed Based Operator (FBO) in order to
help attain community goals.
7. Airport Service Level and Existing Flight Operations
Existing Airline Service. ASE Vision participants generally felt that our existing airline service level is
important to our community. In the words of the Airport Experience Working Group, “the existing
airport passenger service (number of carriers, direct flight destinations, and passenger volume) fits
the needs of the community and should be maintained to allow for diversity and vitality. …The
group acknowledged that .8% growth (in annual commercial enplanements) is expected and
should be planned for, but not immediately built to. Our goal is to maintain the current level of air
passenger service and prepare for future growth.”
Flight Operations. In general, airlines represent roughly only one-fourth of ASE flight operations
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(landings and takeoffs). General aviation (private planes and fractional ownership business planes)
and air taxis (e.g., NetJets) represent the other three-fourths. In 2018, ASE had a total of
approximately 43,000 flight operations, including airlines, general aviation and air taxis. Since
2000, total annual operations at ASE have been relatively flat.
Pitkin County Curfew. The County Commissioners established a noise curfew at the Aspen Pitkin
County Airport in 1979. The curfew was subsequently codified by Congressional Act in 1994. No
aircraft operations are permitted between 11PM and 7AM, with certain limited exceptions. No
aircraft departures are permitted after 10:30PM also with limited exceptions. All aircraft operations
must comply with Part 36 Stage III noise regulations. The continuation of the curfew is dependent
with the airport complying with the Congressional Act and enforcing the curfew in a nondiscriminatory manner. Any increase in the restrictions of the existing curfew would require an act
of Congress and would likely risk the renewed examination of the curfew by the FAA and the basis
for the establishment of the curfew. Such an event would risk the continued viability of the
curfew.
8. Funding for Airport Operations and Improvements
Grants and Other Revenue Sources. Federal discretionary grants could cover up to 90% of the cost
of possible new airfield improvements, such as increasing the centerline separation of the runway
and taxiway. County funds would be needed to build a new terminal. Airport tenants, such as
airlines and the fixed base operator, could cover the costs of certain improvements related to their
operations – this is subject to negotiation. As the airport operator, the County also has the ability
to charge landing fees and rental fees to help offset airport expenses.
FAA Grant Uncertainty. The FAA has suggested that all discretionary grants would be conditioned
on the Airport increasing the centerline separation of its runway and taxiway. ASE would continue
to receive its entitlement grant each year but it is not enough to maintain the airport in its current
condition. In a 9/13/2018 email, the FAA wrote, “The Agency will not invest Federal grant funding
for a facility that will limit access to certain types, kinds, or classes of aircraft. The Agency has the
expectation that at the conclusion of the project, the Airport will be able to accommodate the full
range of group III aircraft.” This refers to increasing the Airport’s runway/taxiway centerline
separation to 400’ and the “full range” of Design Group III aircraft that would then be able to land.
Without FAA discretionary grants, Pitkin County would have to seek additional funding sources for
annual airport expenses.
Phasing of Airport Construction. Airport improvements will require phasing to ensure the airport
remains operational during busy seasons. The scope of the project will likely also require phasing
to be economically feasible and align with the availability of both local funding and federal grants.
Phasing for a project approved in the EA would be a minimum of 5 years.
County Enterprise Fund. The Aspen-Pitkin County Airport is a County Enterprise Fund. An
enterprise fund, per the Colorado Constitution, is a self-supporting government-owned business
for which the primary source of revenue is from fees and charges derived from airport activities.
Enterprise funds are authorized to issue their own revenue bonds and may receive no more than
12
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10% of annual revenue in grants from other Colorado state and local governments combined.
There is no limit on the amount of federal grants that may be accepted by the Pitkin County
Airport Enterprise Fund.
Airline Financial Interests. United, American and Delta airlines offer commercial service to ASE
because it is profitable for them to do so. In the August 12, 2019 ASE Vision meeting,
representatives from both United and American reiterated their strong desire to continue serving
ASE with good commercial service to and from their hubs allowing passengers to access their
global networks.
9. The Complex Core Issues Facing the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport
The FAA would like ASE to increase its runway/taxiway centerline separation from 320’ to 400’.
Doing so would change the airport’s current modification to standard which currently limits
wingspan to 95’ and would address the most important safety issue identified by the FAA. This
change allow most or all Group III aircraft to land in Aspen as long as their aeronautical
performance allowed them to do so.
Some who support ASE becoming a full Group III airport believe this would guarantee that other
airliners would be able serve our airport after the current CRJ-700 retires. Others fear that
becoming a full Group III airport would invite much larger aircraft and result in a “cruise ship
syndrome” that would irrevocably harm our community character, rural quality of life, and appeal
as a unique destination resort.
If ASE were to become a full Group III airport, some of the new aircraft most likely to serve the
airport would meet our community goals (reduction in noise, reduction in emissions and managed
growth). The Airbus A220-100, for example, has only 9 more seats than the BA-146 that once
served Aspen. The A220-100 emits substantially fewer greenhouse gas emissions than today’s
CRJ-700 and is also significantly quieter. In addition, the A220-100 is listed on the Fleet Forecast of
planes that today’s airlines say they’d like to bring to Aspen in the future.
On the other hand, another plane likely to serve a full Group III ASE is the Airbus A319-100. This
aircraft is older, larger and heavier than the A220-100. In its landing and takeoff cycle, the A319
emits twice as much greenhouse gas per passenger as the A220-100. In fact, it emits more CO2 per
passenger than today’s CRJ-700. The A319 currently in use is also noisier than either the CRJ-700 or
the A220-100. And the A319, too, is on the Fleet Forecast list of planes the airlines would like to
use for future Aspen service.
If we were to leave the airport as it is, we would run a distinct risk that no commercial jet airliner in
the 50-76 seat range adequate for ASE’s current level of service and passenger enplanements
would be available to serve ASE when the CRJ-700 retires. We would also jeopardize FAA
discretionary funding for the airport, and we would lose any chance of attaining our community air
pollution emission goals, our noise reduction goal, or our commitment to managed growth (~.8%
per year) of commercial airline enplanements. Although, in theory, the Embraer E-175 could
replace the CRJ-700, the E-175 is noisier, would have fewer seats due to performance issues, and
13
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would require more flights to move the same number of passengers. Its shorter range would also
eliminate some cities served by today’s CRJ-700.
In short, if we improved our airport to full Group III status, we would open the door to certain
planes like the A220-100 that emit less greenhouse gas and other air pollutants, are quieter, and
could attain our managed growth goal — but we would also invite larger, more polluting and
noisier aircraft like the A319.
These types of complex issues lie at the heart of why the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport has been such a
source of seemingly endless community discussion for so long a time.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS TO ACHIEVE OUR COMMUNITY GOALS
(“The Common Ground Recommendations”)
RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

VALUES
REFLECTED

DECISION
STATUS

Safety in the
air and on the
ground



1. Maximize the Safety of Our Airport
Intent
Early on, the ASE Vision participants recognized “safety in the air
and on the ground” as the number one priority for our
community. The County and Airport should prioritize
investments in policies, procedures and technology that
minimize the risk of crashes, accidents, and hazardous materials
spills by establishing and maintaining best practices and the
highest standards.
How Achieved
• Work with non-airline pilots and insurance providers to
encourage and provide training and safety resources
related to the unique characteristics and challenges of
flying into ASE
• Work with FAA on implementing NEXTGEN program
which includes safe clearances, enhanced efficiency, and
precision approaches
• Work with FAA to enhance safety by increasing the
separation between aircraft. (This may reduce flow rate
during peak periods)
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RECOMMENDATIONS
2. Maximize the Sustainability of our New Airport
Intent
Environmental responsibility is a cornerstone of our community
and should also be a cornerstone of our Airport. It should be
integrated into the Airport’s culture for both commercial and GA
operations and passengers – a part of the Airport’s core mission.
We encourage the County to fully explore federal, state and local
policies to incentivize and accommodate aviation innovation in
clean emissions and work with partners to stay on the leading
edge of environmental sustainability. To meet our community
value of environmental sustainability, our citizens set a goal of
aggressively reducing greenhouse gas and other pollution
emissions. The Vision Committee recommends that the County
establish baselines for emissions and seek every opportunity in
both new construction and deconstruction to reduce its
emissions while pursuing the highest level of environmental
stewardship in design and materials.
How Achieved
• Design all facilities to Net Zero
• Implement short and long-term energy efficiency measures
available for airfield and facilities, including but not limited to
LED lighting and on-site renewables such as solar and
geothermal
• Electrify the airfield for both GA and commercial operations,
including but not limited to:
(a) ground support equipment
(b) ground power (APUs)
(c) air tempering units
(d) Reduce APU idling similar to town idling-ordinance
(e) Provide electrical hook-ups to eliminate APU usage

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

VALUES
REFLECTED

DECISION
STATUS

Environmental
Responsibility







Community
Character
Design
Excellence



Efficiency – an
airport that
works well
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish the most accurate emissions baseline possible as a
starting point. Implement strategies to reduce emissions by
at least 30% as soon as possible, but no later than 2030.
Employ both modeling and local monitoring to track GHG
and criteria pollutants, such as volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and particulates.
Reduce overall use of aviation leaded fuel
Create financial incentives through things like landing fees
and fuel prices by allocating airport costs from excessive
GHG emissions to the aircraft operations that create those
costs and, thus, rewarding aircraft operators that meet the
airport emission goals. Examples:
(a) Carbon landing fee to fund on-site solar farm, biofuel
and other green initiatives. Work with FAA to achieve
federal and local GHG goals.
(b) Implement Carbon offset program, but only to
complement - not replace - onsite carbon reduction
innovations. Prioritize offset that are local and within the
community. Ensure that they are real, permanent,
verifiable, incremental and implemented in addition to
business-as-usual, ongoing practices.
Incorporate biofuels that genuinely reduce the overall carbon
footprint
Build an airport solar farm and install solar panels on
terminal, FBO and other roof structures.
Use berms and sound walls to mitigate noise impacts. Use
landscaping to enhance the visual appearance of berms and
walls
Maintain and strictly enforce the curfew
Incentivize quieter planes
Emphasize public transport (aviation and ground) as a “firstchoice” solution for all users.

Environmental
Responsibility







Community
Character
Design
Excellence



Efficiency – an
airport that
works well
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•

Emphasize access to public ground transportation to and
from the airport over other single occupancy vehicle such as
car rentals

RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

3. Seamless Ground Connectivity
Intent
Convenient, easy ground transportation will help reduce air
pollution emissions through multi-modal transit, seamless
connectivity and a reduction of overall number of vehicle trips to
and from the airport. The Airport should act as an important
multi-modal transport center that ensures a mix of public and
private transportation. The County should improve and prioritize
the accessibility and convenience of public transportation but
also recognize that that transit alone will not fully address
connectivity needs. Many passengers will continue to arrive at
the Airport by car, and the Airport needs to maintain
accessibility for all travelers.
How Achieved
• Infrastructure encourages electric ground transportation
• Increase utilization of RFTA
• Develop airport-specific circulator(s) with luggage capacity
connecting to Ruby Park and Brush Creek.
• Improve baggage transport options for all traveling public to
and from the terminal
• Provide internal and external wayfinding to promote
transportation modes into town
• Encourage multi-passenger and ride-sharing opportunities in
hotel shuttles, taxis and TNCs / ride hailing (Uber/Lyft),
reducing reliance on single-occupancy vehicle trips to and
from the airport
• Explore aerial and/or rail connections between the Airport,
Aspen and Snowmass. Maintain future space for them

VALUES
REFLECTED

Environmental
Responsibility





Convenient
and Easy
Ground
Transportation

DECISION
STATUS
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RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST
30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

VALUES
REFLECTED

DECISION
STATUS

4. Improve Airline Service Reliability
Intent
Wherever possible, design infrastructure and operations to
facilitate airline service
How Achieved
• Work with FAA to institute a Reservation System for
commercial and GA operations during peak periods to
protect airline schedules
• Consider a Peak Period GA Pricing Program (if reservation
system isn’t sufficient)
• East side taxiway design and moving GA to the north allows
airliners to queue up more quickly for take offs
• Request BOCC seek further actions that other airports may
have implemented

Safety in the
air and on the
ground



Economic
Vitality
Community
Character

5. Non-Airline Reserved Parking (Ramp Space)
Intent
Redesign non-airline reserve parking to pursue all four
community goals.
How Achieved
• Reconfigure GA ramp space to move large GA and Air Taxi to
north end of the airport away from noise-sensitive
residential areas
• Implement International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
spacing standards. Avoid crowded “aircraft carrier parking”.
• County requires aircraft to plug in and minimize APU use. If
County can’t require plugin, County should subsidize to
incentivize plug in use.
• Provide electrical and tempered air hook-ups at each parking
space



Safety in the
air and on the
ground









Environmental
Responsibility



Community
Character
High quality of
life
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•

Maintain current number of aircraft parking spots to avoid
increases in “drop and go’s”. County should add non-airline
parking spaces incrementally and measure impacts before
adding additional space to reduce drop-and-go’s.
• Analyze if the addition of hangars would reduce drop-andgo’s.
6. FBO reflects Community Values
Intent
Build a new FBO terminal and facilities that reflects
community values and goals
How Achieved
• Require FBO to convey community character, values and
culture in the same way as the commercial terminal when
a new GA terminal is constructed.
• FBO should be net zero.
• Include the voluntary noise abatement into any design
RFP





Community
Character
Warm and
Welcoming
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RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST
30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

7. Build New Terminal
Intent
ASE should not feel like a typical “anywhere” airport. Our
terminal should integrate the Aspen Experience into its design
and layout, helping to orient travelers to our community’s unique
history, special pace, character, and values. Its design should
help reduce whatever tensions may have accompanied them.
The terminal should be an iconic and innovative building that is
recognized immediately as “Aspen’s Airport,” unique and
appropriate to a town that has hosted internationally renowned
design conferences. And the County should provide a positive,
healthy and safe work environment for airport staff.
Our terminal should be ﬂexible, “right sized and just big
enough.” It should reﬂect our community character and be
comfortable, eﬃcient, net zero, and beautifully designed. To
accommodate our values and goals and provide an efficient,
well-functioning facility, we envision the new terminal will be in
the range of approximately 75K to 90K square feet.
How Achieved
• Build terminal spaces that can handle peak capacity but not
feel built for peak capacity.
• Meet best practices for travelers and employees, including
sterile spaces, pet areas, re-composure areas, overflow area
for luggage needs, and operational efficiency.
• Expand curbside check-in and provide space for automated
kiosks
• Create spaces that are peaceful with comfortable, appealing
dwell time.
• Design terminal around arts and culture that reflect our

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

VALUES
REFLECTED

DECISION
STATUS

Adaptable,
flexible and
future proof
Environmental
Responsibility
Community
Character







Warm and
welcoming
Design
Excellence



Efficiency – an
airport that
works well

Adaptable,
flexible and
future proof
Environmental
Responsibility
Community
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community.
• Locally source programming, food, engagement, education
from local institutions.
• Sponsor exhibits, not ads, to reflect a cultural experience.
Sell character.
• Welcome booth and information desk should be visible and
accessible
• Accommodate all levels of mobility
• Integrate helpful technology but don’t let it dominate the
visitor experience
8. Enhance the Traveler and Staff Experience
Intent
We believe the airport should create an airport experience that
reflects our community character that is warm, welcoming, caring
and efficient both today and far into the future. Our airport
should be memorable and outstanding.
How Achieved:
• Implement traveler satisfaction survey
• Develop coordinated strategy for greeting and delivering
visitors to Aspen whose flights are diverted and end up arriving
by ground transportation after the Airport is closed.
• County will monitor gate utilization during regular and
irregular operations and the impacts on staff
• Design of new terminal shall improve traveler and staff
experience and provide sufficient surge capacity for irregular
operations
• Emphasize ease of information, efficiency, comfort and service
to our airline traveling public.
• Have architecture that is based on the Aspen Idea and is both
memorable and outstanding that reflects our unique history
and vision of the future
• Emphasize our place in the natural world and foster a sense of
respect, appreciation and responsibility to the environment







Character
Warm and
welcoming



Design
Excellence
Efficiency – an
airport that
works well
Adaptable,
flexible and
future-proof
Warm and
Welcoming
Design
Excellence
Economic
Vitality
Community
Character



High quality of
life
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RECOMMENDATIONS
9. Open-air Jetways
Intent
Design as part of ﬂexible gates
Include jetway electrical connections and conditioned air to
replace APUs. Open air and/or glass enclosed jetways with
windows and/or natural ventilation balance community character
with sustainability and maintains the experience of feeling fresh
air.

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

VALUES
REFLECTED

DECISION
STATUS

Safety in the air
and on the
ground









Environmental
Responsibility
Community
Character



Design
Excellence

How Achieved
• Maintain the visibility of the natural environment
• Jetways for electrical hookups and accessibility
County has the authority without federal funds
10. Provide 7 Gates with Comfortable Waiting Spaces
Intent
Accommodate current service levels, improve the traveler
experience, and manage future enplanement growth to the
approximate 0.8% long-range target.
How Achieved
• 7 gates slightly flattens out the schedule to reflect
community values and goals and presents a reasonable
constraint to long-range market demands without
impacting current market needs
• Design terminal and ramp with sufficient space to add an
8th gate quickly if necessary for safe and efficient airport
operations while considering the 0.8% growth target
• Permit an 8th gate only if approved by BOCC resolution or
ordinance after public hearings and input
• Comfortable gate seating to accommodate every person on
the aircraft

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

Community
Character
Economic
Vitality





Warm and
Welcoming
Efficiency – an
airport that
works well



Adaptable,
Flexible,
Future-Proof
Economic
Vitality
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11. Flexible gates
Intent
Avoid the “cruise ship” effect of excessive crowds arriving at
once. Accommodate current and future service levels without
disrupting the traveler or employee experience by limiting the
number of aircraft that can operate from the terminal at any one
time.
How Achieved
• Provide 7 gates for regional aircraft but fewer for larger
aircraft. Gates “flex” down for larger aircraft, thus keeping
total enplanement/deplanements at approximately the same
level, regardless of aircraft size.
• Create a special arrival-only process to facilitate rapid
deplaning of flights delayed by weather events and arriving
together.

Economic
Vitality
Adaptable,
flexible and
future-proof





Efficiency – an
airport that
works well
Preserve high
quality of life



Design
Excellence
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RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

DECISION
STATUS

Safety in the air
and on the
ground

12. Reconfigure the airfield to accommodate ADG III aircraft
with wingspans greater than 95’…AS LONG AS Airlines agree
that….
Their greenhouse gas and other emissions are signiﬁcantly lower
than the CRJ-700
They are quieter than the CRJ-700
They have no more than 110% to 120% of the number of seats of
the BAE-146 (100 passengers) that previously served Aspen
Airlines’ “fleet forecast” includes only planes weighing less than
140,000 lbs. (MTOW). Design runway, taxiway and ramp to this
weight limit.
Intent
Create a safer, quieter and less polluting airport for the future.
Accommodate aircraft of the future which are expected to be
quieter, less polluting and have wider wingspans.

VALUES
REFLECTED

Environmental
Responsibility
Adaptable,
flexible and
future-proof
Economic
vitality









Efficiency
Community
Character



How Achieved
• Separate the runway from the taxiway by 400’ between
centerlines
• Widen the runway to 150’
• Negotiation with airlines
• Include the voluntary noise restriction
• Reconvene Vision Committee for no more than 14 days to
evaluate the success of stakeholder negotiations and make an
alternate airport recommendation if necessary
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RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

13. Leave the runway where it is
Intent
Leaving runway reduces closure time by 50% (one 4-month
summer closure vs 2)
Reduce construction cost by approximately $40 M.
Overlay vs demolition and rebuild saves carbon footprint
(embodied carbon).
Eliminates concern about shifting runway toward Shale Bluffs
How Achieved
• Work with FAA
• Requires future relocation of tower. Operating exception for
GA aircraft movements until tower is relocated or alternative
options (cameras or virtual tower) are implemented.
• Move deicing pads to the east and relocate of surface vehicle
parking to the north.
• GA parking on the west side will be required to maintain same
number of GA/Air Taxi parking spaces. Future ramp
expansion space to be reserved based on “drop and go”
analysis
14. Construction Phasing
Intent
Terminal improvements, airfield improvements and new aircraft
should be synced appropriately to minimize community
disruption. We urge the BOCC to carefully consider the order of
improvements.

VALUES
REFLECTED

DECISION
STATUS

Safety in the air
and on the
ground







Environmental
Responsibility

Community
Character



Quality of Life
Efficiency – an
airport that
works well
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RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY

MANAGED GROWTH
0.8% AIRLINE
ENPLANEMENTS

AT LEAST 30%
EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

AT LEAST
30% NOISE
REDUCTION

VALUES
REFLECTED

15.Common Ground Recommendation Airport Map
The attached Common Ground Recommendation airport map
offers a visual depiction of the design ideas, values and goals
taken together. The map depicts the CGR as the environmental
choice for our community that reflects safety, environmental
sustainability and convenience as our top priorities.

Safety in the air
and on the
ground

We invite the BOCC to come back to this committee if there are
substantive changes.

Environmental
Responsibility

DECISION
STATUS

Adaptable,
flexible and
future-proof

Warm and
Welcoming









Design
Excellence
Economic
Vitality



Community
Character
Efficiency
Convenient
and Easy
Ground
Transportation
High quality of
life
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLE LOADING AREA
2 - REMAIN OVERNIGHT (RON) PARKING POSITIONS
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE) MAINTENANCE

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE) PARKING

FBO TERMINAL

SPACE RESERVATION FOR ONE GATE ADDITION

ECONOMY AND EMPLOYEE PARKING WITH
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SOLAR AND EV

FUTURE TOWER RELOCATION

RESERVE FOR TRANSIT WITH COVERED WALKWAY

BERMS WITH SOUND WALLS

MAINTENANCE
HANGAR

RESERVED FOR SOLAR FARM
STORMWATER QUALITY
AND RETENTION FACILITY

POTENTIAL ABC CIRCULATOR

AY 82
W
H
G
I
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RENTAL CAR PREP AND STACKING
WITH INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
SOLAR AND EV

LARGE ITINERANT AIRCRAFT
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75K - 90K SF
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VI. Summary of the Common Ground Vision
This is how we hope the Common Ground Recommendations will benefit different parts of our
community…
Adjacent neighbors (AABC, Buttermilk, Burlingame, etc.) — We hope you will experience:
• A safer airport
• An airport that’s quieter in the air and on the ground
• Breathing easier – Fewer toxic emissions
• Improved ground connectivity
Why do we hope for these results?
• Increased spacing between arriving airplanes
• Moving non-airline parking to the north and west
• Establishing non-airline reserved parking and creating adequate, safe spacing between
parked planes
• Quiet and clean electrical plug-ins to reduce auxiliary power units (APUs)
• Providing berms and sound walls
• The larger new airliners serving ASE are all quieter
• Larger airliners eventually mean fewer peak airline flights
• Establishing baselines for local emissions monitoring and noise modeling
• New airport circulator for ground transportation
Flight Path neighbors (Woody Creek, Twinning Flats, Brush Creek Village, Aspen Village,
W/J, Starwood, etc.) — We hope you will experience:
• Quieter skies
• Breathing easier – fewer toxic emissions
• Reduced aircraft operations during peak periods making airspace safer
Why do we hope for these results?
• Increased spacing between arriving airplanes
• The larger new airliners serving ASE are all quieter
• Larger airliners eventually mean fewer peak airline flights
• GA (private plane) Reservation system
• Peak period GA pricing program
• Establishing baselines for local emissions monitoring and noise modeling
• Maintaining the ASE curfew
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Airline Travelers — We hope you will experience:
• The greatest safety possible
• Improved airline service reliability
• A warm, welcoming and efficient terminal
• A vastly improved experience of arriving and departing
• A unique, engaging terminal that reflects our community character
• Improved ground connectivity
Why do we hope for these results?
• Widening the runway. Greater spacing for arriving aircraft.
• GA reservation system, Peak period pricing, moving itinerant non-airline aircraft to the
north (father from residential areas)
• More comfortable airliners and waiting rooms
• Open-air or glassed-in jet bridges with natural ventilation
• Surge capacity to accommodate delayed flights when they arrive
• A uniquely designed terminal reflecting the Aspen Idea and local community character
• Terminal wayfinding for transportation options
• Airport circulator and buses that accommodate travelers with baggage
The Community at large — We hope you will experience:
• A Safer Airport
• The Realization of Our Community Goals: Lower Emissions, Reduced Noise, Managed
Growth
• An Airport that Maintains Our Economic Vitality and Welcomes Our Visitors
• An Airport that Improves Our Environmental Responsibility and Sustainability
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Appendix A
WORKING GROUP FINAL REPORTS
For a full detailed list of background materials and presentations, visit ASEVision.com
Community Character Working Group
Final Report
Additional Document from the CCWG reviewing the TWG report through the lens of the CCWG
report
Technical Working Group
Final Report
Airport Experience Working Group
Final Report
Focus Group
Final Report
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Appendix B
MINORITY REPORT
ASEvision Committee Recommendations
Submitted by Valerie Braun, ASEvision Committee Member
April 16, 2020
I am the “minority of one” with regard to the vote taken by the vision committee on the
recommendations for the redevelopment of the Aspen/Pitkin County Airport (ASE). However, I know
that I am not the “minority of one” within the entirety of the appointed community committee who
studied the airport for more than a year. I am also positive I am not a “minority of one” within the
Roaring Fork Valley community. There is great concern in our valley with regard to the expansion of the
airport and the impacts that expansion will have on our environment, life style, economy, tourism,
health and well-being. I have attended every single meeting of the ASEvision committee, all the whole
group meetings, and all but one of the Technical Working Group meetings. As we worked through this
process I felt it was my responsibility to represent the Woody Creek Caucus area. I have lived in the
exact same location in Woody Creek for more than 47 years. No one 47 years ago could possibly have
thought ASE would evolve into the third busiest airport in the State of Colorado. No one could have
predicted the explosion of privately-owned jet aircraft or the exponential growth in charter, air taxi and
fractional ownership options.
We have learned that commercial aviation (airline transportation) is one quarter of the total number of
operations that occur at ASE. Three quarters of the operations are private, charter, or air taxi known as
General Aviation (GA). We have learned that Pitkin County as the operator of the airport has substantial
governance over commercial operations such as the terminal, concessions, amenities such as rental cars
and other ground transportation. As the operator of the airport the County can and has by ordinance
established wingspan and weight restrictions that apply to all aircraft operations at the airport. The
County continues to enforce the curfew on operations at ASE that was established by an Act of
Congress.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has oversight of the management of operations on the
airside. The FAA controls arrivals and departures, spacing between operations, and determines when
weather is a controlling factor over operations. The FAA certifies pilots for use of special approach and
night operations. The FAA also dictates that there cannot be discrimination between commercial and
general aviation operations which has led to there not being priority given to commercial aviation at
ASE. The FAA also assesses airports to approve any changes such as new terminals, additional or
changes to runways and taxiways, geographic accessibility, and impacts to surrounding areas. We have
learned that the FAA has not threatened to remove the Modification of Standards ASE currently
operates under. They have warned they would not necessarily award grants for ADG III improvements.
However, they haven’t said they won’t fund such projects. I am quite confident that the influential GA
clientele that operates in Aspen and the airlines would not stand for anything except excellent
conditions on our current airside configuration. We have also learned that communities can and have
been able to influence decisions made by the FAA.
When the ASEvision committee met in March to vote on the findings and recommendations to the
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Board of County Commissioners (BOCC), I stated in my comments prior to the vote that I agree and
support about 80% of the document.
*I agree that operating a safe airport is our number one concern. Although there has not been a
commercial aircraft crash in over forty years (one ground incident with no injuries but damage to the
aircraft), there have been over forty GA crashes with significant injuries and loss of life, property and
aircraft damage. I agree with the recommendations under this goal.
*I agree with designing an airport that is as environmentally responsible and with as few impacts on the
valley as possible. The redeveloped airport should maintain and enforce the curfew and there should be
an emphasis on public transportation.
*I agree that we should design an airport with an infrastructure that supports airline operations. Our
current situation is unconscionable. The behind the scenes work areas do not support the health and
safety of the ASE workforce. The arrival and departure gates need to be highly functional for the moving
of passengers quickly and safely. The baggage system needs to be efficient.
*I agree that there should be provision for an adequate number of non-airline reserved ramp space
parking spots to help limit the number of “stop and drop” operations where GA aircraft bring passengers
to ASE and have to leave rather than park and wait until those passengers are ready to leave.
*I support the intent of the Fixed Base Operation reflecting the community character, values, culture,
and environmental goals of the new terminal and other facilities.
*I absolutely support building a new terminal and redeveloping all the support facilities to meet our
community character, values, cultural, and environmental goals.
*I encourage within the design phase of the redevelopment of the airport consideration of the
enhancing of the traveler experience. The architecture, interior design, exterior landscaping should
reflect who we are as a community.
*I will be interested to see a design for an open-air jetway. If such a thing is possible I am not opposed.
However, what I do think is critically important is that we have jetways that are American with
Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant and safe for all with regard to ice buildup, railings, etc.
*The new terminal will provide much more comfortable waiting space and prevent situations, when
there are weather or mechanical delays, of overcrowding in the terminal. It is intolerable to force
passengers outside the terminal because of fire laws.
*I am in favor of the flexible gate recommendation. No matter what is decided with regard to the
runway expansion, there will be a long-term transitional period between commercial aircraft with 75’
wingspans (CRJ 700) to 95’ wingspans or beyond. The economic impacts of our current national health
emergency cannot be predicted. We may not even need 7 gates for some time. I believe it prudent to
build 7 gates with the possibility of an 8th gate to keep the new terminal viable for as long as possible.
*I believe it is absolutely imperative that an Aspen Airport Community Advisory Board be created to
bridge communication between Pitkin County, Airport Management, and the citizens of Pitkin County.
This board can continue the work of the ASEvision committee providing the BOCC with in depth
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information, studied and discussed to support the decision making necessary as operators of ASE.
The issues that caused me to not be able to support the recommendation of the ASEvision Committee
with regard to redevelopment of the airport are:

Transportation/Connectivity
*Although direction on transportation issues was not a specific charge from the BOCC with regard to the
redevelopment of ASE, it is inconceivable that the size and scope of the ASE redevelopment project
would not have huge impacts on what is already an intolerable traffic situation on Highway 82. The
airport is literally the first pinch point heading up the valley on the highway. The first shovel of dirt will
set off major disruptions. Add to that, the proposed housing development on the lumber yard site right
across the street from the airport and proposed student housing development by Colorado Mountain
College at the AABC and there will be thousands more vehicles entering and exiting the highway right at
the pinch point. The highway continues to narrow as one approaches Maroon Creek Bridge and
significantly narrows again on the Castle Creek Bridge, then come the “S” curves. It is clear that the
brain-bashing work of redesigning the Entrance to Aspen must be accomplished in order for the airport
to be expanded. The trip from ASE to Aspen and to the Town of Snowmass Village CANNOT take longer
than the flight to Aspen. I believe there should have been a very strong statement included in the
recommendation that a major “master re-planning” of our transportation system must commence.
The ASEvision committee did spend significant time discussing the “connectivity” of ASE to Aspen and
Snowmass Village. Whether it is separate lanes from the highway for ground transport, gondolas, or an
underground train, moving visitors and residents alike must be part of the overall redesign of the
transportation system in the Upper Roaring Fork Valley. If connectivity is to be conveyance via parallel
lanes to the highway the vehicles used must be enticing, comfortable, with proper stowage for luggage,
sports equipment, etc. There should be concierge help loading and unloading. If Aspen and Snowmass
Village hotel shuttles didn’t have to go to the airport to pick up guests but rather assemble at a location
central in each town and the trip was comfortable, quick, and at no charge there would be little
resistance for the public to use it.

The Runway/Taxiway Conundrum
When the FAA 2018 Environmental Assessment (EA) was delivered to the community, it set off alarm
bells throughout the valley. The EA proposal was to shift the runway 80’ towards Owl Creek Creek Road,
build a 150’ wide runway, strengthen the runway to 150,000 lbs. and expand the current distance
between the runway and the taxiway center lines from 320’ to 400’. This along with some other
improvements would move ASE from an Airplane Design Group III (ADG III) with Modifications of
Standards to a fully compliant ADG III airport. The widening of the airport runway and separation
between the runway and taxiway would allow significantly larger aircraft to operate at ASE. At the time,
the perfect aircraft noted was the Boeing 737 Max. Obviously, the 737 Max has been completely
removed from service all over the world while it is being investigated and retooled due to two devasting
accidents that killed hundreds of passengers and is no longer being considered, but other aircraft were
studied and the one most favored was the Airbus 220-100 which can carry approximately 125
passengers. The EA also approved a new terminal up to approximately 145,000 sq. feet.
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The committee was told over and over again by consultants used by the County that there would not be
a SCOPE compliant (76 seat) aircraft with a wingspan under 95’ (our current maximum) ever built again.
The CRJ 700 which has been the only commercial aircraft servicing ASE for years (and has been a reliable
aircraft) would be retired in just a few years and no longer available. However, during the last year it
became clear to many that there, in fact, may well be aircraft coming in the near future that would be
SCOPE compliant and under the 95’ wingspan limit at ASE. Mitsubishi is developing a narrow body, 76
seat, 91’4” wingspan, under 100,000 lbs. aircraft they are referring to as the M-100 or the SpaceJet. It
will provide three levels of service, has luggage bin space for carry-on luggage, be more energy efficient,
quieter and have fewer emissions.
It would be governing malpractice to not take the time to get information about this aircraft for a
number of reasons. A team from Mitsubishi would be able to share all the technical specifications,
performance specifications, and production information. Also, Mitsubishi bought Bombardier, the
manufacturer of the CRJ 700 and now owns the CRJ 700 program. They will be able to reassure the
community that the CRJ 700 program will be maintained and operational until the SpaceJet is flying. The
team from Mitsubishi is prepared for hard questions and the ASEvision committee and the Technical
Working Group should be able to participate in this presentation as the members of these two
committees have considerable background knowledge at this point.
Why is it such a big deal to keep larger commercial aircraft out the ASE? Because if we widen and
strengthen the runway and create more separation between runway and taxiway we will be unable to
exclude any GA aircraft that is considered an ADG III aircraft which includes 737s converted for private
use and Gulfstream 650s. Although the GS650 is a newer more efficient, quieter big airplane, it takes up
so much space due to its wingspan that these aircraft will not be able to park at ASE and will be stopping
and dropping. Expanding the airside of the airport may not be necessary. There may be a great
alternative to the CRJ 700 that will keep the current restrictions viable and keep big GA aircraft out of
the ASE airspace. It’s the control factor!
Many members of the ASEvision committee and working groups believe we need bigger jets so there
can be more direct flights to Aspen from additional cities. They also say that with bigger aircraft there
can be a reduction in the number of flights from the current service cities. This is a fair discussion topic.
I asked John Kinney for data regarding the number of operations (arrivals and departures). He provided
me with a chart that reports the number of operations per week starting the Christmas/New
Year/Winter Break period starting December 30, 2018 through the week of December 30 through
January 5, 2020. I think everyone would agree that the 2018-2019 ski season was wonderful. Early
snow provided strong reservations throughout the winter. We did have extensive damage due to
avalanches in the Castle and Maroon Creek Valleys. We didn’t have any fires in 2019, there was a
glorious Food and Wine event, Ideas Festival, Music Festival, Dance Festival, and JAS aspen concerts.
The summer of 2019 weather was great, the fall was the most spectacular in years. The national, state,
and local economies were extremely strong. This time frame has to be considered a prime example of
the best four seasons in the Aspen area.
I used the data provided and analyzed airport use by comparing the number of commercial operations
from the peak week of December 30, 2018 to January 6, 2019 which was a total (arrivals and
departures) of 620 operations. The next week, January 7, 2019 to January 13, 2019 there was a total of
390 operations which is a 37% decline in the total from one week to the next. The rest of January and
the first week of February were at a similar number of operations. Then the two weeks that surrounded
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Presidents’ Weekend and through March saw less of a decline as compared to the peak week, between
a 27% and 33% decline. I highlighted in Orange the busiest weeks of the winter using the break point of
30% or less decline from the peak week. You can see in April and May the decline from the peak week
range from 69% to 83%. In June, July and August the decline from the peak week range from 53% to
65%. September, October and November the decline from the peak week range from 69% (Labor Day
weekend) to 85% decline from the peak week. The three weeks in December prior to the December 23,
2019 through January 5, 2020 Christmas/New Year/Winter Break, the decline ranges from 72% to 37%
from the peak week. There is an explanation for at least some of the fewer operations between the two
Christmas, New Year, Winter Breaks. Because of severe safety problems with too many travelers in the
airport when weather or mechanical problems caused delays and cancellations, John Kinney asked the
airlines to scale back the number of operations during this last ski season.

Weekly Number of Scheduled Commercial Flights 2019 (Monday-Sunday)
Dec 30, 2018-Jan 6, 2019
Jan. 7, 2019 -Jan 13
Jan. 14-Jan 20
Jan. 21-Jan 27
Jan 28-Feb 3

Arr-310 Dep-310
Arr-194 Dep-196
Arr-192 Dep-191
Arr-198 Dep-199
Arr-193 Dep-193

Total-620---Peak Week
Total-390- 37% decline from peak
Total-383-38% decline
Total-397-42% decline
Total-386-37% decline

Feb 4-Feb 10
Feb 11-Feb 17
Feb 18-Feb 24
Feb 25-Mar 3

Arr-192 Dep-192
Arr-208 Dep-205
Arr-215 Dep-215
Arr-215 Dep-215

Total-384-38% decline
Total-413-33% decline
Total-430-30% decline
Total-430-30% decline

Mar 4-Mar 10
Mar 11-Mar 17
Mar 18-Mar 24
Mar 25-Mar 31

Arr-219 Dep-220
Total-439-29% decline
Arr-226 Dep-226
Total-452-27% decline
Arr-227 Dep-227
Total-454-27% decline
Arr-222 Dep-226
Total-448-33% decline

Apr 1-Apr 7
Apr 8-Apr 14
Apr 15-Apr 21
Apr 22-Apr 28
Apr 29-May 5
May 6-May 12
May 13-May 19
May 20-May 26
May 27-Jun 2

Arr-93
Arr-55
Arr-55
Arr-55
Arr-55
Arr-55
Arr-54

Arr-55
Arr-55

Dep-93
Dep-55
Dep-55
Dep-55
Dep-55
Dep-55
Dep-54

Total-186-69% decline
Total-110-83% decline
Total-110-83% decline
Total-110-83% decline
Total-110-83% decline

Dep-55

Total-110-83% decline
Total-110-83% decline
Total-108-83% decline
Dep-55
Total-110-83% decline

Jun 3- Jun 9
Jun 10-Jun 16
Jun 17-Jun 23
Jun 24-Jun 30

Arr-107 Dep-105
Arr-142 Dep-142
Arr-142 Dep-142
Arr-142 Dep-142

Total-212-65% decline
Total-284-57% decline
Total-284-57% decline
Total-284-57% decline

Jul 1-Jul 7

Arr-139 Dep-139

Total-278-55% decline
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Jul 3-Jul 14
Jul 15-Jul 21
Jul 22-Jul 28
Jul 29-Aug 4

Arr-142 Dep-142
Arr-142 Dep-142
Arr-141 Dep-142
Arr-139 Dep-142

Total-284-53% decline
Total-284-53% decline
Total-283-53% decline
Total-281-53% decline

Aug 5-Aug 11
Aug 12-Aug 18
Aug 19-Aug 25
Aug 26-Sep 1
Sep 2-Sep 8
Sep 9-Sep 15
Sep 16-Sep 22
Sep 23-Sep 29
Sep 30-Oct 6

Arr-142 Dep-142
Arr-142 Dep-142
Arr-118 Dep-118
Arr-112 Dep-113
Arr-94
Dep-94
Arr-91
Dep-92
Arr-92
Dep 92
Arr-92
Dep 92
Arr-79
Dep-80

Total-284-53% decline
Total-284-53% decline
Total-236-62% decline
Total-225-64% decline
Total-188-69% decline
Total-183-70% decline
Total-184-70% decline
Total-184-70% decline
Total-159-74% decline

Oct 7-Oct 13
Oct 14-Oct 20
Oct 21-Oct 27
Oct 28-Nov 3

Arr-63
Arr-63
Arr-60
Arr-45

Dep-63
Dep-63
Dep-61
Dep-45

Nov 4-Nov 10
Nov 11-Nov 17
Nov 18-Nov 24
Nov 25-Dec 1

Arr-45

Dep-45

Dec 2-Dec 8
Dec 9-Dec 15
Dec 16-Dec 22
Dec 23-Dec 29
Dec 30-Jan 5, 2020

Total-126-80% decline
Total-126-80% decline
Total-121-80% decline
Total-90- 85% decline

Total-90- 85% decline
Arr-45
Dep-45
Total-90- 85% decline
Arr-48
Dep-48
Total-96- 85% decline
Arr-56
Dep-56
Total-112-82% decline
Arr-85
Dep-85
Total-179-72% decline
Arr-99
Dep-99
Total-198-67% decline
Arr-193 Dep-186
Total-379-37% decline
Arr-249 Dep-249
Total-498-20% decline
Arr-261 Dep-261
Total-522-15% decline

I present this chart as what I think is an illustration that it is very unlikely that the airlines would run a
mainline aircraft like the Airbus 220-100 very many weeks during the year. The market demand is just
not there. Any reduction in number of flights because of bigger aircraft would only occur during these
limited weeks. It is true that a direct route from Newark, Boston, or maybe even Charlotte might be
popular, but at the expense of allowing bigger GA planes? Is that worth it? Through more than an
entire year of study the ASEvision committee never once heard concerns expressed about there not
being enough seats on airplanes. We never heard from the lodging, restaurant, or retail communities
that visitors were complaining they couldn’t get to Aspen. There is also the issue of traveler demands
for frequent flight options. There is little chance of a significant change in the number of routes by the
airlines.
It is important to remember that commercial operations at ASE account for only one quarter of the total
operations at the airport. If we were able to do an analysis of all GA operations by week for a year it
would be stunning how many more weeks were “GA peak weeks” throughout the year. You don’t have
to have the actual statistics to know when there isn’t a centimeter of more parking space for the GA
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side. An example of this would be the week of July 4, 2019. I came before the BOCC to report that
several days that week there were hours and hours each day when there was never a quiet moment. I
did my own tallying and observed several hours on several days that there were more than 32
operations per hour. There were times from my house that there were four aircraft (two on approach
and two departures) visually observed between Woody Creek and the airport. That is a tremendous
amount of aircraft noise.
When the idea of leaving the runway in its current location (no shifting) became the eventual
recommendation by the ASEvision committee, I thought this was an ideal way to be able to “pause” on a
final decision on whether to widen and strengthen the runway. It is a bit of breathing room to
determine the efficacy of the M-100 or any other potential CRJ 700 replacement aircraft and with the
current CoVid issues it gives the County time to determine if this project should even be considered in
the near or distant future. Work could still begin on the planning and design for the new terminal and
improvements of all the facilities, including the FBO if the BOCC approves that portion of the project to
proceed, even with a pause on the decision on the runway.
Finally, in 1995 there was a County-wide vote taken specifically relating to allowing bigger jets to
operate in Aspen. It was more than a two to one vote against that kind of expansion. An Act of
Congress made permanent the 11:00pm to 7:00am operations curfew. The citizens of the Upper
Roaring Fork Valley saw this as a way to protect our way of life; the environment, slow growth, protect
the ethos of Aspen, keeping Aspen a special place. On a recent trip to Innsbruck, Austria I witnessed
what can happen to a beautiful valley surrounded by skiing that decided to allow bigger aircraft to
operate at their airport. The result has been the ruining of the valley, constant echoing airplane noise
that can be heard from the tops of ski areas, the historical old town, and in hotel rooms. They have no
curfew and the noise never stops. There is an unmistakable haze that rests over the valley during the
winter due to weather inversions.
The ASEvision committee recommendations include the following statement: “Flexibility, adaptability,
and skillful course corrections as needed will be essential to ensure the success of our future airport,
reflect our character and values, provide a great traveler experience, and attain our long-term Core
community Goals.” I believe we can make ASE a world class, destination resort airport that will be talked
about around the world. It will be unique, efficient, a happy place to work. It will be easy to get to or
leave from, bags will come quickly to the claim area, there will be good food to eat, and beautiful things
to look at and learn about. It won’t smell so awful at Buttermilk or the North 40 or the CMC building,
the noise won’t reverberate in the valley from Woody Creek all the way down to Old Snowmass.
Travelers will say “now that Aspen has a new airport it really is a perfect place to visit” and residents will
say that the quality of their lives has improved and the effect on the environment will be so limited we
will be able to be proud of our accomplishment.
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Appendix C
VISION COMMITTEE COMMENTS
On March 10, 2020, the Vision Committee approved the Final Report’s “Recommendations to Achieve
Our Community Goals” (aka the “Common Ground Recommendations”) by a vote of 20-1. The
Committee also asked its leadership team – John Bennett, Meg Haynes and Jackie Francis – to draft
some final non-airport-recommendation language for the Final Report on extrinsic issues and to
circulate that language for members’ review via email. The leadership team did that by drafting a brief
history of the ASE Vision process, a short statement about future uncertainty, and a short section
identifying topics outside the scope of the Committee’s report. It then circulated those new sections to
Committee members for their comments.
Because of both the calendar and the COVID-19 crisis, the Committee was unable to complete its
review of the three new sections by email, so they never became part of the Final Report. Instead, the
Final Report contains only those sections that the Committee reviewed and approved at or before its
final March 10 meeting. (Those approved and included Final Report sections are: The Executive
Summary, Community Values, Core Community Goals, Key Findings, Common Ground
Recommendations (“Recommendations to Achieve Our Community Goals”), Map of the Common
Ground Recommendations, and Summary of the Common Ground Vision).
Although the Committee ran out of time to agree on editing changes to the three new sections and
therefore did not include them in its Final Report, circulation of those new sections prompted a number
of email comments. Some of those comments pertained to the new sections, while others related to
other sections of the Final Report, which had already been reviewed and approved by the full Vision
Committee. In the interest of transparency, all Committee member comments made after March 10
are included in this Appendix.

Richard Arnold (see attached)
Valerie Braun (see attached)
Andrew Doremus
I give it my thumbs up.
Thomas Fridstein
I have completed my review and have only one comment: I thought we were going to show on the map
a possible future taxiway on the west allowing GA to get to the south end of the runway without
crossing the runway. Other than that I think it is an excellent, well written and logical report.
Mike Kaplan
The document looks great Kara, thanks for resending and for all the work, lots of comments and
discussion to incorporate.
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Jackie Merrill
I have no comments after re reading the whole thing! PS - Having just seen a slide show on the Space
Jet, I have a just sent a strong message to all BOCC plus to Jon urging that Mitsubishi get a proper
hearing!!!!!!!! Why was this denied!!!!!?????
Tom Melberg
It was my impression we recommended the terminal would be built first although the report leaves it up
to the BOCC (which is their prerogative) and we only advise. However, not having the terminal built first
seems to put the cart before the horse.
FAA grant uncertainty claims that a full range of Group III aircraft is a condition....hopefully our
recommendation to the BOCC to negotiate this down to a limited carbon footprint requirement is met
Airport connectivity to and from Aspen should be a mandated requirement before any improvements
go forward at the Airport. The paragraph concerning this important and long overdue problem is weak
and without substance. I still believe continuing the 4 lane to a Cemetery Lane/Holden-Marolt intercept
lot should be included with rail/gondola,etc ideas put forward in the draft.
In light of the Mitsubishi progress of developing an aircraft that would alleviate the need for changing
our 95 foot wingspan limitation and Mitsubishi’s vested ownership/guardian of the CRJ 700 lifespan I
believe it is inherent for the BOCC and the community to hear their presentation. Our country and
county is facing serious financial consequences now and down the road from the COVID 19 pandemic
and the community needs to have a discussion as to whether the closing down of the runway for a
summer during another recession/depression is rational if Mitsubishi has an another option for us to
consider.
The first sentence in the last paragraph on page 14 is very opinionated and draconian in my mind and I
question if it is true.
The last sentence page 15 should also include 737 language.
The American (?) Airlines investigation of direct flights from NYC and Miami should also include Boston
and Newark as these cities were included in the study. I believe the community should be given all of
the facts in order to evaluate the potential impacts. I am still concerned of having extended direct
flights from the east coast is a growth generator in spite of our efforts to minimize growth through flex
gates for the airlines know how to maximize their business in ways we might not of considered.
With all of my comments being stated, I do want to acknowledge the tremendous amount of work put
into this exercise by folks who love Aspen/Snowmass/Roaring Fork Valley as much as I do and are so
much more smarter than I am. I am humbled in your presence and thankful I was a small part of the
process. I especially want to thank John, Meg and Jackie for moderating the ASEVision.
Part B from Tom Melberg
I find it ironic that if the runway is widened we are going to increase the number of private aircraft that
can fly into Aspen in spite of the fact private aircraft accounts for 75% of our landings and takeoffs.
Seems we are enhancing a problem rather than solving one.
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More importantly, the proposed expansion of the Pitkin County Airport will be the largest construction
project the county has undertaken and quite possibility the most impactful. During this time of
uncertainly and social distancing I think the democratic process is being compromised way too much in
not giving the community the ability to gather together to express their voices. Virtual conferencing is
one thing but impact of citizens voicing their opinions in person adds a whole different dimension to the
dialogue. I would suggest it is not so urgent of an agenda item for the BOCC to discuss at a later date
once the uncertainty of the pandemic is eliminated in order to discuss the pros and cons of our report.
Roger Nicholson
Looks very acceptable to me.
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Richard R. Arnold
31 Stagecoach Drive
Carbondale, Co 81623
April 4, 20210
Mr. John Bennet
Aspen Airport Vision Committee
Dear John,
I want to offer information on airport safety at ASE. First, I will give a little
background information. I have been a commercial pilot and flight instructor since
1975. I owned and operated Tailwinds Aviation at ASE. We flew Part 135 charters
and taught many people to fly. I was the Aspen airport manager in the late 80’s. I
was also the Telluride airport manager for 4 years after that.
During my time in Aspen I spent 20 years on Mountain Rescue Aspen and was
very involved in over 20 aircraft accidents in the Aspen area. I personally
participated in many body recoveries. My experience has given me an in depth
understanding of the difficulties associated with aviation in our area, especially
the geological and weather hazards of flying in mountainous terrain.
I write to ask that any commercial airline personnel be required to do a review
and analysis of the potential for unexpected problems that might occur in the
following approach and landing situation: Go Round: With the wind from the
west at 12 to 15 miles per hour and the aircraft cleared to land on runway 15. For
example, the wind is 330 at 15, the weather is very marginal with minimum
visibility. The aircraft loses an engine and tries to go around.
At minimums the aircraft will have to do a low level left turn. Can the aircraft
accomplish this in the Aspen Valley. I sincerely doubt it can.
The demand for more flights and bigger aircraft in the future is evident. Still, we
cannot avoid the reality that we are a dangerous airport in marginal weather.
Thus, we must have the airlines demonstrate to us and the FAA the performance
of any and all aircraft operating here. As you know, the airlines have to have FAA
approval for the pilots and aircraft to operate at any airport. So my request is
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that the airport authority look closely at the safety issues inherent
at ASE in marginal weather. I would like to see a short publication, “How to Fly
into Aspen Airport” for public pilots. We have many local pilots who could help
with this document.
I also think that it is a very bad idea to allow housing across Highway 82 from the
airport at 1000’ from the runway for obvious reasons.
You and your team have done a very important Vision Committee program.
Thanks for all that you have done to advocate for the safety of ASE.

Richard R. Arnold
Cc: PCBC
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THE FINAL REPORT OF THE AIRPORT VISION
COMMITTEE — The Common Ground
Recommendations —
Draft
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from Valerie
Braun
4/3/2020
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INTRODUCTION
In January of 2019, the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners (BOCC)
appointed 123 citizens to serve as part of the ASE Vision process and offer advice on
the future of the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport (ASE). Some of these citizens represented
various neighborhoods, businesses, and civic interests, while others offered general
views from around our community. Together, they reflected a wide diversity of
perspectives. The ASE Vision Kick-Off meeting was held in February 2019.
The purpose of the ASE Vision process was to advise the BOCC on how the Pitkin
County-Aspen Airport should be modernized to accommodate the community’s air service
needs and reflect changes in the air service industry, while also remaining true to the
character and values of the community. As part of the process, the BOCC formally
appointed 123 community members to five Airport Advisory Groups:
• Airport Vision Committee
• Community Character Working
Group
• Technical Working
Group
• Airport Experience Working
Group
• Focus Group
The four Working Groups concluded their work and presented their findings to the Vision
Committee in December 2019. The Vision Committee reviewed closely the
recommendations of the Working Groups and then conducted considerable additional work
of its own to research, digest, thoroughly vet, an offered briefing directly from Mitsubishi
with regard to the M-100 aircraft taht is SCOPE compliant and under 95’ wingspan,
therefore would be able to operate on the ASE current airfield configuration has NOT as
yet been held. and formulate its final recommendations. After holding weekly three-hour
meetings throughout the beginning of the year, the Vision Committee completed this Final
Report and forwarded it to the BOCC.
On March 10, 2020, the Vision Committee voted 20-1 to approve the Recommendations to
Achieve our Community Goals that form the heart of this Final Report.
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II. EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Background In its review of alternatives for the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport (ASE), the
Airport Vision Committee explored the core question facing Pitkin County: whether to
pursue the airport improvements outlined in the 2018 Environmental Assessment (EA),
including the increased runway/taxiway separation required by the FAA for federal funding.
Our decision could have been simple and binary. Either recommend proceeding with the
measures described in the EA or recommend that Pitkin County forgo any significant
“airside” improvements and focus primarily on other issues such as terminal improvements
or ramp and energy efficiency projects.
Either of those “bookend” choices offered its own advantages and risks, but our research
revealed that neither would achieve the Core Community Goals that the four ASE Working
Groups and our Committee established for the airport: safety, substantial reductions in
airport air pollution, managed growth of airline enplanements, and a substantial reduction
in noise. Instead of either bookend option, we recommend a balanced middle-path called
the Common Ground Recommendations. We believe this path represents creative, out-ofthe-box thinking that will appeal to most of our community and truly benefit our valley.
Common Ground Recommendations The Common Ground Recommendations are a
package of interrelated measures all designed to reflect the Community Values and Goals
on which we have agreed. Some of these measures would be relatively straightforward for
Pitkin County to implement on its own. Others are complex and would require the
agreement of the additional airport stakeholders. Some of these would require working with
the FAA, others would require negotiations with airlines, and still others would require
agreements with the airport’s fixed base operator (FBO).
Because many of the measures contained in our Recommendations are interdependent,
we propose that the Board of County Commissioners adopt them together as an
integrated package to ensure that they reflect and balance the community values and
goals we have identified.
Safeguards to Maintain the Integrity of the Common Ground Recommendations Our
Common Ground Recommendations represent a careful balance between competing
airport perspectives. This balance rests directly on our shared community values and
goals. The Vision Committee’s decision-making process asked all of us to move outside
our comfort zones to seek middle-path solutions that address these shared goals, even if
certain aspects of our solutions may have made many of us initially uneasy.
For example, some of us for whom enhancing the visitor experience and ensuring the
county’s future economic vitality are especially high priorities may be skeptical of managing
growth through the terminal’s seven “flexible gates.” Likewise, some of us for whom
protecting our community character and quality of life are primary priorities undoubtedly feel
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some discomfort with the notion of allowing larger airliners to serve ASE. ISSUE: There is
so little control over the General Aviation operational side, limiting wingspan is essentially
the only tool to save the valley from 20 or more years of Stage Three private aircraft that is
in the inventory of GA use at ASE. Our first group may be made more comfortable by
assurances that appropriate larger aircraft will be able to serve ASE and that seven flexible
gates will accommodate today’s level of airline service as well as gradual future growth. For
our second
3

group, the knowledge that any new, larger airliners allowed will emit significantly less
greenhouse gas and other emissions, be quieter, and fit within the managed growth
constraints of seven flexible gates may be an essential consideration.
To maintain this critical balance of community assurances, we recommend that the Pitkin
County Commissioners not allow them to be forgotten in future years or changed
arbitrarily by future elected officials or County staff. To that end, we recommend the
following safeguards:
A. The Common Ground Recommendations should be adopted by a formal county
ordinance or
resolution so that it could never be changed without future public hearings
and a full community discussion.
B. The County Commissioners should create a permanent Airport Advisory Board
of citizen
volunteers who represent balanced, diverse viewpoints to advise the County on future
airport issues.
C. The County Commissioners should require the Airport to provide an annual report on
progress
made toward meeting our Core Community
Goals.
D. The airline agreements necessary to the Common Ground Recommendations
should be
enforceable through long-term legally binding
contracts.
Negotiation Time Period and Possible Alternate Recommendation The Common
Ground Recommendations’ major strength lies in the fact that their targeted goals —
reduced greenhouse gas and other emissions, managed growth, and less noise — already
appeal to many Pitkin County citizens. The Recommendations’ inherent challenge,
however, is that some of its most important measures rely on stakeholder negotiations and
agreements that may or may not be attainable.
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We recommend that the County should test quickly whether those measures that require
negotiation are attainable. Specifically, we suggest that the County engage immediately in
discussions with the three airlines that serve Aspen today. (Based on our research, we can
suggest a negotiation approach.) We also propose that the County Commissioners set a
fixed time period for these initial negotiations — perhaps 60-90 days.
After these negotiations, the BOCC should reconvene our Committee for no more than 14
days to evaluate the success of the negotiations and make an alternate airport
recommendation if necessary. Were such an alternate recommendation needed, our
Vision Committee process could be as simple as a single meeting with a new vote to
recommend either of the original “bookend” options to replace the Common Ground
Recommendations. Of course, we might well end up in a split vote that produced both a
new majority recommendation and a minority report.
In implementing the Common Ground Recommendations, the Vision Committee urges the
County to follow an incremental decision-making model that is flexible, adaptable, and
focused always on attaining our Core Community Goals. For example, over time, the
number of terminal gates we’re recommending might turn out to be either too low or too
high to meet our goal of approximately
4

.8% annual airline enplanement growth while also providing a comfortable traveler
experience. In such a case, we recommend that the County meet with its Airport Advisory
Board to agree on the appropriate course correction. Because accurately foretelling the
future is impossible, this kind of adaptability will be essential to successfully achieving our
airport and community goals.
In addition, we recognize that our .8% enplanement growth goal is both aspirational and
approximate. Federal law limits our ability to set exact enplanement limits, but we urge
using our limited tools as best we can. The intent of this approximate target is to serve our
travelers and maintain economic vitality, while guarding against either a cruise ship
syndrome that could overwhelm our airport with waves of people or out-of-control overall
enplanement growth that might threaten our valley’s long-term quality of life for residents
and visitors.
Likewise, our goals for lowering greenhouse gas and other emissions and also
substantially reducing noise will undoubtedly require course corrections of their own over
future years. Great new ideas for accomplishing these goals will no doubt arise, and
some that we’ve recommended may require replacement or improvement.
Flexibility, adaptability, and skillful course corrections as needed will be essential to
ensure the success of our future airport, reflect our character and values, provide a great
traveler experience, and attain our long-term Core Community Goals.
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III. ASE VISION COMMUNITY VALUES
SUMMARY
Safety in the Air and on the Ground
Adaptable, Flexible, Future-Proof
• Ability to serve aircraft of the future
• Ability to adapt to future uses. Preserve space for future.
Environmental Responsibility. Address:
• Noise Pollution
• Air Pollution
• Carbon emissions – aspire to net carbon neutrality
• Light Pollution
• Sustainability – energy efficiency
• Respect wildlife habitat, open space and natural surroundings
Community Character – Reflect local culture and values
• Connection to place: It should feel like Aspen and Pitkin County
• Unique mountain airport feeling – unpretentious
• Tell Aspen story: reflect culture, mining heritage, skiing, ranching, etc.
• Retain rural and small-town feel
• “Small is important” “Don’t build it too big”
• “Reasonable growth” “Modest expansion”
• Control growth through number of gates, etc.
• “Just Big Enough” “Right-Sized”
Economic Vitality
• Adaptable to the economic sustainability of our resort
• Convenience: More direct flights
• More carriers and competition
• Take valley growth into consideration Warm and Welcoming
• Friendly and personable for both
residents and visitors
• Comfortable with excellent food & drink amenities
• Guest-friendly for stranded passengers and peak crowds.
• Stress free
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• Improved, but not so different from today. Still welcoming.
• Views of mountains
• A practical airport: Better waiting rooms and employee areas
• Convenient access to/from airport
Design Excellence
• Unique – Distinctive – Great architecture
• Should look like Aspen – Small is important – Small but beautiful
• Incorporate mountain surroundings
• Awe-inspiring views
• It should be surprising!
Efficiency – an airport that works well
• Well planned. Better functionality than today
• Incorporate new technology
• Efficient in service, time, operations
• In design, give commercial passengers priority over private planes
• Reliable gateway for visitors
Preserve High Quality of Life
• Neighbor Friendly
• Mitigate noise.
• Maintain curfew
Convenient & Easy Ground Transportation
• Multi-modal transit options
• Seamless connectivity to transit

6

IV. Core Community Goals
for the Pitkin County-Aspen
Airport
1.
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Safety
2. Reduce greenhouse gas and other pollutant emissions by at
least 30%
3. Manage the growth of airline enplanements to be consistent
with
approximately .8% growth per
year
4. Reduce noise by at least
30%

Notes to the
Goals:
Emissions Reduction Goal: This 30% goal includes both the emissions from the airport itself
and from the aircraft flying to and from ASE.
Managed Growth Goal: The .8% compound growth rate is an aspirational goal. The Committee
recognizes that airport growth cannot be “tuned” to any precise number, but the goal represents
a commitment to a reasonable level of managed growth. In addition, the Committee believes
that airline operations should be emphasized over nonairline ops (e.g., general aviation/air taxi
operations). Since non-airline operations amount to approximately 75% of total airport
operations, their growth, too, should be managed.
Noise Reduction Goal: This goal applies to noise both on and around our
airport.
Timeframe: The emissions and noise reduction goals should be attained by
2030.
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V. Key
Findings 1. Safety
Challenging Airport. Two national pilot surveys have named Aspen-Pitkin County Airport
(ASE) as the most challenging commercial airport in the U.S. Over the last four decades,
there have been over 40 accidents, all involving private, non-airline aircraft, that caused
substantial damage or the complete loss of the aircraft in the vicinity of ASE. This should
include “and significant loss of life. ASE’s challenges arise from factors like the airport’s
altitude, its surrounding mountains, its sloping runway that requires most aircraft to land to
the south and takeoff to the north, wind currents, etc.
Runway/Taxiway Separation. Today the FAA classifies ASE as a non-standard “Airport
Design Group-III” airport because it does not meet the 400-foot required safety separation
between the runway and the taxiway. For safety reasons, the FAA specifies that ASE, and
all Group III airports, should have 400 feet of separation between the centerlines of our
runway and taxiway and runway widened to 150’. The FAA has allowed the current
separation, which is 320 feet, under a 1999 “modification to standards”; but the FAA is
trying to eliminate such modifications to standards wherever possible to have consistent
national safety standards. After these changes ASE would still have unavoidable
modifications to standards such as sloped runway We need to be honest here….There is
NO threat from the FAA to remove our current modification of standard. I have emails from
John Bauer from the FAA that confirms this.
Pilot Training. Airline pilots undergo extensive training in the Aspen Airport’s special
challenges before they are certified to fly in or out of ASE. Airline pilots are also required to
have FAA approval to fly the special instrument procedures used primarily by the
commercial carriers. GA are not required to have the same level of training as airline pilots
to fly into ASE. GA Pilots require no additional training for flying into ASE during daylight
hours. However in order to land or take off at night, all pilots (GA and commercial) are
required to have prior FAA approval.
Community Emergency Resources. While the FAA believes that increasing our
runway/centerline separation to 400’ would make our airport safer, some County
residents fear that opening our airport to all capable Group III aircraft would invite large
future planes with potentially twice the passengers of today’s CRJ-700. This, they argue,
could create a serious safety issue over the imbalance between the number of
passengers on a single plane and our community’s off-airport emergency resources,
such as the Aspen Valley Hospital’s 25 beds, our limited local ambulance capacity, etc.
ASE and Pitkin County currently surpass Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF)
standards for current ASE aircraft and also future ADG-III planes that could potentially
serve ASE if the airfield were changed to full ADG-III standards. ASE trains to “worst case”
scenarios and assumes up to 150 casualties, which would cover the range of ADG-III
aircraft with the performance capabilities to operate at ASE. That number of injuries,
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however, would exceed the capacity of the Roaring Fork Valley’s hospitals and require
mass transportation to more distant facilities.

8

2. The Airport, Community Character and Our
Economy
Community Character. Protecting the County’s rural character and quality of life is
extremely important. Much of our uniqueness and success has arisen from the “Aspen
Idea,” the notion of a community nourishing the mind, body and spirit of its citizens through
music, culture, art, intellectual stimulation, and physical activity in nature. In the words of the
ASE Vision Community Character Working Group: “The 2000 AAMP states
‘recommendations on Economic Sustainability that endeavor to make our community better
without getting bigger.’ We rely on economic harvests of character, vibrant culture and
active lifestyle, clean air, quiet (compared to the rest of the world), open lands, and
preserved history... Maintaining character makes money as well as improving our quality of
life. It is also conducive to both our physical and mental health. It’s profitable to protect the
goose that provides these golden eggs.” In a similar vein, the Airport Experience Working
Group recommended that “to preserve our high quality of life,” ASE should “maintain our
existing level of air service, plan for small growth increases, implement the highest
environmental standards and provide the best guest experience.”
Economic and Societal Benefits. Locals, visitors and businesses all depend on the Pitkin
County- Aspen Airport. It is essential to maintaining our local economic vitality, and many
jobs depend on it. It is also an important piece of infrastructure for locals traveling to and
from our valley. Maintaining affordable air access is critical to our local quality of life.
New Terminal. The current terminal is woefully inadequate to serve today’s travelers,
employees and aircraft operations at a reasonable level of service.

3. Airport
Connectivity
Connectivity. In the words of the Focus Group, “More convenient and easy ground
transport would include a mix of public and private modes of transportation to and from the
airport. Consideration should be given to a variety of mass transport possibilities including
light rail, monorail, gondola and greater utilization of RFTA, if feasible.” This is an
extremely weak and inadequate statement. At least move some form of the final
paragraph under Important Issues Beyond the Scope of this report to emphasize that
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although not the charge of the ASEvision committee, the committee nonetheless feels the
valley transportation issues must be addressed so an expansion at the airport will not
further devolve the disaster faced every morning and evening on Highway 82.

4. Environmental
Issues
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Pitkin County was one of the first airports in the US to prepare
a total airport-related emissions inventory that captured the emissions of Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) sources by ownership and/or control. In 2017, total airport-related emissions were
81,566 tons of carbon dioxide (CO2), representing approximately 5% of GHG emissions for
all emitters in Pitkin County. Of the airport emissions, only ~2% were under the ownership
and/or control of Pitkin County. The other 98% were under the ownership/control of airlines
and tenants. Aircraft emissions reflect ~89% of total airport related emissions. The quantity
of Jet A fuel dispensed at the airport (a rough proxy for aircraft greenhouse gas emissions)
increased by 40% between 2014 and 2017.
Local Air Quality. In addition to Greenhouse Gas Emissions, the Community Character
Working Group also identified concerns about airport impacts on local air quality.
Aviation emissions
9

typically represent less than 5% of a region’s criteria pollutants, which are indicators of
local air quality. ASE has collected emission inventories with criteria pollutants in 2008,
2012 and 2015, with forecasts for 2023, 2028 and 2033 and can be used to establish
baselines for our local measures.
New VS Old Aircraft. Newer commercial and private aircraft are generally more fuel
efficient and quieter than older aircraft. For example, because it is newer, more fuel efficient
and larger, the Airbus A220-100 emits 51% less CO2 per-passenger than the CRJ-700
during a landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle. The Airbus A220-300 emits 60% less CO2 per
passenger than the CRJ-700 during LTO. Using the “per passenger method is completely
misleading. The divisor for the A220-100 is 75% of 146 seats while the divisor for the
CRJ700 is 75% of 76 seats. Of course, the 220-100 looks better. In terms of flyover noise
level, the A220 is 3.6 decibels quieter than the CRJ. Similarly, on the General Aviation side,
a new Gulfstream 650 is 3 decibels quieter than the Gulfstream 4. (For reference, 3
decibels represent 50% less sound pressure.) (See Appendix for detailed aircraft noise
data.) Direct Flights. When compared with a two-segment flight requiring a stopover, a
direct nonstop flight will emit less greenhouse gas and other forms of air pollution.

Nonstop Flights. The ability to operate nonstop flights to cities outside the range of current
aircraft serving ASE could reduce GHG emissions significantly. In a detailed comparison
completed by American Airlines on Miami/ASE and New York/ASE trips, the fuel burn per
passenger was reduced by 20% and 31% respectively when flown nonstop compared to
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the current required 1-stop routing through a hub (Dallas and Chicago). The major
emissions differences between the nonstop and 1- stop routing are primarily the fuel burned
on the 2nd takeoff cycle, taxiing on the ground at the hub, and flight time in normal arrival and
departure routing procedures. Opening up direct flights from more deeparture cities will
more than fill any reduction in the frequency from, as an example Denver, that larger
seating capacity airliners might create.
Noise. The Community values its quiet rural areas as well as less noise within the urban
growth boundary where the airport is located. The County adopted one of the first “Fly
Quiet/Fly Clean” programs in the country and now has over a decade of data collected
daily on-site at a location in Woody Creek and field measurements taken twice per year.
The goal of the Aspen/Pitkin County Fly Quiet program is to influence pilots to fly as quietly
as possible in and around ASE. Monitoring, collecting, and analyzing comprehensive
amounts of operational and noise data helps highlight both airport trends and individual
aircraft performance to better understand specific noise abatement issues. Reduced use of
accessory power units and fossil fuel powered ground equipment will reduce noise and
emissions on the ground.

5.
Aircraft
Status of Bombardier CRJ-700. The CRJ-700 – which United, American and Delta use
today to serve Aspen – was last delivered in North America in 2011. The current average
age of a CRJ-700 is 15-16 years, and this type of small regional jet is generally replaced by
more cost-effective models after around 20 years. As of January 2020, United has 18-19
CRJ-700’s remaining in its fleet, and Delta has approximately 12. American has more and
is the largest user of the CRJ-700. Since aircraft become more expensive to maintain as
they age, and older planes are less fuel-efficient, it is our finding that airlines are likely to
retire the CRJ-700 by or around the end of decade. As of January 2020, United, American
and Delta are retiring the CRJ-700 more quickly than anticipated. Hearing directly from
Mitsubishi regarding the lifespan of the CRJ700 is critical since Mitsubishi now owns the
CRJ program. This could be accomplished by allowing the offered briefing from Mitsubishi.
Airline Fleet Forecast. In their 2019 “Fleet Forecast,” the airlines serving ASE identify three
Group III
1
0

aircraft that they expect will replace the CRJ-700 when it retires: the Embraer E-175, the
Airbus A- 319, and the Airbus A-220-100.
Status of Embraer E-175. If ASE retains its current 95’ wingspan restriction, the Embraer
E-175 could become the only regional commercial jet aircraft with more than 50
passengers capable of landing in Aspen after the current Bombardier CRJ-700 retires.
Because the E-175 is heavier than the CRJ-700 and lacks sufficient power to serve ASE
year-round with a full load of passengers and fuel, it would have to carry fewer
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passengers than the CRJ-700, be limited to a shorter range, and serve fewer
destinations. This is why the E-175, despite being one of the most popular regional
airliners today, has not been used for ASE. The E-175 is also a noisier and more polluting
aircraft than the CRJ-700.
Status of Mitsubishi SpaceJet M-100. The wingspan of the planned Mitsubishi SpaceJet M100 is intended to be under 95’, so it may be able to land in Aspen. The aircraft is currently
in design development with production of its first prototype yet to begin. Mitsubishi says
that it will deliver the M-100 in the mid-2020’s. In January 2020, Mitsubishi announced that
delivery of the M-90 (the M-100’s larger sibling now in flight-testing) would be delayed until
late 2021 or early 2022. The M- 90’s delivery had previously been scheduled for summer
2020, and the new delay means that the plane is now eight to nine years behind schedule.
Given the difficulty that Mitsubishi has had building and certifying the M-90, it is difficult to
know when the M-100 will actually be flying commercially in the U.S. Once the M-100 is
built and certified it would still have to be evaluated to confirm that its performance allows it
to land safely at the Aspen Airport. Again, let’s hear the briefing directly from Mitsubishi
rather than just accepting the assessment of others. The M-100 was designed with the
Aspen airport in mind. It would be terrible to make a decision on the runway expansion with
complete knowledge of all possibilities.
Status of Airbus A220-100. A new airliner, the A220 was designed by Bombardier and sold
to Airbus. Delta Airlines introduced it in the U.S. in 2019 and has 29 in service. In Delta’s
configuration, the plane seats 109 passengers, which is 33 more than the CRJ-700, but
only 9 more than the BA-146 that served the Aspen Airport for close to 20 years. The A220
is capable of serving ASE, but its wingspan is wider than 95’, so the FAA would not
currently permit it to land here under normal airport operations. The A220-100 is listed in
ASE’s Aviation Activity Forecast (“Fleet Forecast”) as a plane the airlines would like to use
seasonally for future ASE service were it allowed to land here.
Scope limitations. Only two aircraft currently are flying for United, Delta and American
within the 50 to 76 passenger “scope clause” – the CRJ-700 and the E-175. Per scope
limitations, for any new aircraft delivered to an airline, another aircraft within the scope
must be retired, meaning as airlines order new E-175s, either CRJ-700s or older E-175s
must be removed from their fleets.
Status of 737s. While not included in the airlines’ Fleet Forecast of planes likely to be used
for ASE, the Boeing 737 has been a concern to many county residents because of its size
and potential impact on our valley. Some 737 models, such as the 737-700 and the 737MAX 8, would be unlikely to land commercially at ASE because of their significant
performance constraints, making it unlikely they could operate profitably. The Boeing 737700 does have the performance capabilities to operate safely at ASE, but it is no longer in
production and is starting to be phased out of carrier fleets. One model that could
theoretically serve ASE is the 737-MAX 7. However, it has not been ordered by any of the
three carriers that serve ASE and the only airline to place 737-Max 7 orders in the country
has delayed them indefinitely. The 737-MAX 7 would seat 138 to 153 passengers.
1
1
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Emissions and noise data for the MAX 7 are not yet
available.
Future GA (non-airline) Aircraft Technology: In the words of the Technical Working
Group, “GA Aircraft that have wingspans larger than 95 feet are relatively rare and all of
them are very new designs with the most efficient engines and quietest operation of any
of the ADG III GA planes.” What about converted 737s in private use???????
Future Aircraft Design. According to Amory Lovins and others who study the evolution of
aircraft technology, future commercial aircraft are likely to have wider wings and lower
landing speeds than today’s planes. They are also likely to be more fuel efficient, less
polluting and quieter.
Electric Aircraft. Hybrid electric and eventually all-electric airliners are on the horizon, but
ones that could serve Aspen are likely still 10-15 years away and are likely initially to be 10
to 15 passengers in size. Fully electric aircraft carrying 75 passengers to the destinations
currently served by ASE are farther in the future. Small electric propeller planes and
vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL) electric “on-demand” air taxis may be available sooner.
With many companies investing heavily in electric aviation, the technology is evolving
rapidly. The biggest current challenge is the ratio of battery capacity to weight.

6. Airport Decision
Making
Airside Decision Making. The County has relatively little control over the “airside” of
airport operations: the runway, taxiway, landing and takeoff procedures, etc. Under
federal law, the County cannot “unjustly discriminate” in favor of one type of aircraft
over another.
Landside Decision Making. As the Airport Operator, Pitkin County has substantial control
over the terminal in terms of its size, design, commercial services, tenants, boarding
gates, and ramp (aircraft parking) space to help attain the community goals identified by
the Vision Committee. It can establish landing fees to help fund airport operations and
improvements.
Negotiation with Airport Stakeholders. The County may be able to negotiate the terms of
agreements with airlines serving ASE and with the airport’s Fixed Based Operator (FBO) in
order to help attain community goals.

7. Airport Service Level and Existing Flight
Operations
Existing Airline Service. ASE Vision participants generally felt that our existing airline
service level is important to our community. In the words of the Airport Experience Working
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Group, “the existing airport passenger service (number of carriers, direct flight destinations,
and passenger volume) fits the needs of the community and should be maintained to allow
for diversity and vitality. ...The group acknowledged that .8% growth (in annual commercial
enplanements) is expected and should be planned for, but not immediately built to. Our
goal is to maintain the current level of air passenger service and prepare for future
growth.” It’s important to make clear in this section that the ASEvision committee never
heard that the current level of seating capacity was inhibiting anyone from getting to
Aspen. In other words, the current level of service is more than adequate.
Flight Operations. In general, airlines represent roughly only one-fourth of ASE flight
operations
1
2
(landings and takeoffs). General aviation (private planes and fractional ownership business
planes) and air taxis (e.g., NetJets) represent the other three-fourths. In 2018, ASE had a
total of approximately 43,000 flight operations, including airlines, general aviation and air
taxis. COMMERCIAL FLIGHT OPERATIONS FOR 2018 WERE 13,722 (ARRIVALS AND
DEPARTURES) MEANING THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY 30,000 GENERAL
AVIATION OPERATIONS AND FOR 2019 THERE WERE COMMERCIAL 13,709
(ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES). I DON’T HAVE AN OVERALL FIGURE FOR ALL OPS
IN 2019. THAT SHOULD BE ADDED. Since 2000, total annual operations at ASE have
been relatively flat. KIMLEY HORN PROVIDED DATA ON A CHART DATED 6/3/19 ON
ANNUAL GROWTH COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS OF: 2016- 17.3%, 2017-1 3.6%, 201831.0%, 2019 WAS APPROXIMATELY THE SAME NUMBER OF OPERATIONS AS
2018. THERE ACTUALLY WAS QUITE A VARIATION IN GROWTH BETWEEN 2008
AND 2019. SOME OF THAT WAS OBVIOUSLY RELATED TO THE 2008 RECESSION,
BUT TO SAY ANNUAL OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN RELATIVELY FLAT SEEMS
MISLEADING.

Pitkin County Curfew. The County Commissioners established a noise curfew at the Aspen
Pitkin County Airport in 1979. The curfew was subsequently codified by Congressional Act
in 1994. No aircraft operations are permitted between 11PM and 7AM, with certain limited
exceptions. No aircraft departures are permitted after 10:30PM also with limited exceptions.
All aircraft operations must comply with Part 36 Stage III noise regulations. The
continuation of the curfew is dependent with the airport complying with the Congressional
Act and enforcing the curfew in a non- discriminatory manner. Any increase in the
restrictions of the existing curfew would require an act of Congress and would likely risk the
renewed examination of the curfew by the FAA and the basis for the establishment of the
curfew. Such an event would risk the continued viability of the curfew.

8. Funding for Airport Operations and
Improvements
Grants and Other Revenue Sources. Federal discretionary grants could cover up to 90% of
the cost of possible new airfield improvements, such as increasing the centerline
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separation of the runway and taxiway. County funds would be needed to build a new
terminal. Airport tenants, such as airlines and the fixed base operator, could cover the
costs of certain improvements related to their operations – this is subject to negotiation. As
the airport operator, the County also has the ability to charge landing fees and rental fees
to help offset airport expenses.
FAA Grant Uncertainty. The FAA has suggested that all discretionary grants would be
conditioned on the Airport increasing the centerline separation of its runway and taxiway.
ASE would continue to receive its entitlement grant each year but it is not enough to
maintain the airport in its current condition. In a 9/13/2018 email, the FAA wrote, “The
Agency will not invest Federal grant funding for a facility that will limit access to certain
types, kinds, or classes of aircraft. The Agency has the expectation that at the conclusion
of the project, the Airport will be able to accommodate the full range of group III aircraft.”
This refers to increasing the Airport’s runway/taxiway centerline separation to 400’ and the
“full range” of Design Group III aircraft that would then be able to land. Without FAA
discretionary grants, Pitkin County would have to seek additional funding sources for
annual airport expenses. Let’s be real. The influential GA operators and owners would
NEVER stand for any deterioration in the quality of the airside at ASE. Airlines would be
the same. There is no danger that the FAA would “abandon ASE with regard to safety and
improvement funding.
Phasing of Airport Construction. Airport improvements will require phasing to ensure the
airport remains operational during busy seasons. The scope of the project will likely also
require phasing to be economically feasible and align with the availability of both local
funding and federal grants. Phasing for a project approved in the EA would be a minimum
of 5 years.
County Enterprise Fund. The Aspen-Pitkin County Airport is a County Enterprise Fund.
An enterprise fund, per the Colorado Constitution, is a self-supporting governmentowned business for which the primary source of revenue is from fees and charges
derived from airport activities. Enterprise funds are authorized to issue their own revenue
bonds and may receive no more than
1
3

10% of annual revenue in grants from other Colorado state and local governments
combined. There is no limit on the amount of federal grants that may be accepted by
the Pitkin County Airport Enterprise Fund.
Airline Financial Interests. United, American and Delta airlines offer commercial service to
ASE because it is profitable for them to do so. In the August 12, 2019 ASE Vision
meeting, representatives from both United and American reiterated their strong desire to
continue serving ASE with good commercial service to and from their hubs allowing
passengers to access their global networks.

9. The Complex Core Issues Facing the Pitkin County-Aspen
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Airport
The FAA would like ASE to increase its runway/taxiway centerline separation from 320’
to 400’. Doing so would change the airport’s current modification to standard which
currently limits wingspan to 95’ and would address the most important safety issue
identified by the FAA. This change allow most or all Group III aircraft to land in Aspen
as long as their aeronautical performance allowed them to do so.
Some who support ASE becoming a full Group III airport believe this would guarantee that
other airliners would be able serve our airport after the current CRJ-700 retires. Others
fear that becoming a full Group III airport would invite much larger aircraft and result in a
“cruise ship syndrome” that would irrevocably harm our community character, rural quality
of life, and appeal as a unique destination resort.
If ASE were to become a full Group III airport, some of the new aircraft most likely to serve
the airport would meet our community goals (reduction in noise, reduction in emissions and
managed growth). The Airbus A220-100, for example, has only 9 more seats than the BA146 that once served Aspen. The A220-100 emits substantially fewer greenhouse gas
emissions than today’s CRJ-700 and is also significantly quieter. In addition, the A220-100
is listed on the Fleet Forecast of planes that today’s airlines say they’d like to bring to
Aspen in the future. Comparing the era of the BA-146 to now is misleading. There were
significantly fewer flights and routes to Aspen
On the other hand, another plane likely to serve a full Group III ASE is the Airbus A319-100.
This aircraft is older, larger and heavier than the A220-100. In its landing and takeoff cycle,
the A319 emits twice as much greenhouse gas per passenger as the A220-100. In fact, it
emits more CO2 per passenger than today’s CRJ-700. The A319 currently in use is also
noisier than either the CRJ-700 or the A220-100. And the A319, too, is on the Fleet
Forecast list of planes the airlines would like to use for future Aspen service.
If we were to leave the airport as it is, we would run a distinct risk that no commercial jet
airliner in the 50-76 seat range adequate for ASE’s current level of service and passenger
enplanements would be available to serve ASE when the CRJ-700 retires. We better do
our own assessment of the possibility of the M-100 before we say this. We would also
jeopardize FAA discretionary funding for the airport, and we would lose any chance of
attaining our community air pollution emission goals, our noise reduction goal, or our
commitment to managed growth (~.8% per year) of commercial airline enplanements.
Although, in theory, the Embraer E-175 could replace the CRJ-700, the E-175 is noisier,
would have fewer seats due to performance issues, and
1
4

would require more flights to move the same number of passengers. Its shorter range
would also eliminate some cities served by today’s CRJ-700.
In short, if we improved our airport to full Group III status, we would open the door to
certain planes like the A220-100 that emit less greenhouse gas and other air pollutants,
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are quieter, and could attain our managed growth goal — but we would also invite larger,
more polluting and noisier aircraft like the A319.
These types of complex issues lie at the heart of why the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport has
been such a source of seemingly endless community discussion for so long a time.
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Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>

Public Comment for ASE -- please have staff cut and paste into website
ELLEN ANDERSON
To: "

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 11:58 PM

To the Pitkin County Commissioners:
Imagine my surprise this afternoon when I learned that I have only until midnight tonight to submit
my written comments regarding ASE deliberations. Why was I not informed of that deadline last
Thursday? And, by the way, today's work session was NOT on GrassRoots -- and much of the
streaming dialog was difficult or impossible to hear because of technical glitches like somebody
forgetting to turn up the volume.
There is no way I can meet your arbitrary midnight deadline. Instead, my written comments
tonight are going to focus not on technical facts, but rather on the ASE Visioning process. I will
complete my PowerPoint presentation and present it to you in person. I will.
I am requesting that you ask your staff to make sure that this e-mail is copied and pasted into the
proper website location as my "written comments" because I am not able to find it.
My comments:
The much-touted ASE Visioning Process -- to determine future of our Airport -- was a kangaroo
court. Speakers and "experts" were handpicked by pro-expansion advocates. Jon Peacock, the
County Manager, controlled much of what was allowed to be said at the meetings. He has a
Masters Degree in Public Administration, not in Aviation, yet he monopolized the conversations in
the Technical Work Group and Vision Committee, often holding forth on technical topics he was
clearly not qualified to address. We who attended as concerned volunteers were not allowed to
ask questions or have our own experts -- who held differing views -- speak. "We are not taking
public comment".
The ASE Visioning Process was like a court proceeding where only one side was allowed to speak
and present experts. Rigged.
By last week, I had prepared a succinct summary of hard information regarding safety and
pollution at the Airport -- information the Commissioners had not previously heard. Yet, I was
allowed only three minutes. What an insult. I documented and sourced every bit of information. I
charted FAA data on flight operations at Aspen Airport. I obtained a professional engineering
report on air pollution. I collected direct quotes from named senior pilots and airport designers. I
had airplane crash data compiled by those on scene. I had documentation from aviation experts
on how long CRJ-700 airframes will be in service. Everything I wanted to present is attributed to
a reliable source (which I name) -- unlike much of the unsubstantiated mis-information flung about
during the ASE process and in Commissioners' work sessions.
The County Commissioners are public servants and work for us, not the other way around. It was
disgraceful that they, under the direction of Jon Peacock, allowed only three minutes of comment
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1675341678712283908&simpl=msg-f%3A16753416787…
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from those of us who had prepared something important to say. And then they ended the meeting
two hours early! Why didn't they let those of us who needed more time have more time?
Tell your Commissioners that they are obliged to listen to the truth -- even when inconvenient.
Sincerely,
Ellen W. Anderson
Aspen Village
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Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>

Fwd: Our Airport Goals and Vision
1 message

Rich Englehart <r
To: Charlotte Anderson <c

m>

>

Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 2:58 PM

Just in case you did not get this.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: JSB <j
Date: Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 1:17 PM
Subject: Our Airport Goals and Vision
To: Steve Child

To Our Pitkin County Commissioners: Steve, Patti, Kelly, Greg and George
I’d like to offer some personal thoughts to follow up your airport work session last week. (These thoughts are
solely my own — I’m not representing the Vision Committee.)
Our Community Goals
I believe our Committee was able to achieve its high level of consensus because we continually tied our
discussions back to our four Core Community Goals for the airport:
— Safety
— Reducing CO2 and other emissions by at least 30%
— Reducing noise by at least 30%
— Managing airline enplanement growth toward our target of approximately .8% per year
ASE planning issues offer countless opportunities for deep dives down rabbit holes (from taxiway thickness to
private hangars). The rabbit holes are seductive — even important — because most of them involve significant
issues related to our future airport; but the only way to ensure our forward progress was to continually tie each
issue back to these four Core Goals. They represented our guide stars … our True North. I hope you will adopt
these goals as your own and return to them as frequently as we did when deliberation becomes difficult, as it
always will.
A conceptual breakthrough for many Committee members (including me) was the early recognition that neither
leaving our airport as it is today nor moving to full, unrestrained Group 3 status offered any hope of achieving our
four goals. And that’s when the really interesting dialogue and creative thinking began.
The Changed Landscape of the Post-Covid Era
In the cover memo we wrote you last spring with the Committee's Final Report, Meg, Jackie and I spoke of
“Acknowledging Uncertainty.” We offered examples of future technology advances and federal policy changes to
address climate change. We did not, however, foresee a viral pandemic that would deeply disrupt airline
operations worldwide. That new reality begs some obvious questions about our recommendations.
While, from an airport operations perspective, covid has seemingly changed everything, some things remain
remarkably unaffected. Examples: our community values and our Core Community Goals. With or without
covid, our citizens still value maintaining our rural community character, preserving our environment, managing
our growth and enhancing safety.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675398299763762140&simpl=msg-f%3A16753982997…
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So what does the pandemic mean to the Vision Commitee’s Common Ground Recommendations? Well, one
major effect may be timing. We had recommended that you try to negotiate our recommendations with our
airlines within 90 days. That is obviously now impossible. Airlines everywhere are teetering on the edge of
insolvency. Some may not survive, and none are in any condition to negotiate significant future airport
contracts. On the other hand, those that do survive this turbulence are likely to be more interested than ever in
becoming more fuel efficient and inexpensive to operate. And that’s exactly the future we’re offering in the legal
negotiating strategy we shared with you last spring.
Airport Improvement Timing
More than anything, the covid era may mark a substantial reset in the timing of our future airport. Three full
years passed before airline enplanements returned to normal after the September 11 attacks. The same (or
more) time may be required for airline recovery after covid. We’ve been told that our airport improvements might
take 5-7 years to complete. Are we now talking perhaps about 7-10 years?
Even with a significant delay, however, would reducing CO2 and other toxic emissions become any less urgent?
Would reducing noise from aircraft on the ground and in the sky become less important to airport neighbors?
And would managing our growth and retaining our rural character become a lower priority for county residents? I
doubt it. These community goals will endure far beyond the current pandemic.
Future Airport Funding and Federal Regulatory Environment
How would a further delay in airport construction affect our federal funding? On one hand, we know the FAA has
been frustrated by the County’s insistence on a lengthy and open citizen review and visioning process. Some
funding promised earlier may disappear. On the other hand, as part of the covid economic recovery effort, next
year’s Congress may finally pass the long-promised major new infrastructure bill with substantially increased
funds for big projects like highways, bridges and airports.
On the regulatory side, no stretch of imagination is required to envision the possibility that Congress may look
quite different next year, and the existential threat to America posed by climate change may finally gain the
national spotlight it deserves. Indeed, as climate changes become more dramatic and irrefutable year by year,
the likelihood of federal regulatory efforts aimed at encouraging airports to reduce their carbon footprint grows
inexorably. Pitkin County and Aspen may be well positioned to play a leadership role in supporting such national
policy changes — and new carbon-reduction regulations would only help the County’s future negotiating position
with airlines as they recover from their 2020 anno horribilis.
The Vision
I began his memo with goals and I’ll end with our airport vision.
We all want a future airport that is safer, quieter, less polluting and sized in line with our growth management
goals. We know that aircraft of the future — both airline and non-airline — will be far more efficient with wider
wingspans and slower landing speeds. They will also have much lower carbon emissions and be dramatically
quieter. Some of these are already flying, but they can’t currently land in Aspen. The key challenge is how to
design an airport that accommodates (even encourages) these less polluting and quieter future aircraft without
opening the door to some of today’s large, noisy and polluting airliners. (You know their names.)
Our Vision Committee crafted a creative plan to encourage the more efficient, quieter airliners of the future while
discouraging today’s noisy polluters. (Issues on the private, non-airline side are different because nearly all the
most polluting and noisy private aircraft can already land at ASE, and virtually all future non-airline planes will be
much greener.) The Vision Committee’s plan relies on airline negotiations, however, and those have been
greatly complicated by the 2020 pandemic.
Despite the current covid complications, my advice is to stick to the vision contained in the Committee’s Common
Ground Proposals. Yes, airline negotiations will be delayed and complicated. The road forward is guaranteed to
be nonlinear. But be patient. The vision is worth it.
The Committee’s vision is an airport with enhanced safety, increased fuel efficiency, the elimination of
noisy, smelly APUs, an airport solar farm, a beautiful net-zero new terminal, biofuels, significantly
reduced noise and emissions, and a dramatically reduced carbon footprint in what would be the most
green and sustainable airport our size anywhere in the world. The International Air Transport Association’s
goal is to reduce carbon emissions by 50% over 45 years. We could achieve the same in far less time.
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We could do all this while also greatly enhancing the traveler experience and preserving our rural community
character and quality of life in the process. This is a vision worthy of all our patience and determination.
Thank you – and good luck with all your deliberations!
John
John S. Bennett
Basalt, CO 81621 USA

-Rich Englehart
Pitkin County Deputy County Manager
Interim Airport Director
530 E. Main Street, Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

STOP THE SPREAD

Find Support and Stay Informed:
www.pitkincounty.com/covid19
Community Hotline: 970-429-6186
Due to COVID-19 response and recovery, there may be a prolonged delay in my ability to reply to your email. Thank you
in advance for your patience. My office hours are 8:00AM-5:00PM, M-F. If you need to reach me outside of these hours,
please call or text me directly.
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Deciding the pass forward
Dieter Bibbig <s
To: c

Mo

Hello Aspen
This is from Dieter Bibbig, using our airport since 1957, I started out with a Piper Cub and 10 hours
flying time in my logbook and ending my flying career a couple of years ago with a high performance
Sailplane that featured a small engine for taxing and take off. By then I had about 20000 hours of flying
time, none of it by autopilot! The designer of the above aircraft is now introducing one that will take off
with electric power. They are coming!
We are getting together here, to wonder whether the new construction suggested by possibly Airlines,
consultants, airport managers etc is really best for us.
Several years have passed and with technology making big strides, I feel there will always be an aircraft
that can handle ASE the way it is. The big reason for the new runway was the larger wingspan, newer
aircraft would feature and their need for more room. There are aircraft being developed that can fold the
extra span. Similar to carrier jets.
New electric Aircraft may be vertical takeoff. There is one flying in Germany already. You say a 30 year
plan? In 25 years Aspen may have shortened its runway and electric aircraft may service Eagle along with
an electric train over Cottonwood pass. Thus eliminating the dirty air. I could see Aspen as the first City
on the planet going all electric! No more jets, cars, even classic cars could be converted to electric, if you
want to keep that look!. Eagle could have large aircraft with direct flights eliminating Denver.
The aircraft I imagine would be 20 passenger electric VTs flying pilot less feeding Eagle as shuttles,
possibly not needing TSA!
With a train servicing eagle’s airport that is also working better in weather, we may not need that large a
terminal either. Eventually it would be a Hybrid Terminal that would accommodate trains, aircraft, valley
transportation and possibly a Gondola to Snowmass, all happening at the bottom of Buttermilk, like I
suggested 35 years ago in our paper.
To build that train we may not get help from the FAA put most likely other Counties would help.
Therefore I feel we should wait another 5 years with any building. We will wonder what the world will look
like a year from now
after Covid 19 anyway.
Thanks for considering my comments.
Dieter Bibbig, Formerly Gliders of Aspen
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Fwd:
Dieter Bibbig <s
To: Charlotte Anderson <

>

>

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 6:45 PM

I noticed a lot of talking was about pollution, which the private jets do, especially while taxing from the north ramp for take
off, or anywhere on the field. With a shorter runway they all will be gone and that is the only way. With a larger runway
even larger private jets would arrive! Trump actually has flown here in a 737 and he flies his private 757 again next year.
Other billionaires would show up with those even larger jets.
Electric aircraft will come sooner than we might think. They will have short ranges but Eagle and rifle airports are close.
Save the money for an electric train to get passengers to eagle in 30 minutes!
Thanks
Dieter
[Quoted text hidden]
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Jon Peacock <j

ASEVISION
1 message

Andrew Doremus <andrew.doremus@gmail.com>
To: Jon.
Cc: Barry Vaughan <
>

Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 9:34 AM

Dear Jon,
First I hope you and your family have been surviving and staying healthy during this very trying time.
Please share with all the BOCC
I listened to most of the meeting the other day and was as always surprised there are more folks that speak up against
than for the project.
I would like you to please bring the few points I have below to the commissions at the next work session..
1- John McBride comments about safety and the two taxiways for local and overflow traffic are completely unfounded.
The limited local traffic ( approx 10 aircraft a day) is not an issue. Also the FAA has studied this and found no conclusive
evidence that it is less safe.
2- I believe I heard a comment that the runway will be widened 50 feet on both sides. Currently it is 100 feet wide so
please confirm we are only extending 25 feet each side to end up at a 150 wide runway that the FAA wants.
3- limiting the weight is putting our heads in the sand. We should build to the best possible strength the the FAA will pay
for and let the airlines decide what aircraft works best for our needs.
4-Another issue that nobody has discussed is if we do nothing and keep the smaller runway we up with the possibility of
less air service and 40 pax t-props only providing service from Denver we will have the same issue we have currently.
More GA planes and less people which means a larger carbon footprint. I am sure you saw the article in the paper that
stated GA traffic is up from last year. I can only imagine what it would be like once all the summer events return and we
have limited air service. All the folks that want to slow GA would of increased it because of limiting airline service.
Thanks for all your efforts and working on this.
All the best
Andrew
Andrew Doremus
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Public Comment
Pitkin County Board of Commissioners and Aspen/Pitkin County Airport welcome comments from the
public as the BOCC reviews the recommendations of the ASE Vision Committee.

Name *
Joe Driscoll

Phone

Email *

Questions/Comments *
We do not want ASE to become a private aircraft airport only. Driving past the airport recently, it is obvious
that general aviation (private and charter} aircraft are responsible for the majority of ASE operations, not
airline traffic.
We need to accommodate the replacement CRJ aircraft, or lose future airline service. With slower
operations due to Covid-19, the ideal time to undertake airport improvements is now!
The recommendations of the ASE vision committee address limiting and managing future general aviation
operations.

This form was created inside of Pitkin County.
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To: BOCC
Date 8-17-2020

I was a member of the ASE Vision committee. I watched the streamed in-person meeting last
week and saw numerous citizens voice objections to the Final Report, as is to be expected as
usually objectors are more motivated to speak out on public issues. I would like to express my
strong support for the recommendations in the Final Report with one exception.
As stated in the report, we must build the airside improvements to accommodate the next
generation of more fuel efficient, less polluting, and quieter regional aircraft. However, we
must do it in a smart way to allow these next gen regional aircraft while not permitting large,
heavy, high capacity and noisy mainline aircraft, such as A319 and 737 to use our airport. We
can achieve this only by limiting the weight carrying capacity of the runway to less than the
weight of these large aircraft and this can only be accomplished under FAA regulations by
getting agreement from the commercial carriers that their anticipated aircraft would be under
the desired weight limit.
My one exception to the Final Report is one of caution. I understand the environmental and
cost advantages for not moving the runway and adding 50' in width on the east side as
recommended in the Final Report. As a designer of large complex projects, I am wary of such an
important recommendation made quickly by our technical consultants and approved by a nontechnical citizen committee. This recommendation allows waste and cost savings but reduces
the land area available for the new terminal. parking, transit, and other important landside
facilities. It also places general aviation parking on the west side and without a westside taxiway
it requires a potentially hazardous crossing in the middle of the runway. I urge the County to
perform a rigorous design study to determine if this is the best solution or perhaps there is a
better solution. The improvements we make now to the airport will be in place for a long time
so we must make the best decisions even if they have a higher cost now.

Thank you,
Thomas Fridstein
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Fwd: to BOCC. Public Comment Submission: August 17, 2020
4 messages

Greg Poschman <gr
To:

>

Sun, Aug 16, 2020 at 11:37 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Adam Hancock <a
>
Date: Sun, Aug 16, 2020 at 10:19 PM
Subject: Public Comment Submission: August 17, 2020
To: <
>
Hello Greg Hope you and your family are doing well amidst this time of VUCA.
I have a meeting at ACDS pertaining to school opening and am unable to make tomorrow's meeting.
I would like to make a comment and wonder if you are able to share my letter.
Thank you -- and please let me know if you are unable. I would be happy to send it to some people in my neighborhood in
hopes that someone could read it.
Best,
Adam Hancock

Aspen, CO 81611

________________________________________________________
Dear Pitkin County Commissioners,
My family and I moved to the North 40 neighborhood in 2016. Long time teachers in Aspen, we were aware of the
community's close proximity to the Aspen Airport. However, we gratefully were able to buy our home and love living in our
thriving, vibrant, supportive neighborhood.
Of all the homes in the North 40, our house is arguably the closest to the airport, notably the private aviation apron. As we
all know, private aviation at our little airport this summer has been off the charts. The proposal being considered would
enable more, larger private jets to arrive and depart, leaving our community with nothing but deafened ears and a variety
of environmental concerns. I ask you, our Commissioners, to carefully consider this path. Thank you for the opportunity to
speak via this letter.
Is this significant airport expansion necessary? Are we proud of the fact that the primary entrance to our town is literally
lined with the fuselages of Gulfstreams? Does that reflect who we are as a community and the values to which we
aspire?
If the airport expansion must proceed in the name of more, better, faster, and flashier, I implore the Board to ensure the
residents of the North 40 greater protections from the environmental impacts of our airport using the recommendations
made by the Technical Working Group. General aviation and APUs adversely affect my family's quality of life, and more
concerning, our health.
As the Western Slope of Colorado burns and we're reckoning with a pandemic, the exhaust from jet turbines blasts into
our neighborhood daily. This cocktail of environmental, emotional, and physiological stress is almost too much to bear. In
the journal of Nature this past year, studies revealed the clear correlation between non-volatile particulate matter from
turbine exhaust and respiratory distress (Nature, 5 March 2019). On an early winter morning, the smell from the airport
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675249744616265743&simpl=msg-f%3A16752497446…
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literally sears my nasal passages and the pitch of the APUs makes my skin crawl. When the wind shifts, we have to
immediately close our windows and doors to avoid having this toxic cloud in our home. My children breathe this air when
they ride their bikes around the neighborhood. At our annual community camp out, the jets roar while kids play flashlight
tag a half-mile away under the Colorado sky.
The residents of the North 40 are the backbone of our community. I ask that these intense environmental impacts are
mitigated both for our neighborhood and for our valley and region on the whole. Thank you for remaining mindful of the
little people, raising our kids and living our lives across the street from an airport which rarely sleeps.
Respectfully,
Adam Hancock
Aspen, CO 81611

Charlotte Anderson
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Airport public Comment-please submit
Ezra Louthis
To:

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 9:31 PM

Hi Charlotte,

Thanks for the time today. I would like to submit the following comments to public comment. The BOCC said they will
take public comment until midnight.

Dear Commissioners,

First off thanks for your time and effort on this very important issue. Here are a few ideas to satisfy the public welfare and
companies concerned with commercial planes projecting to change in specifications and not being able to land here:

-the reservation system sounds promising: have County control through regulations/restrictions or control of the GA and
give priority to less polluting planes that are also quieter (and the County makes more money).
-limit the amount of landings for private jets with priorities for quieter, cleaner planes. Same with takeoffs to
avoid back up. This would alleviate some of the nearby neighborhoods dealing with the odors/contaminants, alleviate
some of the noise pollution, and most importantly promote less polluting air traffic. This could parlay into limiting the
amount of GA air traffic and the need to deviate from the ideal flight path that was agreed upon years ago to avoid high
density residential neighborhoods like W/J, White Star and Woody Creek. Planes are constantly coming and going out at
the same time for most of the day and it means the planes that are departing are having to fly over said neighborhoods.
-make a real complaint system for pilots that gun it or don’t get to higher altitude quick enough when passing
over residential neighborhoods, assuming optimal safe conditions. Provide priority to pilots that have a better “record”, or
less complaints. (and make the complaint form more functional on all platforms…it is difficult on phones and tablets).
-Monitor GA plane passenger numbers and penalize single-occupant vehicles (jets)…give priority to private
flights with more passengers…and HOV lane if you will.

If enlarging the runway/taxi way is a foregone conclusion, and the major concern is really commercial airline accessibility
regarding the runway issue, then these options would not adversely impact commercial airline options, which frankly have
much less impact than the GA planes due to sheer volume (and the commercial planes are currently quieter from where I
sit). This year is unique, but the GA plane traffic was nearly as bad last summer.

Again, thanks for your time.

Ezra Louthis
Louthis Environmental Design & Development
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1675332428461604226&simpl=msg-f%3A16753324284…
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Personal Comments on The Final Report of the Airport Vision Committee
Amory Lovins
To:

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 3:58 PM

I offer these brief comments, in my private and personal capacity, for today’s BOCC public hearing.
1. Aviation industry disruption. The pandemic has transformed commercial aviation worldwide. Air traffic has
plummeted, airlines are on life-support, airplane makers are distressed, and airplane sales, leasings, and
financings are in profound change. The industry doesn’t expect commercial flying to reapproach former levels for
at least several years if ever: serious industry analysts say that much commercial traffic may never return now
that many businesses and individuals have adopted, refined, and enjoyed virtual forms of engagement, shipping
just the electrons and leaving the heavy nuclei at home.
I’m a small example—formerly a very frequent ASE flyer but now happily grounded for over five months, with no
current plans to resume flying, because all my meetings are virtual, including teaching a successful Stanford
course in March on Zoom to students all over North America and Europe. Of course Aspen has an unusual use
case, especially in General Aviation traffic. But more important than its short-term details, I think, is that a Richter
9 earthquake has just shifted the ground beneath the Commissioners’ feet. Upending commercial and parts of
private aviation now offers an important opportunity to take a time-out and reexamine the fundamental
assumptions behind the airport design exercise. It would be neither necessary nor prudent to continue on course
as if nothing had changed.
2. Expanded airplane options. This commercial-aviation hiatus, and all the disruptions and reorganizations it
will cause, will buy you more time not only for needs to clarify but also for means to evolve, because
superefficient and electric aviation will continue to develop rapidly while the older airplanes and business models
are digging out of the rubble. The emergence of new airplanes that nearly eliminate noise and emissions will be
years closer to market scale-up by the time we figure out where air travel is headed. I’m referring here not just to
electric airplanes, such as Wright Electric’s 150-pax 350-mile planned model and the many smaller ones featured
in the popular and trade press, but also to the 3–5x-more-efficient fueled aircraft, many designed a decade ago,
summarized in my Air Transport Action Group keynote of five quarters ago and continuing to advance rapidly.
(By the way, the longer wingspans I referred to would generally be folding wings, such as Boeing has long
offered, so they continue to fit old gate geometries.) Electrified short- and midrange airplanes are coming to
market much faster than the report suggests; that’s why Norway’s goal of electrifying nearly all domestic flights
by 2040 includes electrifying many routes by 2025, and why Norway expects hybrid-electric planes to offer
ranges up to 1,500 miles, covering 82% of trips in that long and rugged country.
3. What’s the rush? Underlying this whole exercise is the vague and unconvincingly documented claim that
since the CRJ-700 fleet averages 15–16 years old and “this type of small regional jet is generally replaced by
more cost-effective models after around 20 years,” “airlines are likely to retire the CRJ-700 by or around the end
of [this] decade.” I am not aware that any airline is saying this in the Aspen context. I’m aware that airline liaison
Bill Tomcich reportedly believes the CRJ-700s must be promptly replaced, but it seems to me vanishingly
improbable that carriers would abandon their lucrative Aspen routes because they feel compelling business
reasons to retire CRJ-700s promptly, have no substitute, and hypothetically can’t fly bigger aircraft into Aspen.
Many of the commercial airframes I fly are decades old (I always read the nameplate as I emplane); they just get
refreshed interiors, paint, avionics, and engines. My understanding is that the CRJ-700s' 85k-flight-hour rated
service life would permit them to operate with no significant runway/taxiway changes well into the 2030s.
When to change a fleet is a carrier business decision in which sustaining reliable service, customer satisfaction,
and durable revenues to/from Aspen will outweigh minor differences in operating cost. I think this entire exercise
rests on a very shaky factual foundation about what the commercial carriers will or might do. The Report says on
p. 9 that as of January 2020, UA, AA, and DL “are retiring the CRJ-700 more quickly than anticipated,” yet the
trade press reported on 23 Feb 2020 that GoJet, flying under UA’s livery, just ordered 20 new CRJ550s
—“United’s way of remaining within its scope clauses while still offering premium products on low-demand
routes.” That’s in adidtion to 54 CRJ550s GoJet will already fly for United, but this year the CRJ550s will make
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1675311479642948440&simpl=msg-f%3A16753114796…
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their way to EWR and IAD, even shuttling between EWR and DCA. This attractive 50-seat plane fits United’s
strategy: “By operating the CRJ550 out of hubs, United is extending premium products to travelers from smaller
destinations”—often premium travelers who drive major revenue for full-service carriers. This description exactly
fits Aspen.
I do not know what questions or discussions went into the 2019 Airline Fleet Forecast, and do not see that
document posted. The Vision Committee’s Report to you says nothing about whether any of the proposed Group
III airplanes has the agility, hot-and-high, or other operational attributes for safe Aspen flying; their freedom from
the kinds of constraints that now limit most 737 versions from Aspen operations is implied but not stated and not
clear. The discussion comparing 737-class pax count to Valley hospital capacity is troubling. The implications of a
commercial accident for Aspen’s reputation and future are too.
4. Cart before horse. The central controversy here is whether the proposed runway/taxiway changes would
open the door to undesirably heavy, noisy, and polluting airplanes that the County would be powerless to stop.
The proposed logic is that these airport changes, which voters soundly rejected in 1995, are essential and urgent
because the CRJ-700s will soon retire. I think that assumption is unsound, ungrounded, and implausible.
Circumstances 1–2 above mean the County now has a lot more time to explore the carriers’ actual options, so
discussions or negotiations with them are not about trying to get them not to fly undesirable airplanes into Aspen
(a condition it would be hard to impose on other carriers not at the same table) but about mutual problem-solving
and option-exploring. Asking different questions, to understand more transparently the considerations and timing
of their thinking about their fleets, could yield very different answers.
5. Jurisdiction and business model. The Report is full of statements about what Federal law requires. My
understanding is that it’s up to the County whether to continue to have FAA run the airport and impose its wide
range of conditions, or whether to take over airport operations itself and apply its own rules. I’m told this is an
increasingly popular option taken by other airports you should talk to, and that FAA likes it too and could even
offer a “reverse dowry” to ease the transition. This option is nowhere mentioned in the Report. Neither is insight
into the airport’s revenue opportunities, such as charging more for jet fuel, which I hear is quite underpriced
compared to what this market would readily bear. Surely these foundational questions should be publicly
discussed, because they drive the whole structure of the decision process and who gets to decide what.
6. Safety. On 14 February 2020, veteran airport designer and 40-year pilot Tom Keough wrote to the
Commissioners and Vision leaders emphasizing major safety recommendations that the Report wholly omits.
These include precision approach (making ASE a real IFR airport), an updated and taller control tower for full
route visibility and with technical sophistication commensurate with the airplanes it’s controlling (and I see from
the Report that the tower would need to be moved anyway), no more conflicting head-on air traffic, deeper
understanding of undiscussed ASE safety constraints on current-generation aircraft (including, I’d add, Richard
Arnold’s worrying 4 April 2010 letter attached to the Report, and concerns I’ve heard from other local pilots), and
compatibility between our rock-filled clouds and tight topography and the move toward long nonstop routes. We
all know ASE is an unusual and difficult airport, but I was shocked to read of >40 GA accidents so far. My sense
is that the Report’s safety discussion, though OK as far as it goes, stops far short of the searching safety audit
that our airport needs and merits.
7. Environment. I have the impression that noise measurements for this exercise excluded takeoff noise; if so,
that’s improper and misleading. Air-quality measurements are said to have been done as recently as 2015, but
no results are presented or discussed; they should be. All ground-support vehicles should become electric, as is
becoming common at the best air- and seaports, and including electric tugs to move airplanes out to the active
runway for hold—not just “reduced use of [APUs] and fosisl fuel powered ground equipment.” For upper-Valley
grid resilience, electric-flight options, and airport revenue, planning should include at least optionality for thirdparty-financeable major solar power installations on inactive airport land, able to work with or without the grid.
The design goal for the terminal and any other structures should be thermally passive and net-positive (not just
net-zero); done right, this should add little or no construction cost and could produce significant revenues and
major resilience benefits.
8. Process. I didn’t know about last week’s hearing due to outdated websites. I learned of today’s hearing only
last night, and can’t personally join you today because of prior commitments. I would strongly recommend that
the Commissioners engage directly with Tom Keough, whose efforts to help the Vision process were rebuffed
despite his wealth of important knowledge. He was misinformed that he there would be no room for a 3-minute
statement from him in last week’s hearing, and today he’s en route to Washington for all-week FAA work. I think
his independence from local issues and interests could provide the Commission with valuable reference points
as you consider the Report.
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I suspect Mr. Keough may recommend, as I would, that the Commission table the Report with deep gratitude to
all who have contribute to it; promptly and transparently explore the important missing or underscoped issues
listed above; seek a prompt plan to improve or rebuild the terminal to improve functionality and guest experience;
and postpone for a decade any decision on major runway/taxiway changes, so that choice can be informed by
the very different basic circumstances and opportunities that will emerge during this decade. I have no doubt that
such a signal would prompt the commercial carriers to align their fleet decisions with your timeline. That’s far
wiser than your choosing now an enormously costly and disruptive project to meet a supposed urgency that
probably does not exist. There’s no reason to rush, and every reason to take three deep breaths, address the
unanswered questions (including the most fundamental ones like #4 above), and watch the option space rapidly
expand throughout this decade as the future of aviation becomes clearer. Time is our friend; haste is not.
— Amory B. Lovins, Old Snowmass
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MEMORANDUM
Date: 18 August 2020
To:
Rich Englehart
From: Evan Marks (FAB member)
Re:

NEW ASE TERMINAL – JOB IMPACT DURING ECONOMIC CONTRACTION

Further to my in-person remarks to the BOCC, I have attached to this memo the study I prepared
last year entitled “New ASE Terminal Job Generation,” which I submitted to you and Jon on 13
November 2019. The study concluded the terminal’s construction would generate 433 FTE jobs
for PitCo residents1. As I mentioned, the replacement of the existing terminal should be viewed
by the BOCC as an exquisitely timed, counter-cyclical infrastructure project that would create or
preserve vital jobs during PitCo’s prolonged path toward economic recovery2.
The starting point for such a job study is the infrastructure project’s construction budget. The
new ASE terminal’s job generation study was based on a recently constructed (H1 2020), similarsized terminal in Louisiana, i.e., the Lafayette Regional Airport (LFT). In the case of the new ASE
terminal, higher hard costs and greater design allowances [than LFT] were used in order to
accommodate the development of a “net-zero” structure that also would be consistent with our
community’s elevated environmental and architectural standards. Accordingly, the study’s
baseline budget for the new terminal was approximately $100m, or slightly in excess of $1,000
PSF before the inclusion of an additional $10m to complete the airport’s new means of ingress
and egress from Route 82 and other non-airfield site work3.
In order to validate the study’s job forecast, I reached out to Broutin Sherrill PE of RH&S, a
national aviation infrastructure consulting firm. Sherill had a prominent role advising on the
aforementioned LFT project. Sherill concluded the attached new ASE terminal job forecast was
entirely reasonable.

The study actually concluded 1,082 jobs would be created; however, to be conservative, it assumed only 40% of such jobs would
be held by PitCo residents, the balance being jobs held by non-RFV residents.
1

The attached study assumes a mid-2022 construction commencement for the terminal based on a fast-tracked design and
approval process.

2

3 Several methodologies may be employed when forecasting infrastructure project job creation. The two most popular models
are IMPLAN and ARRA. Section 1201 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) assumes one job will be
created for each $92,000 of government spending; 65% of job years represent direct and indirect effects, and 35% of job years
represent induced effects.

The study attached here employs the IMPLAN model. IMPLAN generally assumes an 8.34x multiplier for direct jobs and an 8.63x
multiplier for indirect jobs per each $1m spent on construction. The attached study for ASE’s new terminal utilizes IMPLAN’s
8.34x multiplier for direct jobs but only 1.50x for indirect jobs due to the remoteness of ASE’s location, which may require certain
construction and engineering services to be sourced from outside the RFV. Consequently, the study might be viewed as
conservative.
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New ASE Terminal Job Generation

(1)

TERMINAL COST
Terminal Size

100,000 SF

Hard Costs
Design Contingency
Direct Construction Cost
General Conditions/Requirements
Overhead & Profit
Basic Contractor Cost
Bonding & Insurance
CURRENT COST OF CONSTRUCTION
Inflation Until Mid-2022 Start Date
WHEN-BUILT COST OF CONSTRUCTION
Construction Contingency
SUB-TOTAL HARD COSTS
SOFT COSTS
Planning
Architecture, Design & Engineering
CM & Admin Costs
Testing & Inspection
Owner's Contingency
SUB-TOTAL SOFT COSTS

($ 500.00) PSF
10.0%
10.0%
4.0%
3.0%
3.0% p.a.
10.0%

2.5%
8.0%
4.0%
2.5%
10.0%

Landside Site Work
ESTIMATED TERMINAL COST

Cost

50,000,000
5,000,000
55,000,000
5,500,000
2,200,000
62,700,000
1,881,000
64,581,000
5,037,318
69,618,318
6,961,832
76,580,150

1,914,504
6,126,412
3,063,206
1,914,504
7,658,015
20,676,640
10,000,000
107,256,790

Say... TOTAL PROJECT COST ----->

$ 110,000,000

JOB GENERATION METRICS FOR TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION

IMPLAN Methodology

Jobs Created

Direct Multiplier
Indirect Multiplier

8.34 x per 1m
1.50 x per 1m

TOTAL JOBS

Assume

(2)

917
165
1,082

40%

Jobs are awarded to Pitkin County residents

(1)

ASE airfield costs are NOT considered here.

(2)

FTE jobs for an assumed 3-year construction period.

433
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BOCC regular meeting agenda item + additional comments for the PCC ASE Zoom
Meeting on August 17
1 message

Tim Mooney
To: ELLEN ANDERSON

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 6:31 PM

Bravo Ellen,
Jon Peacock is a Bully.
His behavior as the moderator and director of the Technical and Vision
Committee was rude, insulting and self-motivated to stop comments and
discussions.
He had an agenda, he had his favorite voices and he steered every
conclusion to his prescribed ends and conclusions.
All of the speakers, consultants and airport voices were PRO Growth and
on the expand it theme team.
At the August 13th public comment meeting, The PCC sat on their hands
with their lips zipped in fear of creating any intellectual activity above or
beyond Peacocks motives and actions.
The 2 Aspen Ski Co Employees who spoke – Bil Tomcich and Adam
Schlindler should have been requires to state that they were being paid to
attend and comment on behalf of the Aspen Skiing Company.
There is no coincidence in the removal of John Kenny as airport manager
(“oh, I want to do more fishing” J K. = crap) and Peacocks hand-picked
janitor put in his place.
This is a bully’s move for more control and power. The newspaper and TV
publicity program was WAY beyond the public information message and
was pure propaganda marketing for Peacocks Pro Growth drive.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675321075866392854&simpl=msg-f%3A16753210758…
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This is appalling miss use of tax payers money for political pressure to
form opinion and actions that sell and split one position over another.
There should be an Executive Board of Directors appointed by the BOCC
with valley wide volunteers to work directly under the BOCC to manage
and operate the ASE complex.
Peacock should be removed from the chain of command to have
professional insights and experience in control of the ASE Airport
Business.
The Communication with the FAA declaring That if ASE is not expanded
and brought into compliance as an unrestricted Class 3 airport it will be
reduced to a Level II – Therefore reducing it present capabilities etc.
needs to be made part of the public records. is fear mongering by
Peacock.
There were conflicts of interest thru ought the Vision Committee like Mike
Kaplan who clearly will profit, John Sarpa who clearly profit, Stan Clauson
and others who will clearly profit from the expansion and development of
a new Airport - - This alone will always cloud the Common Grounds
Recommendations and your reputations.
The pure arrogance of Peacocks response to questions about doing EA
studies paid for by PC for Aspen, Snowmass, Woody Creek, Basalt,
Carbondale and Glenwood Springs of “that is beyond the purview of this
committee” and the purposefully neglect of the traffic gridlock between
ASE and the Aspen Core and the lack of Multi Modal planning is a
catastrophe that is a deal breaker that will have drastic safety
consequences forever are not professional in representing the citizens of
the world. There is no electric plane.
The CJ7 could be the local commuter aircraft for decades .
The Airlines and the FAA will not negotiate what specific aircraft can land
at ASE but will require the skies over Pitkin County to be free to all who
qualify.
The FBO is a huge cash cow .
There are a number of ways the PCC could restructure that operator and
service to benefit the Citizens.
This is where Peacock’s power appetite is headed.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675321075866392854&simpl=msg-f%3A16753210758…
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Building a new airport for Greed instead of Need to fuel the profits of the
Ski Co. & the Commercial Corporate Industrial Tourism business model is
selling off the locals lifestyle and environmental qualities of a unique
historic ski town at 7982 ft in the heart of the Rockies.
Clearly this is not necessary or smart.
This is the Cruise Ship all inclusive business game plan and most shallow
/ most profitable, for the controlling players, travel style.
Clearly the Ski Co is in control of this expansion and development
process and project.
You all should have enough common sense and love of your neighbor to
Vote No on these bias bulling recommendations.
There will be a public vote.
I recommend that each one of you get behind the peoples will and write a
referendum that is positive and can be enforced to stop the totally New
Airport development at the minimum cost of $500 M.
Tell the Ski Co to develop the connections they need with Eagle / Vails
Class IIII facility and stop the power lobbing from the Crown’s Company
conglomerates who own Gulfstream Aerospace.
Please make what is good for the community good for the resort and back
the locals who trusted you to serve and protect and not sell out to
Corporate Commercialization of our home into another amusement park
Mall.
Thanks a lot,
Sincerely,
Tim Mooney

From: ELLEN ANDERSON <
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 at 10:20 AM
To:

>
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"
Subject: BOCC regular meeting agenda item
Good morning --

The meeting last Thursday for ASE public input was a disgrace.

You scheduled three hours. But, by holding the few people who showed up to three minutes, the
meeting was over in an hour. You acted like you just couldn't wait to get out of there. When I
wanted to speak with Mr. Peacock after the meeting, he told me he had to run because he had
more meetings to go to. Seriously? He scheduled meetings during the time period when there
was still two more hours left for the public input?

You could have said after I spoke (last), "We have two hours left. Would anyone like more time?"
But, by your actions, you gave the impression that all you were interested in was to check the
"public input" box and be done with it.

For those who spoke off the cuff (i.e. Jackie Francis and Tim Mooney), perhaps three minutes was
enough. However, I have done a great deal of research and have information you have not
previously heard. I have analyzed and charted FAA data. I have work from an engineer analyzing
pollution data. I have facts from senior pilots and airport designers. I have ASE crash data. I
have documentation on what is happening to the CRJ airframes. Everything is sourced. My work
is not off the cuff.

I want to give you the opportunity to ask questions about what I present -- an intelligent discussion.

I am requesting a half hour at a regularly-scheduled BOCC meeting. I will have a very prepared
presentation.

I don't need to remind you that you are "public servants". You work for us. As a tax-paying
member of the public, I will be heard.

Please let me know when I can have a scheduled half hour.

Sincerely,
Ellen W. Anderson
P.S. Please know how much I continue to appreciate and admire Charlotte.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675321075866392854&simpl=msg-f%3A16753210758…
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Fwd: Airport Expansion means letter
1 message

Greg Poschman <
To: Charlotte Anderson <c

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Graeme Means <g
Date: Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 12:26 PM
Subject: Airport Expansion
To: Steve Child

>

>

Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 12:35 PM

>

Dear BOCC and Jon,
I know you are all environmentally conscious as you consider the airport improvements. There is one statistical
comparison (which I do not have but would think fairly simple to estimate from existing data) which I believe would be
very informative. It would be to compare the environmental impact of each commercial passenger against each GA
passenger.
The environmental impacts of each mode of transportation should be calculated separately and include air quality, noise,
impacts of runway and terminal improvements and all the other impacts you are considering. It should include all takeoffs
and landings in each group even when empty (for instance a GA flight that drops off passengers, goes to Rifle empty and
returns later for those passengers would be 4 trips).
These impacts would be divided by the gross number of GA and commercial passengers.
I do not have this info but suspect that the environmental impact of each GA passenger would be many times each
commercial passenger. As a community which strives for environmental responsibility, I hope you will strongly take into
consideration the environmental impact of each class of passenger.
Thank you for your consideration of this and for your continuing deliberation about this most important and community
defining issue.
Graeme Means

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675661105296754978&simpl=msg-f%3A16756611052…
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From: Miracle, Michael
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 5:26 PM
To: 
























Subject: airport comments from Aspen Skiing Company

Commissioners,
Since Mike and I spoke fast, I wanted to share what we said. Notes are below. Thanks for your
time and attention.
Cheers,
MM
Public comment, BOCC airport meeting, 8-17-20:

Kaplan:
--The majorities were overwhelming in favor for each committee. The Vision Committee voted
20-1, with its minority report focuses largely on transportation and vehicle congestion. The
Experience group voted 7-1. The Community Character group voted 9-0. And the Focus Group
voted 12-2. In total, that is 48-4 after 14 months of serious, dedicated work. There is no reason
to re-adjudicate these outcomes.
--The majorities were so strong because the Common Ground recommendation represents the
community coming together. It ticks all of the values boxes: significantly cleaner and quieter—30
percent reduction in emissions and noise from where we are today; a much better terminal
experience for both workers and passengers; and it reduces the growth rate from our historical
annual enplanement increases. It is a true Aspen solution, a classic “we want it all” that should
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be viewed as an aggressive, values-based community edit of the FAA’s Environmental
Assessment. We've “Aspenized” this in the best possible way.
--The original motivation for this process was that the current runway would not accommodate
the next generation of regional aircraft. Delta is now down to three CRJ-700s. The retirement is
happening even faster than anticipated. In fact, this morning Aspen Skiing Company was
informed by Delta that they are going to have to skip this winter season at ASE, and that the
remaining flights from ATL & LAX are expected to be removed from the schedules this
Saturday. Delta also stated, “We would love to be able to come back in December 2021 for the
following season, but for this to be possible, we of course need an aircraft that can fly it.”
--On planes, please note the CRJ-550 is not a new aircraft; it is simply a way to make a
different use of a CRJ-700 airframe that will ultimately go away. And, very significantly, the
Mitsubishi regional jet program has been completely shut down in the U.S. What was once at
best a theoretical plane—the Mitsubishi Spacejet M-100, which could have been a potential fit
for the 95-foot wingspan restricted runway—is now off the table. The ASE planning should focus
not on theoretical planes, but on real aircraft that meet the Common Ground’s emissions, noise,
and passenger-volume mandates. Planes like the Airbus A220-100 that the airlines are actively
using and purchasing, and that would be ideal for ASE.
--Status quo? The status quo would mean the Embraer E-175 is the only assured replacement
for the CRJ-700. That would result in going backward on every one of our Common Goals. The
E-175 is the noisiest plane among the fleet options, and it is more polluting when you consider it
would likely be subject to payload restrictions and therefore require increased operations to
cover the same passenger volume as the CRJ-700. That would require many more landing and
take-off cycles, which add to global GHGs. It’s far worse than today. And because the E-175
would unlikely be able to reach the same number of non-stop destinations, it would likely
increase Netjets-type GA.
Miracle:
--Local access: Multiple working groups emphasized the airport’s importance for residents of the
Roaring Fork Valley. Within that, a stated concern was preventing airfares from becoming
prohibitively expensive for locals. The Common Ground recommendation would help in this
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regard. On the other hand, lessening the quantity and range of commercial service will only
result in higher fares. Price-sensitive locals need ASE to move in the opposite direction; we
want this airport to be more affordable for locals.
--On the concern of “big privates.” Bill Tomcich has pulled private aircraft data to analyze the
theory that once the airport can accommodate wider wingspans, larger GA aircraft will begin
flying into ASE. On Dec. 26, Bill pulled data for Eagle Airport. Eagle is a full ADG IV airport,
allowing planes with wingspans of up to 171 feet. Of the planes scheduled to arrive or depart
that day, not one of them would not have been able to land at the Aspen airport of today with its
95-foot wingspan restriction.
--Bill pulled data again on August 10. This time he pulled for Eagle, Colorado Springs, and
Centennial, CO; Jackson Hole; Sun Valley; Bozeman, MT; Truckee Tahoe, CA; Nantucket and
Martha’s Vineyard. Like at ASE, there has been a significant uptick in private jet traffic at all of
those airports due to the COVID-driven “urban exodus.” Of the 1,561 aircraft Bill identified, only
two of them exceeded ASE’s 95-foot wingspan. One was an Air Force Boeing 737, the other
was a private 767, both at Colorado Springs. Bottom line: the “big privates” argument is a
classic red herring. It is demonstrably false. I will forward both of the excel sheets that Bill
shared with me showing the plane-by-plane breakdown by airport.
--Post-COVID context: Over the past four months, Delta has accelerated the retirement of all its
777’s, MD-88’s, MD-90’s, and just last week announced the retirement of its last remaining
737-700’s in an effort to make Delta “a smaller, more efficient airline over the next several years
by accelerating fleet simplification.” Take-away here: COVID is teaching airlines that they want a
nimbler, more flexible fleet mix. The smallest mainline planes, such as the Common
Ground-preferred Airbus A220-100, make a lot of sense going forward. They can function well
regionally, but can also fly some longer mainline routes for the airlines. The upside for ASE:
This trend would make the airlines even more amenable to the plane-size restrictions that the
Common Ground requires them to agree to.

--MICHAEL MIRACLE
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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ASPEN SKIING COMPANY
W:
Snowmass | Aspen Mountain | Aspen Highlands | Buttermilk
The Little Nell | Limelight Hotels | Give A Flake
Voted SKI Magazine’s Resort of the Year 2019: Best of the West
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Written comments for BOCC regarding ASE Visioning process
August 31, 2020
Ellen W. Anderson
Aspen Village
To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
After having volunteered hundreds of hours in the ASE Visioning process, I feel compelled to document
why I think the process was fatally flawed.
•

Assignment of volunteers to the various work groups was biased. I was one of the
approximately 100 community members who volunteered, and I was assigned to the “Airport
Experience” workgroup. With 45 years experience working and raising a child here – and 30
years as a Pitkin County deputy sheriff, the last eight years of my service as Emergency
Management Coordinator -- I strongly believed my contribution was more appropriate for the
“Community Character” workgroup. I was forbidden to change my assignment, and even
though I attended nearly every Community Character workgroup meeting (as well as most of
the Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee meetings), I was not allowed to vote. At
least one other person (Cliff Runge) who was not happy with his assignment just gave up and
quit. As Cliff was the Director of ASE for a few years and subsequently ran the Fixed Based
Operations for 26 years, he would have been an extremely valuable member of the Technical
workgroup. But, because of the arbitrary and immutable decision (made by whom? – we were
never told), Cliff’s enormous expertise was not considered.
The attrition rate was very high. Although I recall being told at the first meeting that about 120
people had volunteered, according to Kathleen Wanatowicz, only 98 were officially assigned to
workgroups or committees, and only 63 actually voted at the end of the year-long process.
Wow, that’s a high attrition rate. Also, some of those who did complete the process are on the
Ski Company payroll (Mike Kaplan and Michael Miracle, for example). It was suggested by
several people that there may have been some conflict of interest.

•

The process was asymmetrical. Almost entirely, the only people allowed to speak at the
Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee were the County-picked consultants who were
clearly pro-expansion. County Manager Jon Peacock (not an aviation expert) monopolized the
conversations particularly in the Technical workgroup and the Vision committee. Other highly
experienced pilots and aviation experts in the room wanted to weigh in, but they were muzzled
and not allowed to comment with their information that was different from the paid
consultants. There was no opportunity for point-counterpoint discussions or any other
intelligent, real time discussion. The ASE Vision process was like a court procedure where only
the prosecution’s witnesses and experts were allowed to testify. No chance for rebuttals or
“cross examination”, so to speak. The defense only got three minutes at the very end. Three
minutes for more than a year’s work?

•

Some of the County’s consultants were biased and not trustworthy. It would be nice for the
County Commissioners to believe everything the Peacock-chosen consultants stated, but the
consultants were clearly pro-expansion and just plain wrong sometimes. Bill Tomcich, the
County’s favorite consultant on the airline industry, is not a reliable source of aviation
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information. I fact-checked some of his statements and found them to be false. Here’s the
result of just one -- my latest -- fact-checking of Tomcich statements.
 On August 17 2020, Michael Miracle (SkiCo employee and voting member of the
Community Character workgroup) quoted Tomcich as saying that among seven airports
that allow large jets – Eagle/Vail, Centennial, Jackson Hole, Colorado Springs, Truckee,
Bozeman, Martha’s Vineyard – on the two days of December 26 2019 and August 10
2020 – among all seven airports there were only two flight operations of aircraft that
would not have been able to land at ASE, and one was military. Why Tomcich chose
those two particular days instead of a large block of days remains a mystery. However,
Tomcich’s alleged facts were apparently meant to “prove” that it is myth that if the
wingspan is increased at ASE from 95-feet to allow larger aircraft (such as 737s and
G650s) that ASE will see an increase in large private jets.
 To fact check Tomcich’s statement, I phoned a couple of the airports he mentioned,
specifically Martha’s Vineyard and Centennial. On August 20 2020 I spoke with Joan
Shemit, director of flight operations at Martha’s Vineyard. Ms. Shemit told me that on
each of those two days – December 26 2019 and August 10 2020 -- there was an
operation involving a G650 (not allowed at ASE) for a total of two. I then spoke with
Brian Lewis, director of flight operations at Centennial, and he told me that on August
10 one G650 landed.
 The upshot: Checking on only two of the Tomcich’s seven airports, I learned that there
were a total of three operations involving airplanes not allowed to land in ASE today and
none was military, thereby discrediting Tomcich’s statement from the get-go. I did not
bother to call the other five airports because by calling only two I learned that Tomcich
was wrong.
•

The premise upon which the expansion argument is based is specious. The false premise is
that the CRJ700 will not be available to serve Aspen for the next dozen or so years because
the airframes are near the end of their lifespans. This simply is not true. It is an example of
“Tell a lie often enough and people will believe it”. According to a very experienced aviation
expert, the half-life, on average, for the SkyWest CRJ-700 fleet has not yet been met. In
other words, most of the SkyWest CRJ700 fleet has not yet reached mid-life. I am expecting
written confirmation of this fact from the manufacturer in a few days and will update this
report when I receive it.

The first mention of the “moribund” CRJ700 that I was able to find was in an article in the Aspen
Times, November 21, 2013. “...The first wave of retirements [for the CRJ700] scheduled to
begin in 2018....more than half of the CRJ700s in use now should be retired by 2021....” This
was reportedly spoken by Joseph Pickering, a consultant from Mead & Hunt, hired by the
County, at a BOCC work session. The passage of time has proven this a spectacularly
inaccurate statement.
According to an article in Wikipedia, last updated June 2020, the list of the many airlines
recently purchasing CRJ700s includes SkyWest, Mesa Airlines, Delta, United, US Airways
American Eagle, and Air Canada – among many more world-wide airlines.
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•

During the ASE Vision process, very little conversation involved General Aviation, which is
responsible for the vast majority of flight operations. This is important because no matter
how clean and quiet the aircraft serving the Commercial airline routes are, they are a small
proportion of total flight operations -- far outnumbered by private aircraft, over which we have
no control. The FAA will not let us pick and choose which aircraft can land here as long as they
meet the weight and wingspan restrictions. If the wingspan is increased from the current 95foot limit, it will open the door for private 737s (and other 737-like aircraft) and G650s.
The following two graphs depict the number of flight operations at ASE from January 1 through
July 31 2019 and January 1 through July 31 2020. The Commercial airline operations are shown
in blue, all others (called General Aviation) in red. Commercial includes regularly-scheduled
flights operated by SkyWest under the United, American, and Delta livery. General Aviation is
everything else and includes private, fractional, charter, cargo, etc.. The source of raw data
(then converted to graphs) was the FAA Air Traffic Data System (ATADS) conveyed to me by Tom
Schnetzer at Kimley-Horn aviation consulting group.
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Observation #1: For both 2019 and 2020, there are days with over 300 flight operations at ASE.
(For entire calendar year 2019 there were 32 days with 200 or more flight operations. Five of
those days included THREE HUNDRED OPERATIONS A SINGLE DAY WHICH IN OUR NARROW
VALLEY IS INSANE!) For those of us who live under the flight path, the result is constant noise,
often with incoming and departing flights passing each other, which adds to the noise
exponentially.
Observation #2: In 2019 the “off season” from the close of the ski lifts in April to the start of the
summer season in June is clearly visible by the downtick in both Commercial and General
Aviation. The beginning of the summer season can be seen in the uptick in flight operations in
June. Averaged over calendar year 2019, 27% of all flight operations were Commercial while
73% were General Aviation.
Observation #3: The effects on air travel caused by the covid 19 pandemic are clearly visible by
the huge downtick in both Commercial and General Aviation in mid-March 2020. The reduction
in all flights happened before the traditional end of the ski season (lifts were closed early due to
covie 19), and the downturn was dramatic because of the prohibition of traveling during the
early days for the pandemic. However, when air travel began to pick up again end of May -June
2020, it is clear that the percentage of General Aviation is much greater than for the same time
period in 2019. During that time period for both 2019 and 2020, there are a few days with more
than 300 flight operations and many days with more than 200.
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Conclusion: Once the door reopened to air travel in late May-early June 2020, the total number
of flight operations was similar for 2019 and 2020. However, this graph shows that the
percentage of General (private) Aviation was much higher in 2020 than 2019.
The logical conclusion is that the time spots for landing and departing that had been taken by
Commercial traffic -- but then were vacated because of covid 19 -- were filled by General
(private) Aviation.
It would be foolish to spend the hundreds of millions of dollars it would take to reconfigure the
runway/taxiway now when there are variables (like a pandemic) that were never considered
during the ASE Visioning process and which can’t be predicted during this unprecedented time
of changes in air travel. When one considers that almost all of the conversation in the ASE
Vision process focused on Commercial travel with little consideration of the implications of
opening up General Aviation to much larger aircraft, the thought of planning for thirty years
hence becomes ludicrous. We simply do not know what is going to happen. Plus, many experts
agree that the future of air travel will soon include electric, which is fraught with unknown
specifics about actual airframe design at this time.
The sensible course of action is to PAUSE any long-term (and costly) reconfiguration of the
airside of ASE at this time until we have a clearer picture of what the future will bring. There is
no hurry.
•

The rush to reconfigure the runway was co-incident with the introduction of the G650 While
I am not claiming a causal relationship, I do think it curious that the fictitious rush to reconfigure
the airside to accommodate over 95-foot wingspans happened about the same time the G650 –
with a wingspan of 99’7” -- became available. Please be clear that I am not connecting dots, I
am only pointing out the dots, with documentation.
Fact #1: According to Forbes Magazine July 1, 2015 article “2015 America’s Richest Families Net
Worth”, the Crown Family net worth was $8.8 billion. According to Forbes, at that time, “.....the
Crown family still owns 10% of General Dynamics stock, worth some $4.8 billion at press time
and the family’s largest single asset”. More recently, on August 27, 2020, MarketScreen listed
James Crown (65 years old) as “Lead Independent Director” as one of the General Dynamics
Managers.

Commented [EA1]: es

Fact #2: The Crown family owns the Aspen Skiing Company.
Fact #3: According to Google search February 14, 2020, Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation is a
wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics.
Fact #4: https://www.aspentimes.com/news/expanded-runway-would-mean-biggergulfstreams-in-aspen/ According to the Aspen Times, September 13, 2015 (link above) in the
article “Expanded Runway Would Mean Bigger Gulfstreams in Aspen”, consultant J.D. Ingram
explained at a BOCC meeting what type of corporate jets would be able to serve the AspenPitkin County Airport when it has an expanded runway. [Note: the word “when” – not the word
“if” – was used.] Ingram noted that the G650, which was way too big to fly into Aspen in 2015,
could do so with the widened and reconfigured runway. In that same article, airport Director
John Kinney was quoted as saying there’s demand for the G650 among Pitkin County’s moneyed
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set. Kinney further said that he learned a few months ago [remember this was 2015] that 22
individuals with Aspen real estate connections had placed orders for the G650s. “About four
weeks ago, that pending total had risen from 22 to 33.” Are these facts coincidental?
•

Safety was not adequately addressed During the first ASE Visioning meeting on February 21,
2019, “Safety of aircraft operations” was overwhelmingly rated the top priority by the
approximately 100 people in attendance. However, safety was never seriously addressed in
work groups and committees.
Fact #1: According to Mary Lackner at Pitkin GIS department, the distance from the upvalley
end of the runway to the Buttermilk parking lot is 1,653 feet. That is approximately three tenths
of a mile.
Fact #2: Sometimes, especially during XGames, there are thousands of people at or near the
Buttermilk parking lot.
Fact #3: Larger, heavier planes have to land at a faster speeds than smaller planes. It would
take less than 11 seconds for an airplane traveling 100 miles an hour to travel three tenths of a
mile.
Fact #4: A 737 or 737-like airplane can seat 130-150 people, depending on configuration. If
such an airplane overshot the runway and crashed into Buttermilk parking lot or god forbid an
XGames crowd, the casualties could number in the thousands.
Fact #5: According the Director of Marketing at Aspen Valley Hospital, AVH has a total of 16
beds in the emergency department, including one “trauma room”. Former Airport director John
Kinney, when asked at ASE Visioning meetings about mass trauma plans associated with ASE,
said mutual aid from other jurisdictions would be called. That’s all well and good, but mutual
aid has to actually get here, possibly during a snow storm with highway closures. Every
Emergency Medical Technician knows about the “golden hour” in terms of survival rates.
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Challenger crash ASE January 5, 2014. Judgement errors by pilots (from Mexico) and high winds contributed to the
crash according to National Transportation Safety Board final report, as reported in Aspen Times article April 25,
2017.

Fact #6: The 1,000-foot upvalley extension of the runway, built in 2012, was designed for takeoffs only, not landings, so a plane should not be landing on that part of the runway. However,
accidents happen. To name just four of many incidents near the airport: (1) Greg Murnane was
not supposed to land his twin-engine plane on Hwy 82 in Shale Bluffs on December 27, 1982,
killing the pilot (six passengers survived). (2) An AvJet Gulfstream was not supposed to land just
short of the runway on March 29, 2001, killing all 18 on board. (3) January 17, 2018, a private
Falcon jet landed not on the ASE runway but next to it (no injuries). (4) In 1999 (can’t recall
exact day but I was on scene in my professional capacity as a deputy sheriff) a BAE-146 lost
hydraulics upon landing thereby losing ability for flaps to slow aircraft, and overshot the end of
the runway, coming to rest next to the Buttermilk parking lot (no injuries). That was not
supposed to happen, either. The list of “that was not supposed to happen” goes on and on, so it
is foolish to say that a plane will never try to land on the 1000-foot runway extension because
it’s not supposed to.
Fact #7: According to Richard Arnold, in the past 40 years there have been nearly 40 crashes at
and around the Aspen Airport. Almost all were General Aviation, not Commercial. By the way,
Pitkin County staff declined to gather these crash data when asked by ASE Vision volunteers.
Richard Arnold (former ASE Airport Director), with the help of John McBride (private pilot), and
others had to gather the information on their own.
Fact #8: ASE is a challenging airport, and commercial pilots are required to have specialized
training. No special training for General Aviation pilots is authorized. See below.
Fact #9: On Friday, September 20, 2019 between 4:30 and 7:00 p.m., there were five missed
approaches at ASE. The weather was clear, but according to one person (who wants to remain
anonymous) working Operations at ASE that afternoon, the missed approaches were caused by
private pilots unfamiliar with ASE trying to fly into Aspen for an Aspen Institute Conference.
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Conclusion: The community is simply not equipped to deal with a mass casualty 737 airplane
crash with potentially 130-150 souls on board. Another safety concern not discussed properly in
the ASE Visioning process is the fact that where the engines are located on an airplane has a lot
to do with its ability to maneuver in the event of engine failure, say while trying to land. If one
engine fails on an airplane with wing-mounted engines (as 737-like aircraft), the powered engine
will want to yaw the aircraft in the direction of the dead engine. However, with fuselagemounted engines (such as the CRJ700), centerline thrust can still be maintained so that direction
of the airplane is more manageable. It’s physics. CRJ-700s are safer than 737-like airplanes in
the event of engine failure.
•

Air Pollution not adequately studied. To over-simplify, there are two kinds of air pollution to
be considered in connection with operations at ASE. First is the pollution we breathe caused by
operations of aircraft at the airport, such as volatile organic compounds in exhaust and tiny
particulates (such as PM10 and PM5) made airborne by jet blast. Ms. Vigilante, the noise and
air pollution expert hired by Pitkin County, said in a Technical workgroup meeting that there was
no need to actually measure volatile organic compounds and particulates at the end of the
runway, because computer models could do the job, partly based on aviation fuel sales. I think
she may have been referring to the measurement of greenhouse gases, but some of us in the
community would like actual air measurements, based on our first-hand experience of breathing
the stinky air. Why be a theorist when you can be an experimentalist and get real data, right
here?
Tony Vagneur, Aspen native and beloved columnist, spelled out the problem in his opinion piece
in the Aspen Times January 5, 2018 (“Shoving a Bigger Airport Down Aspen’s Throat”). Tony
described skiing Buttermilk with his young grandson. “....A quick lunch and then we headed for
home, savoring the good time, nostrils and lungs burning and rebelling against the stench of jet
fuel exhaust. My battle-scarred lungs and mucous membranes are likely past the point of much
caring, but it really infuriated me to think that my grandson, who is so new to the world, has to
be subjected to such pollution.......We live in a small town at the end of a very narrow mountain
valley.....The catch is that a bigger town might have room for expansion, Aspen does not. It’s
like trying to cram 50 pounds of horse s*** into a 30-pound bag......”
I asked the question at a public meeting more than two years ago when the BOCC accepted the
Environmental Assessment study, “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” To this day,
Pitkin County has not measured air pollution at the base of Buttermilk despite the fact that I did
the work to find a company that does just that type of monitoring (Apis Company out of Oregon
which is conducting other similar studies in Colorado), got a budget and time frame from Apis
employee Bob Beckius (less than $15,000), then Beckius flew to Aspen and gave a presentation
to Greg Poschman and others with details of the project. We did this all voluntarily in an effort
to get the County to do some real measuring of air pollutants After the presentation, the
response was “Thank you very much, we’ll get back to you.” As of today, the County still has
not measured air pollution at Powder Pandas. Instead, the County says they are monitoring the
air at a secret location (I learned from another source is the Fire Station off to the north side of
the airport) which is obviously the wrong place (confirmed by Beckius that the monitor is in the
wrong place). When I last inquired if any information was available from the secret (wrong)
location, I was told by Cindy Houben in Community Development “No”. The County seems to
refuse to answer the question “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” despite the fact
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that those children are only three-tenths of a mile from the end of the runway where planes
turn around and spool up in preparation for take-off. In addition to the force of the jet blast, the
prevailing winds are also generally in the direction of Powder Pandas. Yet, the County refuses to
get to the truth of what our kiddos are breathing.

•

Then, there are greenhouse gases that affect the whole planet, caused in part by the burning of
fossil fuels. An engineer at SpaceX, Dr. Chris Trautner, performed calculations to determine fuel
consumption of Gulfstream G650 in plastic-bag equivalents. The reason this is pertinent is
obvious when you refer back to the graphs depicting the huge number of private aircraft
(transporting very few people per flight) compared to the commercial flights (transporting many
more people per flight). The comparison was made between a Gulfstream 650 and a CRJ700.
All assumptions and calculations are presented in the following pages. The conclusion is that if a
person takes a G650 instead of a CRJ700 one-way, one time from LAX to ASE, that person uses
the fuel equivalent of about 10,000 EXTRA – extra – plastic bags. Assuming that person uses five
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plastic bags per week for groceries, this EXTRA plastic-bag-equivalent for one LAX-to-ASE trip is
about 30 years worth of bag consumption. Said another way: One person taking one private
flight rather than a commercial flight from LAX to ASE can wipe out a single person’s efforts to
do the right thing (taking own bags to grocery instead of using plastic bags) for 30 – THIRTY –
years. Therefore, by reconfiguring the runway/taxiway to accommodate huge private aircraft is
damaging the planet in an unbelievable way.
The following pages show the mathematical computation fuel consumption of the Gulfstream
G650 in plastic -bag equivalents.
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•

We pride ourselves in being “green” in Aspen and Pitkin County. However, allowing – I daresay,
encouraging – behemoth jets carrying very few passengers (sometimes carrying no passengers,
just Christmas presents or dogs!) – is not green. It’s time to supplement the “feel good” green
stuff like prohibiting plastic bags at City Market with real green measures like prohibiting large
private jets.
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One last thought: The scale of this precious valley just does not support huge 737-like airplanes. We all
know that there is a 35-foot limit for motor vehicles traveling Independence Pass because the
geography just can’t accommodate anything larger – for safety reasons. Similarly, the upper end of our
narrow, box-canyon Roaring Fork Valley can not accommodate larger planes – for safety reasons. We
can’t change the basic geography.
Commissioners: Hold the line on the 95-foot wingspan for reasons of safety and air pollution. There is
no rush.
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Pitkin County Mail - Airport

Charlotte Anderson <

>

Airport

1 message
Amory Lovins
To:

Wed, Sep 2, 2020 at 4:50 PM

Dear Commissioners,
Since it wasn’t mentioned in yesterday’s BOCC meeting, I wanted to make sure you had all read the guest column I
published the previous day (Monday, August 31, 2020 in the Aspen Daily News (p. 9) along with an interview (p. 1). I’m
therefore submitting it here as a formal comment to be considered in your Airport Vision proceeding. It provides important
information you don’t seem to have, except from my August 17 written comment, which this comment supplements and
updates. I’ve also added two bracketed notes clarifying minor points.
This comment respectfully suggests that you should be asking different questions, at a different time, and based on
different information than your current discussions. That the Vision process so far has missed or misframed so many
fundamental issues seems troubling to many citizens, based on the feedback I’ve received from local and often expert
participants.
Thank you. — Amory B. Lovins (in my personal capacity), Old Snowmass
]
************************************************************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************************************
Personal comments to the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners, supplementing and updating my
comments of August 17, 2020 on The Final Report of the Airport Vision Committee
September 2, 2020
Pitkin County Commissioners will soon decide about dramatic, far-reaching, long-lasting changes to Aspen Airport and
therefore to the future of our community. Yet there should be no rush. Uncertainties about aviation and the Airport have
ballooned while options are rapidly expanding. Important data are missing. Key questions have been neither asked nor
answered. Fundamental assumptions underlying the Airport Vision exercise—the supposedly rapid retirement of current
airline fleets, the claimed lack of alternative airplanes, and the County’s alleged inability to control which planes may land
if proposed airport changes enable bigger ones—all seem incorrect.
I therefore write as a private citizen to share my grave personal misgivings about the Airport redesign choices that the
Commissioners are now weighing for a decision in early September, with public comments (so far limited to three
minutes) two weeks later. On August 17, I filed a written comment that isn’t yet posted at https://pitkincounty.com/164/
Airport (apparently along with all others over many months). Hoping the newspapers will publish it, I’ll update it here with
some important new information.
1. The pandemic’s near-collapse of commercial aviation has shredded prior growth assumptions. The industry expects air
travel will take years to recover, if ever, putting Aspen at serious risk of building too much, too soon, and no longer fit for
purpose. This cataclysm alone should put major decisions on hold until aviation’s future contours emerge from the rubble.
2. The current Canadair Regional Jet (CRJ-700) fleet that Skywest flies for all Aspen airlines is not about to retire as
perennially claimed since 2013. Its North American deliveries were in 2001–11. In 2013, our Commissioners were told
over half the fleet would retire by 2021, but on March 31, 2019 (the latest report), 290 of the 330 delivered CRJ-700s
were still in service. The Technical Working Group (p. 13) now estimates 2030–35 retirements for many carriers’ CRJ700s, but airlines will keep flying it as long as they need to. (Age is far from the most important driver of airlines’ complex
fleet choices. The 767 has been flying since 1982, 747s flew for 47 years, and some B-52s are slated to retire in 2040 at
nearly 90.)
The CRJ-700 nicely fits and can serve Aspen’s very specific needs well into the 2030s, especially with the likely postpandemic shift from hub-and-spoke toward point-to-point routes (already an emergent trend). Rumors of its death are
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1676764261409409294&simpl=msg-f%3A16767642614…
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premature. The CRJ series is “the world’s most successful regional aircraft family,” with over 1,900 serving 120+
operators in 90 countries, and one taking off or landing every five seconds. It made 20% of all 2015 North American jet
departures, with the 60–100-seat global market in 2018–37 projected (pre-pandemic) to total about 5,500 airplanes.
The CRJ’s last global deliveries are scheduled this year. Confirming their expected longevity, United Express just
converted 20 CRJ's averaging 15 years old to 50-seat CRJ-550s for scope-clause flexibility and an Aspen-style
customer experience.* To be sure, in a 26 August Aspen Daily News article, the County’s airline liaison linked the CRJ700’s dwindling (though still undecided) role in Delta’s fleet to Delta’s temporary suspension of winter service to Aspen,
Hayden, and Montrose. A simpler explanation is that Delta lost $5.7 billion in the second quarter of 2020 on sales 88%
below a year earlier, and plans at most 25% of the third-quarter 2020 capacity it had a year earlier, so it’s more focused
on survival than on serving minor, peripheral, pandemic-disrupted routes. That’s an industrywide pattern: American, for
example, just suspended 15 US rural markets as CARES Act funding expires. Of course, the more transparent and
expertly informed the County’s dialogue with its airline partners becomes, the better we’ll understand each other’s hopes,
fears, needs, wishes, intentions, and opportunities.

*[Note added September 2, 2020, to the original version of these comments published on p. 9 of the Aspen Daily News,
August 31, 2020: My August 17, 2020 comments to the BOCC referred to 20 CRJ-550s for United as “new”. I wish to
clarify that what’s new is the configuration and model number, not the airframe, which as stated in the previous paragraph
of these September 2 comments is the CRJ-770, reworked to allocate 20 coach seats to expanded First Class, a snack
bar, and new luggage closets. My point in mentioning these conversions of airplanes averaging ~15 years old is that they
confirm the CRJ-770 airframe continues to give excellent service and that United expects it to do so for a long time. This
is further illustrated by SkyWest’s April 25, 2019 announcement of a multi-year lease extension on 40 American Airlines
CRJ-700s, plus a 10-year lease of 29 more CRJ-700s to another party to enter service from mid-2019 to mid-2020. Thus
even as the BOCC is being told that its CRJ-700 fleet is about to disappear, the world’s largest CRJ-700 operator, with
103 CRJ-700s flying as of 8 July 2019, is continuing to lease them for operation from 2020 until at least 2030, and their
FAA-rated flying duration is considerably longer than that.]
The Technical Working Group described, but the main Vision Report omitted, an additional Aspen-qualified airplane: the
Class III, 68–90-seat Dash-8 Q400. The TWG’s analysis of a 76-seat version (6 more than the CRJ-700) found this agile
turboprop would be less sensitive to hot days than the CRJ-700 and quieter by two of three metrics, and it tied for top
operational ranking despite a shorter nominal range (1,100 vs. 1,400 nm). And it’s still in production: two years ago, 508
were in airline service (including 47 with Horizon in the Pacific Northwest), with 56 on order. Many old-timers fondly recall
its predecessor Dash-7’s capability in marginal weather unflyable by jets. I for one care less if my Denver, California, or
Texas nonstop is in a modern turboprop, nearly as quiet and fast as a jet, than if it can get me home safely in Aspenroulette weather. It’s unclear why this good airplane wasn’t considered further: it needn’t be preferred in order to offer
Aspen a valuable “insurance policy.” I also wonder why the newer CRJ-900 (of which Delta Connection ordered 20 in
2018) was rejected up front, without published explanation, as “not meeting” Aspen’s operational requirements.
3. The Vision Report assumed quick CRJ-700 retirement, hence bigger new planes requiring major airport changes that
under FAA rules (unless current operators and unknown future ones agree and keep their word) could admit unwanted
types too. Those include big General Aviation (GA) planes not subject to such negotiations. (Here I’ll merge air taxis like
NetJets, which had about as many 2018 ASE operations as airlines, into GA, which had slightly more than both
combined.) The Vision Report’s p. 6 says GA “growth should be managed,” but the same FAA anti-discrimination rules
would prohibit this under the bigger-and-better agenda that local development interests, County staff, and consultants
have advanced as supposedly inevitable.
Yet there’s an unexamined alternative. With FAA’s blessing and likely help, the County could instead empower itself to
make choices vital to community values while strengthening the airport’s business model. How? An option adopted by 28
airports since 2010, with more on the way, could retain County ownership and FAA safety rules and tower control but
regain County control of non-safety decisions. Such status (confusingly called a “private airport”) would let the County
regulate the types, sizes, numbers, timing, noise, and emissions of both commercial traffic and the dominant but
otherwise uncontrollable general aviation. This option, briefly mentioned in 2013, wasn’t seriously explored. It should be.
Now. It could change everything.
4. Quiet, cleaner or zero-emission electric short- and probably medium-haul airplanes are rapidly emerging, as described
in my November 13, 2019 Aspen Institute lecture on efficient and electric airplanes, keynoting the industry’s main
sustainable-aviation conference last May. The Vision Report cited that talk but understated its implications for Aspen.
Illustrating the speed of relevant innovation, an eightfold-more efficient jet-speed scaleable 6-seat air taxi with 4,500-nm
range and impressive claimed economics has reportedly been flight-tested, aiming for 2025 first deliveries. Its
extraordinarily low fuel cost could disrupt everyone’s business model.*
[Note added September 2, 2020: a bigger Celera 1000-L with nearly twice the cabin volume is well along in development, and this
superefficient platform is especially suitable for early electrification.]

5. Citizens rated safety by far the top priority, and the Vision Report concurs, but safety wasn’t examined in proper depth.
Aspen is said to have the most dangerous commercial airport in the country, with a disturbing 44 accidents in 1980–2019,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1676764261409409294&simpl=msg-f%3A16767642614…
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13 of them causing a total of 44 deaths, though trending down. (Absent a County list, those accidents are being
catalogued by two longtime local pilots—an opportunity to mine for lessons learned.) Of the 44 accidents, only one was
by a commercial flight—a 1999 hydraulic failure sent a BAe 146 beyond the runway, slightly damaging the plane with no
injuries. The other 43 accidents and all the fatalities were in General Aviation. The key difference seems to be that
commercial pilots must have ASE-specific training while private pilots (landing in daylight) needn’t. But they could be
required to—by video, pamphlet, online tutorial, or simulation—if the safety-centric FAA agrees. The Vision Report’s
safety agenda is a good start, but it doesn’t suggest mandatory pilot training, nor making the tower taller, fully
modernizing all aids (navigation, approach, lights, etc.), minimizing head-on traffic, and other improvements. Conversely,
the proposed new midfield crossing worries some local pilots: many GA pilots are too unfamiliar with ASE’s head-to-head
runway use to remember to look both ways, creating a significant new collision risk.
6. Some omitted design options merit a close look, such as moving the Highway 82 bend to lengthen the runway to the
west, adding a safer around-the-west-end taxiway, and siting the airline terminal at the Lumberyard property—instead of
housing now proposed, against FAA’s safety advice and contrary to the County’s December 1998 nonresidential promise
to the FAA.
7. Air-pollution and noise measurements do not yet provide the meaningful data needed for informed community choice.
We need them to.
How could our elaborate public process skate past such points? Thirty-year Deputy Sheriff and eight-year Pitkin County
Emergency Management Coordinator Ellen Anderson’s 22 August Aspen Times letter paints a disturbing picture of how
the Vision process was structured and managed to mold Aspen’s famously messy vitality into apparent consensus—after
nearly half the original participants dropped out. Her account is consistent with that of all but one of the participants I
asked, and all perceived a preset agenda, not an open-ended exploration. The online materials, too, reveal diverse views
dropping away and filtered out until the narrow options left are fully sanitized, skillfully framed to achieve a specific
outcome, but missing key ingredients and built on sand.
Illustrating what was missed, a 40-year commercial pilot and 30-year worldwide airport designer with extraordinary
industry knowledge, long and strong FAA relationships, and complete independence is among the local deep experts who
dropped out of the process after being silenced too often. He wrote the Commissioners and Vision leaders on February
14 and has continued to offer them detailed, disinterested, and free advice. (He’s not seeking work.) In response, he was
offered a chance to address the Commissioners in a public forum that never happened. Recently he was indirectly invited
to offer a 3-minute comment, then wrongly told the schedule was full so he needn’t come. What he offers to contribute
could be transformational. He remains unheard.
With the Vision process having done what some sought but not what many others hoped for, and with scant inputs from
independent sources, the Commissioners are now diving into which of two redesign options to choose—when it’s
imprudent and unreasonable to choose either. The sensible course would be to thank the contributors and table their
Report until the dust clears.
There’s no rush to choose now when so many fundamentals are unknown and rapidly shifting while attractive options
rapidly expand. The existing CRJ-700 fleet can long persist and has a currently produced, popular, 9%-more-seats, fully
Aspen-qualified backup option. On funding, the unimpressed FAA has already reallocated the money originally earmarked
for Aspen, so we’re at the back of the line. Except simple safety fixes—always FAA’s priority—substantial funding could
take many years. No doubt the airline terminal can and should be improved, but cautiously because capacity needs were
just upended and fleet options are shifting. General Aviation too is in flux and needs rethinking. The County-controlled,
FAA-safe “private airport” option could transform both, so let’s first ask how it’s working and how it could work here.
Maybe the proposed major reconstruction will ultimately turn out to be the best course. If so, the A220 looks like a fine
pre-electric airplane. But based on what we do know and don’t know right now, the only priority meriting prompt decision
and action is an in-depth safety upgrade led by truly independent experts. FAA—our most important ally in sustaining the
safety and reputation of our community—would love that and be likely to fund it.
For 38 years I’ve refrained from publicly intervening like this in local issues. They’re complicated and often fractious.
There are many people I respect on both sides. But in this case I think the implications are so important, and the Vision
process was so incomplete, that as a concerned citizen with some knowledge of the subject, no interests at stake, and an
interest in good governance, I feel obliged to speak up.
Our able Commissioners have many other tough issues on their minds right now. But whether as taxpayers, citizens,
residents, guests, or recipients of our crucial Airport’s blessings and impacts, we’ll all benefit if the Commissioners and
community take the time now to explore the overlooked big options, ask and answer the bypassed basic questions,
engage the sidelined local experts, and get this giant decision right—fairly, publicly, independently, and transparently.
— Amory B. Lovins, Old Snowmass
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ASE Vision process and recommendation
2 messages
Sara Garton <
To:

t>

Tue, Sep 8, 2020 at 1:02 PM

Dear Board of County Commissioners,
Thank you for the thorough and equitable ASE Vision process to help determine the future of our Pitkin County-Aspen
Airport that allowed so many county citizens to participate, learn and advise.
I was a member of the Community Character Committee and, although we did not all agree, we were able to reach a
consensus for our recommendation to the synthesizing Vision Committee.
I do not agree with Amory Lovins’ recent letter published in our newspapers. He has misrepresented the process, and I
don’t agree with his conclusions.
Safety, by unanimous agreement, is the highest consideration in the operation of the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport.
Therefore, the safest runway should be constructed as soon as possible on this site to accommodate future, more
efficient and better designed aircraft.
Sincerely,
Sara Garton
Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>
To: BOCC <bocc@pitkincounty.com>

Tue, Sep 8, 2020 at 2:33 PM

FYI - ASE Comment
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Charlotte Anderson
Executive Assistant
Pitkin County Government
530 E. Main St., Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

www.pitkincounty.com
Thank you for your message. The Pitkin County Sheriff's Office and Administration building located at 530 E. Main
Street in Aspen remains closed to the public due to COVID. However, services are being provided. Please visit
www.pitkincounty.com for a detailed list of department contacts. Most of our staff is working remotely and our main phone
line (970-920-5200) is available for questions.
For the latest information about COVID-19 in our community: Click here
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Written comments for BOCC regarding ASE Visioning process
September 8, 2020
Ellen W. Anderson
Aspen Village
To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
After having volunteered hundreds of hours in the ASE Visioning process, I feel compelled to document
why I think the process was fatally flawed.
•

Assignment of volunteers to the various work groups was biased. I was one of the
approximately 100 community members who volunteered, and I was assigned to the “Airport
Experience” workgroup. With 45 years experience working and raising a child here – and 30
years as a Pitkin County deputy sheriff, the last eight years of my service as Emergency
Management Coordinator -- I strongly believed my contribution was more appropriate for the
“Community Character” workgroup. I was forbidden to change my assignment, and even
though I attended nearly every Community Character workgroup meeting (as well as most of
the Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee meetings), I was not allowed to vote. At
least one other person (Cliff Runge) who was not happy with his assignment just gave up and
quit. As Cliff was the Director of ASE for a few years and subsequently ran the Fixed Based
Operations for 26 years, he would have been an extremely valuable member of the Technical
workgroup. But, because of the arbitrary and immutable decision (made by whom? – we were
never told), Cliff’s enormous expertise was not considered.
The attrition rate was very high. Although I recall being told at the first meeting that about 120
people had volunteered, according to Kathleen Wanatowicz, only 98 were officially assigned to
workgroups or committees, and only 63 actually voted at the end of the year-long process.
Wow, that’s a high attrition rate. Also, some of those who did complete the process are on the
Ski Company payroll (Mike Kaplan and Michael Miracle, for example). It was suggested by
several people that there may have been some conflict of interest.

•

The process was asymmetrical. Almost entirely, the only people allowed to speak at the
Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee were the County-picked consultants who were
clearly pro-expansion. County Manager Jon Peacock (not an aviation expert) monopolized the
conversations particularly in the Technical workgroup and the Vision committee. Other highly
experienced pilots and aviation experts in the room wanted to weigh in, but they were muzzled
and not allowed to comment with their information that was different from the paid
consultants. There was no opportunity for point-counterpoint discussions or any other
intelligent, real time discussion. The ASE Vision process was like a court procedure where only
the prosecution’s witnesses and experts were allowed to testify. No chance for rebuttals or
“cross examination”, so to speak. The defense only got three minutes at the very end. Three
minutes for more than a year’s work?

•

Some of the County’s consultants were biased and not trustworthy. It would be nice for the
County Commissioners to believe everything the Peacock-chosen consultants stated, but the
consultants were clearly pro-expansion and just plain wrong sometimes. Bill Tomcich, the
County’s favorite consultant on the airline industry, is not a reliable source of aviation
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information. I fact-checked some of his statements and found them to be false. Here’s the
result of just one -- my latest -- fact-checking of Tomcich statements.
 On August 17 2020, Michael Miracle (SkiCo employee and voting member of the
Community Character workgroup) quoted Tomcich as saying that among seven airports
that allow large jets – Eagle/Vail, Centennial, Jackson Hole, Colorado Springs, Truckee,
Bozeman, Martha’s Vineyard – on the two days of December 26 2019 and August 10
2020 – among all seven airports there were only two flight operations of aircraft that
would not have been able to land at ASE, and one was military. Why Tomcich chose
those two particular days instead of a large block of days remains a mystery. However,
Tomcich’s alleged facts were apparently meant to “prove” that it is myth that if the
wingspan is increased at ASE from 95-feet to allow larger aircraft (such as 737s and
G650s) that ASE will see an increase in large private jets.
 To fact check Tomcich’s statement, I phoned a couple of the airports he mentioned,
specifically Martha’s Vineyard and Centennial. On August 20 2020 I spoke with Joan
Shemit, director of flight operations at Martha’s Vineyard. Ms. Shemit told me that on
each of those two days – December 26 2019 and August 10 2020 -- there was an
operation involving a G650 (not allowed at ASE) for a total of two. I then spoke with
Brian Lewis, director of flight operations at Centennial, and he told me that on August
10 one G650 landed.
 The upshot: Checking on only two of the Tomcich’s seven airports, I learned that there
were a total of three operations involving airplanes not allowed to land in ASE today and
none was military, thereby discrediting Tomcich’s statement from the get-go. I did not
bother to call the other five airports because by calling only two I learned that Tomcich
was wrong.
•

The premise upon which the expansion argument is based is specious. The false premise is
that the CRJ700 will not be available to serve Aspen for the next dozen or so years because
the airframes are near the end of their lifespans. This simply is not true. It is an example of
“Tell a lie often enough and people will believe it”.
On September 4, 2020, Nathalie Scott, Senior Advisor, Public Relations and Media of
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (the manufacturer of the CRJ-700), stated in an e-mail “The
Design Life of a CRJ700 is 80K Flight Cycles. FYI, The average of age of the approximately
240 CRJ700s in service in the US as of January 2020 was 14 years old....which is still pretty
young. Hope that clarifies.” This quote should put the false premise to rest once and for
all.

Background information: The first mention of the “moribund” CRJ700 that I was able to find
was in an article in the Aspen Times, November 21, 2013. “...The first wave of retirements [for
the CRJ700] scheduled to begin in 2018....more than half of the CRJ700s in use now should be
retired by 2021....” This was reportedly spoken by Joseph Pickering, a consultant from Mead &
Hunt, hired by the County, at a BOCC work session. The passage of time has proven this a
spectacularly inaccurate statement.
According to an article in Wikipedia, last updated June 2020, the list of the many airlines
recently purchasing CRJ700s includes SkyWest, Mesa Airlines, Delta, United, US Airways
American Eagle, and Air Canada – among many more world-wide airlines.
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•

During the ASE Vision process, very little conversation involved General Aviation, which is
responsible for the vast majority of flight operations. This is important because no matter
how clean and quiet the aircraft serving the Commercial airline routes are, they are a small
proportion of total flight operations -- far outnumbered by private aircraft, over which we have
no control. The FAA will not let us pick and choose which aircraft can land here as long as they
meet the weight and wingspan restrictions. If the wingspan is increased from the current 95foot limit, it will open the door for private 737s (and other 737-like aircraft) and G650s.
The following two graphs depict the number of flight operations at ASE from January 1 through
July 31 2019 and January 1 through July 31 2020. The Commercial airline operations are shown
in blue, all others (called General Aviation) in red. Commercial includes regularly-scheduled
flights operated by SkyWest under the United, American, and Delta livery. General Aviation is
everything else and includes private, fractional, charter, cargo, etc.. The source of raw data
(then converted to graphs) was the FAA Air Traffic Data System (ATADS) conveyed to me by Tom
Schnetzer at Kimley-Horn aviation consulting group.
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Observation #1: For both 2019 and 2020, there are days with over 300 flight operations at ASE.
(For entire calendar year 2019 there were 32 days with 200 or more flight operations. Five of
those days included THREE HUNDRED OPERATIONS A SINGLE DAY WHICH IN OUR NARROW
VALLEY IS INSANE!) For those of us who live under the flight path, the result is constant noise,
often with incoming and departing flights passing each other, which adds to the noise
exponentially.
Observation #2: In 2019 the “off season” from the close of the ski lifts in April to the start of the
summer season in June is clearly visible by the downtick in both Commercial and General
Aviation. The beginning of the summer season can be seen in the uptick in flight operations in
June. Averaged over calendar year 2019, 27% of all flight operations were Commercial while
73% were General Aviation.
Observation #3: The effects on air travel caused by the covid 19 pandemic are clearly visible by
the huge downtick in both Commercial and General Aviation in mid-March 2020. The reduction
in all flights happened before the traditional end of the ski season (lifts were closed early due to
covie 19), and the downturn was dramatic because of the prohibition of traveling during the
early days for the pandemic. However, when air travel began to pick up again end of May -June
2020, it is clear that the percentage of General Aviation is much greater than for the same time
period in 2019. During that time period for both 2019 and 2020, there are a few days with more
than 300 flight operations and many days with more than 200.
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Conclusion: Once the door reopened to air travel in late May-early June 2020, the total number
of flight operations was similar for 2019 and 2020. However, this graph shows that the
percentage of General (private) Aviation was much higher in 2020 than 2019.
The logical conclusion is that the time spots for landing and departing that had been taken by
Commercial traffic -- but then were vacated because of covid 19 -- were filled by General
(private) Aviation.
It would be foolish to spend the hundreds of millions of dollars it would take to reconfigure the
runway/taxiway now when there are variables (like a pandemic) that were never considered
during the ASE Visioning process and which can’t be predicted during this unprecedented time
of changes in air travel. When one considers that almost all of the conversation in the ASE
Vision process focused on Commercial travel with little consideration of the implications of
opening up General Aviation to much larger aircraft, the thought of planning for thirty years
hence becomes ludicrous. We simply do not know what is going to happen. Plus, many experts
agree that the future of air travel will soon include electric, which is fraught with unknown
specifics about actual airframe design at this time.
The sensible course of action is to PAUSE any long-term (and costly) reconfiguration of the
airside of ASE at this time until we have a clearer picture of what the future will bring. There is
no hurry.
•

The rush to reconfigure the runway was co-incident with the introduction of the G650 While
I am not claiming a causal relationship, I do think it curious that the fictitious rush to reconfigure
the airside to accommodate over 95-foot wingspans happened about the same time the G650 –
with a wingspan of 99’7” -- became available. Please be clear that I am not connecting dots, I
am only pointing out the dots, with documentation.
Fact #1: According to Forbes Magazine July 1, 2015 article “2015 America’s Richest Families Net
Worth”, the Crown Family net worth was $8.8 billion. According to Forbes, at that time, “.....the
Crown family still owns 10% of General Dynamics stock, worth some $4.8 billion at press time
and the family’s largest single asset”. More recently, on August 27, 2020, MarketScreen listed
James Crown (65 years old) as “Lead Independent Director” as one of the General Dynamics
Managers.

Commented [EA1]: es

Fact #2: The Crown family owns the Aspen Skiing Company.
Fact #3: According to Google search February 14, 2020, Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation is a
wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics.
Fact #4: https://www.aspentimes.com/news/expanded-runway-would-mean-biggergulfstreams-in-aspen/ According to the Aspen Times, September 13, 2015 (link above) in the
article “Expanded Runway Would Mean Bigger Gulfstreams in Aspen”, consultant J.D. Ingram
explained at a BOCC meeting what type of corporate jets would be able to serve the AspenPitkin County Airport when it has an expanded runway. [Note: the word “when” – not the word
“if” – was used.] Ingram noted that the G650, which was way too big to fly into Aspen in 2015,
could do so with the widened and reconfigured runway. In that same article, airport Director
John Kinney was quoted as saying there’s demand for the G650 among Pitkin County’s moneyed
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set. Kinney further said that he learned a few months ago [remember this was 2015] that 22
individuals with Aspen real estate connections had placed orders for the G650s. “About four
weeks ago, that pending total had risen from 22 to 33.” Are these facts coincidental?
•

Safety was not adequately addressed During the first ASE Visioning meeting on February 21,
2019, “Safety of aircraft operations” was overwhelmingly rated the top priority by the
approximately 100 people in attendance. However, safety was never seriously addressed in
work groups and committees.
Fact #1: According to Mary Lackner at Pitkin GIS department, the distance from the upvalley
end of the runway to the Buttermilk parking lot is 1,653 feet. That is approximately three tenths
of a mile.
Fact #2: Sometimes, especially during XGames, there are thousands of people at or near the
Buttermilk parking lot.
Fact #3: Larger, heavier planes have to land at a faster speeds than smaller planes. It would
take less than 11 seconds for an airplane traveling 100 miles an hour to travel three tenths of a
mile.
Fact #4: A 737 or 737-like airplane can seat 130-150 people, depending on configuration. If
such an airplane overshot the runway and crashed into Buttermilk parking lot or god forbid an
XGames crowd, the casualties could number in the thousands.
Fact #5: According the Director of Marketing at Aspen Valley Hospital, AVH has a total of 16
beds in the emergency department, including one “trauma room”. Former Airport director John
Kinney, when asked at ASE Visioning meetings about mass trauma plans associated with ASE,
said mutual aid from other jurisdictions would be called. That’s all well and good, but mutual
aid has to actually get here, possibly during a snow storm with highway closures. Every
Emergency Medical Technician knows about the “golden hour” in terms of survival rates.
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Challenger crash ASE January 5, 2014. Judgement errors by pilots (from Mexico) and high winds contributed to the
crash according to National Transportation Safety Board final report, as reported in Aspen Times article April 25,
2017.

Fact #6: The 1,000-foot upvalley extension of the runway, built in 2012, was designed for takeoffs only, not landings, so a plane should not be landing on that part of the runway. However,
accidents happen. To name just four of many incidents near the airport: (1) Greg Murnane was
not supposed to land his twin-engine plane on Hwy 82 in Shale Bluffs on December 27, 1982,
killing the pilot (six passengers survived). (2) An AvJet Gulfstream was not supposed to land just
short of the runway on March 29, 2001, killing all 18 on board. (3) January 17, 2018, a private
Falcon jet landed not on the ASE runway but next to it (no injuries). (4) In 1999 (can’t recall
exact day but I was on scene in my professional capacity as a deputy sheriff) a BAE-146 lost
hydraulics upon landing thereby losing ability for flaps to slow aircraft, and overshot the end of
the runway, coming to rest next to the Buttermilk parking lot (no injuries). That was not
supposed to happen, either. The list of “that was not supposed to happen” goes on and on, so it
is foolish to say that a plane will never try to land on the 1000-foot runway extension because
it’s not supposed to.
Fact #7: According to Richard Arnold, in the past 40 years there have been nearly 40 crashes at
and around the Aspen Airport. Almost all were General Aviation, not Commercial. By the way,
Pitkin County staff declined to gather these crash data when asked by ASE Vision volunteers.
Richard Arnold (former ASE Airport Director), with the help of John McBride (private pilot), and
others had to gather the information on their own.
Fact #8: ASE is a challenging airport, and commercial pilots are required to have specialized
training. No special training for General Aviation pilots is authorized. See below.
Fact #9: On Friday, September 20, 2019 between 4:30 and 7:00 p.m., there were five missed
approaches at ASE. The weather was clear, but according to one person (who wants to remain
anonymous) working Operations at ASE that afternoon, the missed approaches were caused by
private pilots unfamiliar with ASE trying to fly into Aspen for an Aspen Institute Conference.
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Conclusion: The community is simply not equipped to deal with a mass casualty 737 airplane
crash with potentially 130-150 souls on board. Another safety concern not discussed properly in
the ASE Visioning process is the fact that where the engines are located on an airplane has a lot
to do with its ability to maneuver in the event of engine failure, say while trying to land. If one
engine fails on an airplane with wing-mounted engines (as 737-like aircraft), the powered engine
will want to yaw the aircraft in the direction of the dead engine. However, with fuselagemounted engines (such as the CRJ700), centerline thrust can still be maintained so that direction
of the airplane is more manageable. It’s physics. CRJ-700s are safer than 737-like airplanes in
the event of engine failure.
•

Air Pollution not adequately studied. To over-simplify, there are two kinds of air pollution to
be considered in connection with operations at ASE. First is the pollution we breathe caused by
operations of aircraft at the airport, such as volatile organic compounds in exhaust and tiny
particulates (such as PM10 and PM5) made airborne by jet blast. Ms. Vigilante, the noise and
air pollution expert hired by Pitkin County, said in a Technical workgroup meeting that there was
no need to actually measure volatile organic compounds and particulates at the end of the
runway, because computer models could do the job, partly based on aviation fuel sales. I think
she may have been referring to the measurement of greenhouse gases, but some of us in the
community would like actual air measurements, based on our first-hand experience of breathing
the stinky air. Why be a theorist when you can be an experimentalist and get real data, right
here?
Tony Vagneur, Aspen native and beloved columnist, spelled out the problem in his opinion piece
in the Aspen Times January 5, 2018 (“Shoving a Bigger Airport Down Aspen’s Throat”). Tony
described skiing Buttermilk with his young grandson. “....A quick lunch and then we headed for
home, savoring the good time, nostrils and lungs burning and rebelling against the stench of jet
fuel exhaust. My battle-scarred lungs and mucous membranes are likely past the point of much
caring, but it really infuriated me to think that my grandson, who is so new to the world, has to
be subjected to such pollution.......We live in a small town at the end of a very narrow mountain
valley.....The catch is that a bigger town might have room for expansion, Aspen does not. It’s
like trying to cram 50 pounds of horse s*** into a 30-pound bag......”
I asked the question at a public meeting more than two years ago when the BOCC accepted the
Environmental Assessment study, “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” To this day,
Pitkin County has not measured air pollution at the base of Buttermilk despite the fact that I did
the work to find a company that does just that type of monitoring (Apis Company out of Oregon
which is conducting other similar studies in Colorado), got a budget and time frame from Apis
employee Bob Beckius (less than $15,000), then Beckius flew to Aspen and gave a presentation
to Greg Poschman and others with details of the project. We did this all voluntarily in an effort
to get the County to do some real measuring of air pollutants After the presentation, the
response was “Thank you very much, we’ll get back to you.” As of today, the County still has
not measured air pollution at Powder Pandas. Instead, the County says they are monitoring the
air at a secret location (I learned from another source is the Fire Station off to the north side of
the airport) which is obviously the wrong place (confirmed by Beckius that the monitor is in the
wrong place). When I last inquired if any information was available from the secret (wrong)
location, I was told by Cindy Houben in Community Development “No”. The County seems to
refuse to answer the question “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” despite the fact
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that those children are only three-tenths of a mile from the end of the runway where planes
turn around and spool up in preparation for take-off. In addition to the force of the jet blast, the
prevailing winds are also generally in the direction of Powder Pandas. Yet, the County refuses to
get to the truth of what our kiddos are breathing.

•

Then, there are greenhouse gases that affect the whole planet, caused in part by the burning of
fossil fuels. An engineer at SpaceX, Dr. Chris Trautner, performed calculations to determine fuel
consumption of Gulfstream G650 in plastic-bag equivalents. The reason this is pertinent is
obvious when you refer back to the graphs depicting the huge number of private aircraft
(transporting very few people per flight) compared to the commercial flights (transporting many
more people per flight). The comparison was made between a Gulfstream 650 and a CRJ700.
All assumptions and calculations are presented in the following pages. The conclusion is that if a
person takes a G650 instead of a CRJ700 one-way, one time from LAX to ASE, that person uses
the fuel equivalent of about 10,000 EXTRA – extra – plastic bags. Assuming that person uses five
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plastic bags per week for groceries, this EXTRA plastic-bag-equivalent for one LAX-to-ASE trip is
about 30 years worth of bag consumption. Said another way: One person taking one private
flight rather than a commercial flight from LAX to ASE can wipe out a single person’s efforts to
do the right thing (taking own bags to grocery instead of using plastic bags) for 30 – THIRTY –
years. Therefore, by reconfiguring the runway/taxiway to accommodate huge private aircraft is
damaging the planet in an unbelievable way.
The following pages show the mathematical computation fuel consumption of the Gulfstream
G650 in plastic -bag equivalents.
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•

We pride ourselves in being “green” in Aspen and Pitkin County. However, allowing – I daresay,
encouraging – behemoth jets carrying very few passengers (sometimes carrying no passengers,
just Christmas presents or dogs!) – is not green. It’s time to supplement the “feel good” green
stuff like prohibiting plastic bags at City Market with real green measures like prohibiting large
private jets.
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One last thought: The scale of this precious valley just does not support huge 737-like airplanes. We all
know that there is a 35-foot limit for motor vehicles traveling Independence Pass because the
geography just can’t accommodate anything larger – for safety reasons. Similarly, the upper end of our
narrow, box-canyon Roaring Fork Valley can not accommodate larger planes – for safety reasons. We
can’t change the basic geography.
Commissioners: Hold the line on the 95-foot wingspan for reasons of safety and air pollution. There is
no rush.
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9/15/2020

Pitkin County Mail - Fwd: ASE Vision recommendations

Charlotte Anderson <ch

>

Fwd: ASE Vision recommendations
Rich Englehart
To: BOCC

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Joe Driscoll <
Date: Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 8:59 AM
Subject: ASE Vision recommendations
To: Rich Englehart <

>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 9:29 AM

>

>
As an airline pilot, ASE Vision volunteer and 30 year Pitkin County resident, I would like to offer a perspective on recent
airport newspaper articles.
Airports across the country are completing construction projects ahead of schedule, taking advantage of the Covid-19 air
traffic slowdown to cause minimum disruption to the traveling public. Salt Lake airport will open a completely new terminal
this week. Denver is expanding terminal space to be ready for a return of passenger volume. Los Angeles and other
airports also pressing ahead with airport improvements.
The Bombardier CRJ-700 has been discontinued and will be retired in the future. Bombardier developed the CS-100 to
replace the CRJ, which was taken over by Airbus and rebranded as the A220. It is irrelevant to compare the longevity of
long-haul wide-body aircraft such as the Boeing 767, 747 or B52 strategic bomber, all of which fly long hours and far
fewer cycles (engine starts, take-offs and landing) than a short-haul regional jet. The Q-400 is only operated by Horizon
Arlines in the US, which of course does not serve Aspen.
Safety is a priority of the ASE Vision and the airlines operating here have a proven track record of safe operations. The
ASE Vision incorporates safety enhancements by regulating general aviation, which already account for 75% of ASE
operations. The community majority does not want to see a further reduction of airline operations.
Joe Driscoll
-Rich Englehart
Pitkin County Deputy County Manager
Interim Airport Director
530 E. Main Street, Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

STOP THE SPREAD
Find Support and Stay Informed:
www.pitkincounty.com/covid19
Community Hotline: 970-429-6186
Due to COVID-19 response and recovery, there may be a prolonged delay in my ability to reply to your email. Thank you
in advance for your patience. My office hours are 8:00AM-5:00PM, M-F. If you need to reach me outside of these hours,
please call or text me directly.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677914294232122677&simpl=msg-f%3A16779142942…

1/2
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9/14/2020

Pitkin County Mail - Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT

Charlotte Anderson

Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT
Patti Clapper
To: Charlotte Anderson

Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 2:40 PM

FYI
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cliff Runge <a
Date: September 14, 2020 at 9:31:42 AM MDT
To: Patti Clapper <
Cc:
Subject: GREEN AIRPORT

GREEN AIRPORT
Dear Commissioners,
I will make this short. If you do not move the runway, to the west, you
must move the taxiway to the east. Correct? If you move the taxiway to
the east, you must move General Aviation to the north. Correct? If you
move General Aviation north, (or north on the west side), you will require
hundreds of private jets to taxi at least half a mile farther to park, and half a
mile farther to taxi back to take off. (About a mile total and 5 to 7 minutes
of additional taxi time.) Correct? Thousands of operations per year.
Correct?
DO YOU REALIZE THAT A TAXIING GULFSTREAM USES ALMOST
THE SAME AMOUNT OF FUEL TAXIING AS IT DOES FLYING AT
ALTITUDE? DO YOU REALIZE THAT A GULFSTREAM 5 USES 372
GALLONS OF JET FUEL PER HOUR? ADD THAT C02 TO YOUR
“GREEN AIRPORT” CALCULATIONS!
If you must, just move the runway. But please, think about what the
ramifications are of the decision you are about to make.
Cliff Runge

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677843261188875200&simpl=msg-f%3A16778432611…

1/1
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9/15/2020

Pitkin County Mail - Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT

Charlotte Anderson

Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT
Kelly McNicholas Kury
To: Charlotte Anderson <

>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Please forward to BOCC as follow up comments on the ASE vision process.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly McNicholas Kury, BA/MA
Commissioner, District 2 | Pitkin County

www.pitkincounty.com

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cliff Runge <
Date: Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 8:38 PM
Subject: RE: GREEN AIRPORT
To: Kelly McNicholas Kury <

Conserva ve addi onal fuel consump on by moving GA opera ons to the north.

Assume 300 gallons per hour average business jet taxiing fuel consump on.
Assume 5 minutes total extra taxi me arriving and depar ng.
25 gallons addi onal fuel consumed by EACH GA business jet opera on. (Total arriving and
depar ng.)
25 gallons mes number of business jets opera ons per year. (I do not know that number
exactly. The average daily opera ons at the airport was 115 in 2019. Let’s say 50 of those
opera ons are business jets – very conserva ve.)
Roughly 20,000 gallons of addi onal jet fuel burned ON THE GROUND EVERY YEAR.

One last thought – did anyone ever discuss moving the GA opera ons to the north with the
ATC tower ground control folks? Our taxi opera ons are head to head – much like most of
our landing opera ons. Moving GA opera ons north would create a serious taxi traﬃc jam
– requiring extensive ground hold mes while one aircra waited for the opposite taxiing
aircra to pass before proceeding. This could double or triple the fuel used by business jets
during ground opera ons.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677919578687242750&simpl=msg-f%3A16779195786…

1/2
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9/15/2020

Pitkin County Mail - Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT

And by the way, all the aircra that are currently parked in the north ramp area are
towed there by electric tugs.
Thanks for your communica on. I know these are not easy decisions. Cliﬀ

From: Kelly McNicholas Kury [mailto:
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 8:21 PM
To: Cliﬀ Runge <
Subject: Re: GREEN AIRPORT

]

Thank you for your input, Cliff. I appreciate you taking the time to further inform these deliberations. I will definitely think
on what you've said.

Kind regards,
Kelly

Kelly McNicholas Kury, BA/MA
Commissioner, District 2 | Pitkin County

www.pitkincounty.com

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677919578687242750&simpl=msg-f%3A16779195786…
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9/17/2020

Pitkin County Mail - Re: An urge to pause on airport

Charlotte Anderson <

>

Re: An urge to pause on airport
6 messages
Michael Tunte <m
To: Merrill Jackie <
Cc:

Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 11:53 AM

Hello Jackie,
My decision was made after careful consideration during an exhaustive and thoughtful process. I, as a sensible citizen, do
not wish to change my vote, nor I do not support this type of behind the scenes effort. I ask that you do not include my
name in your letter.
Thank you,
Mike Tunte
On Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 11:02 AM Merrill Jackie <

> wrote:

Dear you two Vision Committee members,
Attached is a letter going soon to the BOCC and
encouraging them to "pause" any decision on ASE airport
airside reconfiguration, but not pause the terminal
improvements.
You may have seen Amory Lovins’ (8/31/20) and Tom
Keough's (9/5/20) very persuasive opinion pieces in the
Aspen Daily News recently. Their columns have triggered a
groundswell of support because they make educated and
rational arguments.
Some members of the Vision Committee, including myself
( plus husband Jay as a member of the Character
Committee) have shifted our views because the whole
world has changed. I am hoping you as a sensible citizen
will support a “pause” as well for reasons indicated in the
attachment. In addition to Vision Committee members
signing, many valley residents have added their names as
well.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1677832802465338494&simpl=msg-f%3A16778328024…
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9/17/2020

Pitkin County Mail - Re: An urge to pause on airport

If you are comfortable adding your name to this letter,
please let me know ASAP. NO pressure, just FYI that airport
changes as voted on in January are not at all yet cast in
concrete. I personally regret my YES vote back then. In
addition, our Aspen newspapers will be printing said letter
as an opinion piece. If you only want to add your name to
the BOCC letter, we will make sure your name is not in the
papers. Appreciate your response on both questions.
Warmly, Jackie

Michael Tunte <
To:

>

Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 12:04 PM

Hi Airport team,
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to assist with this. To me this letter and pushback read as an effort to
delegitimize the exhaustive process we undertook and are a disservice to the community.
Best regards,
Mike Tunte
[Quoted text hidden]

From: Michael Tunte
Date: Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 11:54 AM
Subject: Re: An urge to pause on airport
To: Merrill Jackie

>

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1677832802465338494&simpl=msg-f%3A16778328024…
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From: Roger Nicholson [mailto:r
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:18 AM
To: 'Merrill Jackie'
Subject: RE: An urge to pause on our airport

]

Jackie: I completely disagree with this and I want to explain. The Vision
Committee reached a 20-1 decision for the plan we had developed and it
made sense in February. Had it been implemented in a reasonable time we
would be on our way to a better airport. Covid and the usual Pitkin/Aspen
second guessing came to the fore and it looks to me that we will now start
over. This will produce a new committee and a new plan after many months
of committee consideration. That will then be second guessed and so on into
our usual indecision. Think of the entrance to Aspen. It has followed this
path for 40 years +. The February plan may not have been perfect but it was
well thought out at that moment. If it had been put in place there would
have been ongoing opportunities to revise/change as needed. The fact that
the CRJ700 is going away sooner rather than later is still the overriding issue
in my mind. Every business decision has a point in time when successful
organizations bite the bullet and move forward. We don’t seem to be able to
grasp that concept in Pitkin/Aspen.
All the best
Roger Nicholson
Cell:
From: Merrill Jackie [mailto:
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 3:57 PM
To: Roger Nicholson
Subject: An urge to pause on our airport

]

Roger, Though I am not certain where you stand currently on the
airport since our world changed, I am taking the liberty of sharing with
you below a letter to the BOCC, attached, to be signed by several
valley residents and Vision Committee members about pausing any
decision on ASE airside reconfiguration.
You may have seen Amory Lovins’ (8/31/20) and Tom Keough's
(9/5/20) very persuasive opinion pieces in the Aspen Daily News. Their
columns have triggered a groundswell of support because they make
educated and rational arguments on taking our time given increased
uncertainties.
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Some members of the Vision Committee, including myself ( plus
husband Jay as a member of the Experience Committee) have shifted
our views since January. I am hoping you as a very sensible citizen will
support a “pause” as well, for reasons indicated in the attachment.
If you are comfortable adding your name to this letter, please let me
know ASAP. NO pressure, just FYI that airport changes as voted on in
January are not at all yet cast in concrete. I personally regret my YES
vote back then!
In addition, we have just learned that both Aspen papers want to print
said letters as opinion pieces next week. If you prefer to add your name
JUST to the BOCC letter, let me know also ASAP and we will make
sure your name does not appear in the papers. Feel free to forward this
to those in your universe who might be interested. Warmly, Jackie
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From: Merrill Jackie <
Subject: an urge to pause on the airside
Date: September 18, 2020 at 11:48:51 AM MDT
To:

Cc: Jon Peacock
Dear BOCC, Attached below is a letter signed by some 30 community members
that urges a PAUSE on decisions about changes to the airside of ASE. I will also
send it as a PDF in hopes you can open it one way or the other. This is an
elaboration of my question posed at the open meeting with the BOCC on August
13: what are the impacts of COVID and the contracted economy on decisions
about the ASE airside changes? In my observations of your meetings since then,
I am not convinced that the necessary considerations have been properly aired
and considered.
Please put on your long term strategic thinker hats to assure you do Seventh
Generation thinking, as the Iroquois Confederacy would recommend. Respectfully,
Jackie

Jacqueline Merrill
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September 17, 2020
To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
“Do the best you can un/l you know be3er. Then when you know be3er, do be3er.”
Maya Angelou
The majority of our valley residents and the Vision CommiBee now have new important informaDon
since the January 2020 vote was taken to recommend reconﬁguraDon of the airside of ASE. In the nine
months since that vote (before the Covid-19 pandemic) the world has changed, and so have our opinions
and recommendaDons. We want to change our vote to NO.
Here are the realiDes that have caused us to reconsider:
1. The CRJ700 will remain a reliable airplane able to serve Aspen for many years. A myth,
perpetuated with undocumented rumors since 2013, was that the CRJ700 would be reDring
starDng in 2018 and would be mostly gone by 2021. This assumpDon was the impetus for the
ASE Visioning process. The following quote is from Nathalie ScoB, Senior Advisor Public
RelaDons and Media of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (the manufacturer of the CRJ700). Ms. ScoB
stated on September 4, 2020, “The Design Life of a CRJ700 is 80K Flight Cycles. FYI, the average
of age of the approximately 240 CRJ700s in service in the US as of January 2020 was 14
years.....which is sKll preLy young.” In other words, the CRJ700s are now only about half way
into their useful life, meaning they have at least another 14 years.
2. The commercial and private airline industries have been dramaDcally altered. Since Covid-19
took hold, commercial ﬂights have drasDcally decreased because of social distancing
requirements, and most experts say it will take years to recover. According to Business Insider
(July 19, 2020), “The airline industry will be ravaged for years to come, and the eﬀects will be felt
across the enDre economy, a new Moody’s report says”.
3. We now know that the possibility of clean, quiet, electric aircraa is proceeding faster than
anyone predicted. A recent arDcle in The AtlanDc described the huge progress being made in
electric airplanes. hBps://www.theatlanDc.com/sponsored/thomson-reuters-why-2025maBers/electric-ﬂight/208/ We respecdully request that the BOCC put on their best long-term
strategic thinker hats and move outside the box to imagine a whole new concept of airplane and
airport design.
Now that we know beBer, we want to do beBer. We the undersigned voDng members of the Vision
CommiBee (noted by asterisks) want to change our vote to no. We are supported by many other
community members. While we agree that the terminal needs to be improved, we strongly urge the
BOCC to PAUSE for a few years any decision regarding reconﬁguraDon of the airside of ASE. You do not
yet have overwhelming and irrefutable evidence that spending a half a billion dollars now is either
intelligent or far-sighted. PLEASE pause long enough to reconcile the new world order with the future of
Aspen.
Signed:

Dick Arnold,* John McBride,* Tom Melberg,* Jackie Merrill,* Amory and Judy Hill Lovins, Tom
Keough, Michael Kinsley, Sheldon Fingerman, Tim Mooney, Bill Dinsmoor, Wayne Ethridge, Bob
Rafelson, Walter Chi, Winifred Norman, David Sontag, Dan Glidden, Kate Spencer, Ellen
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Anderson, Jay Hughes, Dick and Cornelia CorbeB, Denny and Linda Vaughn, Tom and Nadine van
Straaten, Mike Waters, Bruce Gordon, Theodore and Bonny DeWeese, Terry and Katrina
GarneB, Brian Hazen, Rodger Gurrentz, Rob Pew, Wylie and Alex Melberg, Gene Burrus, Eric
and Maggie Scheyer, Steve Arnold, Hugh and Mary Wise.
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Recommendation Compilation of Individual Scoring
Initial Strong Agreement by BOCC
●

Goal #1 - Maximize the Safety of Our Airport

●

Goal #6 - FBO Reflects Community Values

●
●
●
●

Goal #7 - Build New Terminal
Goal #8 - Enhance the Traveler and Staff Experience
Goal #9 - Open air jetways
Goal #14 - Construction Phasing

1

Majority Agreement by BOCC
●
●
●
●
●

Goal #2 - Maximize the Sustainability of Our New Airport
Goal #3 - Seamless Ground Connectivity
Goal #4 - Improve Airline Service Reliability
Goal #11 - Flexible gates
Goal #13 - Leave the runway where it is

Need Further Discussion
●
●
●

Goal #5 - Non-airline reserved parking (ramp space)
Goal #10 - Provide 7 gates with comfortable waiting spaces
Goal #12 - Reconfigure the airfield to accommodate ADG III aircraft with wingspans greater than 95’…AS LONG AS Airlines agree
that….
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#4 - Improve Airline Service Reliability

2

BOCC majority of four or five agree to:
● Work with FAA to institute a Reservation System for commercial and GA
operations during peak periods to protect airline schedules.
● Consider a Peak Period GA Pricing Program (if reservation system isn’t
sufficient).
● Request BOCC seek further actions that other airports may have
implemented Work with FAA to enhance safety by increasing the separation
between aircraft. (This may reduce flow rate during peak periods)
BOCC desires further dialog and consideration to:
● East side taxiway design and moving GA to the north allows airliners to
queue up more quickly for take offs.
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#11 - Flexible gates

3

BOCC majority of four or five agree to:
● Provide 7 gates for regional aircraft but fewer for larger
aircraft. Gates “flex” down for larger aircraft, thus keeping
total enplanement/deplanement at approximately the
same level, regardless of aircraft size.
● Create a special arrival-only process to facilitate rapid
deplaning of flights delayed by weather events and
arriving together.
264

#13 - Leave the runway where it is.

4

BOCC majority of four or five agree to:
● Work with FAA
● Requires future relocation of tower. Operating exception for GA
aircraft movements until tower is relocated or alternative options
(cameras or virtual tower) are implemented.
● Move deicing pads to the east and relocate of surface vehicle parking
to the north.
● GA parking on the west side will be required to maintain same
number of GA/Air Taxi parking spaces. Future ramp expansion space
to be reserved based on “drop and go” analysis.
265

#5 Non-airline Reserved Parking (ramp space)
BOCC majority of four or five agree to:
●
●

5

Reconfigure GA ramp space to move large GA and Air Taxi to north end of
the airport away from noise-sensitive residential areas.
Provide electrical and tempered air hook-ups at each parking space.

BOCC desires further dialog and consideration to:
●
●
●

●

Implement International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) spacing
standards. Avoid crowded “aircraft carrier parking”.
County requires aircraft to plug in and minimize APU use. If County can’t
require plugin, County should subsidize to incentivize plug in use.
Maintain current number of aircraft parking spots to avoid increases in “drop
and go’s”. County should add non-airline parking spaces incrementally and
measure impacts before adding additional space to reduce drop-and-go’s.
Analyze if the addition of hangars would reduce drop-and-go’s.
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6
#10 - Provide 7 Gates with Comfortable Waiting Spaces

BOCC desires further dialog and consideration to:
● 7 gates slightly flattens out the schedule to reflect community values
and goals and presents a reasonable constraint to long-range market
demands without impacting current market needs.
● Design terminal and ramp with sufficient space to add an 8th gate
quickly if necessary for safe and efficient airport operations while
considering the 0.8% growth target.
● Permit an 8th gate only if approved by BOCC resolution or ordinance
after public hearings and input.
● Comfortable gate seating to accommodate every person on the
aircraft.
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#12 - Reconfigure the airfield to accommodate ADG III aircraft with wingspans greater than
95’…AS LONG AS Airlines agree that…. Their greenhouse gas and other emissions 7are
signiﬁcantly lower than the CRJ-700 They are quieter than the CRJ-700 They have no more
than 110% to 120% of the number of seats of the BAE-146 (100 passengers) that previously
served Aspen Airlines’ “fleet forecast” includes only planes weighing less than 140,000 lbs.
(MTOW). Design runway, taxiway and ramp to this weight limit.

BOCC majority of four or five agree to
●
●

Include the voluntary noise restriction
Negotiation with airlines

BOCC desires further dialog and consideration to:
●
●
●

Separate the runway from the taxiway by 400’ between centerlines
Widen the runway to 150’
Reconvene Vision Committee for no more than 14 days to evaluate the success of
stakeholder negotiations and make an alternate airport recommendation if
necessary.
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8

#15 - Common Ground Recommendation Airport Map.

We invite the BOCC to come back to this
committee if there are substantive changes.
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Vision Committee Proposed ALP
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